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Tuesday, September 11 began much like any other day at Modern
Drummer. That is until MD’s Bill Miller rushed into my office at 8:55 A.M.

to tell me that a plane had accidentally crashed into the World Trade Center
in New York. Less than fifteen minutes later we all learned that a second
plane had hit. Clearly, this was no accident. Something truly horrible was
happening.

The next few hours were among the most disturbing I can remember at
MD. With work at a standstill, we huddled around a TV screen to watch the
horror that was occurring not all that far from our office. By noontime I offi-
cially closed the place down. There was no logical reason to stay. Anything
anyone had to do that day suddenly seemed totally unimportant in compar-
ison to what was going on a few miles away. In truth, we all just needed to
be with our families.

Late that evening I drove to a hilltop near my home with its inspiring view
of the city at night. I sat there in silence watching black smoke still rising
from where those landmark buildings had proudly stood just twenty-four
hours earlier. The reality of the day’s events was an indescribable feeling.
“How dare anyone do this to our country?” was the only thought I had.

We returned to the office the following morning still reeling from the pre-
vious day, but we attempted to get back to the business of Modern
Drummer. It was an extremely difficult task. No one was thinking clearly.

Over the next three days, scores of emails and calls poured in from drum
industry people, readers, and friends of MD around the world. All of them
expressed concern for our well-being. We did our best to respond to every-
one. With the exception of two staffers who couldn’t get back home for sev-
eral days due to closed highways, bridges, and tunnels, we were all okay.

It’s been several months since that tragic day. And while the initial shock
has diminished somewhat, we’ll never forget what happened on the morn-
ing that began like every other. But, as usual, the spirit inherent in all
Americans will always prevail. Though fanatical madmen may play havoc
with our landscape, they can’t extinguish our spirit. It’s something those
who attempt to disrupt our way of life will never fully understand. Rest
assured, we’re moving forward uninterrupted at Modern Drummer, and we
intend to keep the music playing. I encourage you all to do the same.

My sincere thanks to everyone who wrote and called to express their
concern for us that week. We appreciate it.
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readers’ platform

ALL YOU NEED IS WUV
I just received
my December
2001 issue. All I
can say is Wow.
I’m a drummer 
in a Christian 
rock band, and
P.O.D.’s Wuv is
a major inspira-
tion to me.
Thank you for
being so diverse, and for meeting the needs
of all drummers. Most of all, thanks for
giving Christian drummers a chance. Some
magazines would be scared to publish any-
thing that is related to anything Christian.

As long as I play drums (which will be
until I die) I will be an MD subscriber. 

DDaavviidd
via Internet

TIM ALEXANDER
I’m eighteen, and I’ve been drumming for
about nine years. Ever since I first heard Tim
Alexander in Primus, I was hooked. Tim’s
creativity and grooving ability have been
major influences on my playing. I don’t think
Tim gets enough credit for his drumming,
but after reading your interview I was more
than satisfied. I learned a lot about a drum-
mer I thought I knew everything about.

It’s a shame that so many of today’s drum-
mers haven’t come to appreciate Tim yet. If
it weren’t for him and Primus, I wouldn’t be
half the musician I am now. I can’t wait to
hear his new stuff. Thanks for the article!

GGrreegg FFrraasssseettttii
via Internet

 JOE MORELLO REFLECTIONS
After reading December’s Reflections with
Joe Morello, I was taken back to the brief
period during which I studied with Joe. His
lessons would stretch far beyond discus-
sions of technique or style. Much like your
article, they were riddled with stories about
great artists as people. These stories pro-
vide us with a fascinating first-hand
glimpse into the lives of those whose
music we admire. Thanks!

FFoorreesstt MMuutthheerr
New York, NY

RATTLE SOLUTION
In the December 2001 It’s Questionable,
Brad Dood wrote about trying to get rid of
a rattle in one of his toms. I had the same
problem a few years back with a Yamaha
tom. It turned out that the metal grommet
surrounding the air hole had worked its
way loose, creating a buzzing rattle. Here’s
how I fixed the problem.

First I removed one of the drumheads.
Next, I found a bolt that was a little smaller
in diameter than the air hole. I inserted this
bolt through the hole and threaded a nut
onto the other side. Gently tightening the
nut created a sort of vise, which pinched
the grommet tight again. The drum hasn’t
rattled since.

BBrriiaann MMiikkuulliicchh
Denver, CO

COVER VERSIONS REDUX
Your December issue, with Wuv on the
cover, was excellent as always. But I’m con-
cerned by the letter from William Francis in
Readers’ Platform. Mr. Francis complains
that your covers have featured drummers
who “may be currently trendy but have little
to talk about besides their most recent album
tour.”

The truth of the matter is, we need popular
drummers. For one thing, they are the future.
For another, they are the reason I listen to
Weckl, Gadd, and other giants. Drummers
like John Dolmayan and Danny Carey are
the ones who inspire us to dive into the art
and discover other great players.

All the drummers who appear on MD’s
cover—as well as those inside—deserve to
be there. They inspire me every single day!

GOLF ROCKS
Your “Golf Rocks” story in the
December issue was a nice
break from your normal interview
format. It’s refreshing to see
drummers portrayed as individu-
als with other interests, not just
as fanatics immersed in drum-
ming itself.

Of course, it was also cool to
read about the jam session fol-
lowing the day on the links. They
couldn’t stay away from the skins
for long, could they?

PPeetteerr EEssppiinnoozzaa
San Antonio, TX

When I opened the December
2001 issue and found Ted
Bonar’s “Golf Rocks” story, I fig-
ured that it must be about a golf tourna-
ment organized to raise funds for a non-
profit organization. Imagine my surprise
when I learned that this was not the case.
Instead, a story that should have been
given three column inches in the
Backbeats section was treated as a fea-
ture, complete with full-color photos and
a mention on the cover. 

This story offered no news that could
be construed as relevant to the readers of

Modern Drummer or to golfers. Granted,
there are a few parallels between golf
and drumming, but you barely touched
upon them.

BBrruuccee TTrriimmbbllee
Sherwood, AR

The “Golf Rocks” piece was a stunning
waste of eight pages.

PPaauull CCoorriioo
via Internet





Pay no attention to people like William
Francis, who believe that only the legends
deserve to be on the cover. I guarantee that
the legends themselves don’t feel that way.

ComfortZone
via Internet

I’ve been an avid Modern Drummer reader
for about ten years. I love all kinds of music,
but I’m first and foremost a rock ’n’ roll
junkie. Lately you folks have been featuring
more rock and metal drummers, and for this I
thank you. It’s great to be able to read about
my favorite drummers without having to suf-
fer through stupid questions like “What kind
of girls turn you on?” Keep up the great
work.

Steve Iannelli
via Internet
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Correspondence to MD’s Readers’
Platform may be sent by mail:

12 Old Bridge Road, 
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009,
fax: (973) 239-7139, or 

email: rvh@moderndrummer.com.

HOW TO REACH US

 



Specially developed to provide contemporary drummers with incom-
parable performance and a unique tonal alternative, Drum Workshop’s new
Collector’s Series™ Birch drums are the first and only drums in the world
that combine the distinctive sound of birch and the legendary quality of DW.
Collector’s Birch is made from hand-selected, proportionate-ply, all-birch
shells with magnificent Heartwood exteriors that are flawlessly designed and
custom-crafted to enhance birch’s characteristic punch and slightly more
focused frequency response in the studio and on stage.  Plus, like DW’s 

classic Collector’s Series Maple Drums, every Collector’s Birch drumset is
TimbreMatched™ for tonal balance, equipped with Precision Bearing Edges,
Suspension Tom Mounts and TruePitch™ tuners and finished in a virtually
limitless selection of FinishPly™, Satin Oil, Lacquer or Exotic options.  

In the past you had to choose between the tone of birch drums and the
performance of custom drums. But why compromise? When with a set of
DW Collector’s Series Birch drums, you can choose the best of birch and play
the best of both.

Specially developed to provide contemporary drummers with incom-
parable performance and a unique tonal alternative, Drum Workshop’s new
Collector’s Series™ Birch drums are the first and only drums in the world
that combine the distinctive sound of birch and the legendary quality of DW.
Collector’s Birch is made from hand-selected, proportionate-ply, all-birch
shells with magnificent Heartwood exteriors that are flawlessly designed and
custom-crafted to enhance birch’s characteristic punch and slightly more
focused frequency response in the studio and on stage.  Plus, like DW’s 

classic Collector’s Series Maple Drums, every Collector’s Birch drumset is
TimbreMatched™ for tonal balance, equipped with Precision Bearing Edges,
Suspension Tom Mounts and TruePitch™ tuners and finished in a virtually
limitless selection of FinishPly™, Satin Oil, Lacquer or Exotic options.  

In the past you had to choose between the tone of birch drums and the
performance of custom drums. But why compromise? When with a set of
DW Collector’s Series Birch drums, you can choose the best of birch and play
the best of both.

DW Collector’s Series™ Birch drums are now available at your DW dealer in a full range of FAST, standard and custom sizes. DW Collector’s Series™ Birch drums are now available at your DW dealer in a full range of FAST, standard and custom sizes. 
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QYour drumming is a constant source of inspiration to me. I
saw you with The Chick Corea Elektric Band II in 1994, and

you’re definitely one of the most technically gifted, versatile, and
powerful players I’ve ever witnessed. I’m always thrilled to learn
who you’re going to be playing or recording with in the future.

Recently I’ve been going back and studying your past work,
including Chick Corea’s Paint The World and Time Warp, Bob
Berg’s Another Standard, Allan Holdsworth’s The Sixteen Men Of
Tain, and Alanis Morissette’s MTV Unplugged and Supposed
Former Infatuation Junkie. Those recordings cover a wide spec-
trum of musical styles. How and why do you choose the drums
and cymbals you use for any particular gig? What goes into the
sound of your drums (heads, tuning, and so forth)—especially that
“signature” snare sound of yours?

Enrique González
Monterrey, Mexico

AThanks for the props, Enrique! When it comes to drum
sounds, the music will definitely dictate what gear I use.

When I’m in an acoustic setting, I like an 18" bass drum with a
clear or coated Remo Emperor batter. The 10" (rack) and 14"
(floor) toms are topped with coated Ambassadors. When a bigger
sound is needed, I usually move up to a 24" kick, a 10x12 rack
tom, and 16x16 and 18x18 floor toms. Either clear or coated heads
work well live, but I prefer coated for recording. My snare drums
are always topped with coated Ambassadors.

As for my snare drum sound, the jazz stuff is fairly straight-

ahead. The top head is usually tuned a half step below the bottom.
I have a myriad of different snare drums that I record with, but I
really like deep wood drums. I’ve fallen in love with the Craviatto
drums that I recently picked up.

My only advice on tuning is to listen to the people you’re play-
ing with. What they like says something. Chick Corea wanted a
lighter jazz sound, with a smaller kit. Considering that he has
played with Roy Haynes, Tony Williams, Steve Gadd, and Philly
Joe Jones, I decided to tune any way he wanted. The same goes
for the producers I work for: What they hear in their heads, they
should get!

Q In your October 2001 MD cover story, you mention watching
video footage of Sonny Payne playing. Sonny is a big influ-

ence of mine, and yet I’ve never actually seen him play. All I have
are his recordings with Count Basie. (Live at Newport ’57 is a par-
ticular favorite.) What video were you referring to, and how can I
find it?

Larry Paschall
Upland, CA

AThe video is called Classic Drum Solos And Drum Battles.
It’s from Hudson Music, and I’m sure you can get it wherever

instructional music videos are sold. Besides Sonny’s great play-
ing, it includes clips of most of the great big band and jazz drum-
mers of history, including Buddy Rich, Gene Krupa, Art Blakey,
Elvin Jones, Joe Morello, Louie Bellson, and more. The same title

is also out on DVD. Make an effort to find it, because the
whole thing is mind-blowing.

ask a pro

Gary Novak O n  C h o o s i n g  G e a r

John Blackwell’s V i d e o  P i c k
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Q I’m sixteen, and I’ve been playing for five years. I’ve devel-
oped pretty good technique with my right foot. Is it too early

for me to start playing double bass? Do you think I’m ready to
cope with the exercises in your Encyclopedia Of Double Bass
book, or will I have difficulty developing my skills on my left
foot? How long should it take for me to develop good double-bass
skills?

John Avgerinos
from Greece, via Internet

QAll of the beat exercises in your book require us to play time
on the closed hi-hat with our right hand. I’m finding it diffi-

cult to keep switching my left foot between the left bass drum
pedal and the hi-hat in order to keep a consistent closed hi-hat
sound. Should I put my right hand on a ride cymbal instead and
keep my left foot only on the bass drum pedal?

Larry Chung
via Internet

AThanks for your questions, guys. I appreciate your interest in
the book.

John: There’s no right age to begin playing double bass. If
you’re interested in doing it, that’s the time to do it. In the same
way, there’s no way to tell how long it will take to develop your
left foot. Everyone is different. Make sure you take time to work
out the warm-ups; they’ll help you develop your coordination
more quickly than if you go right to the beats.

A great deal depends on whether you’re used to really using
your hi-hat. With some young drummers, the hi-hat is just a place
to rest their left foot in order to hold the cymbals closed. If you
use your hi-hat open and closed—playing quarter notes and 8th
notes, putting accents on the “&s” of beats—then playing double
bass becomes much easier. But if your hi-hat foot is just a static
limb, then you really have to play catch-up to develop double-bass
coordination and power.

Larry: What Michael Lauren and I meant was to play the right
hand on a closed or remote hi-hat. That way, you can keep your

left foot on the left bass drum
pedal. (This can be facilitated very
easily by the use of a drop clutch on
your hi-hat.) However, in two- or
four-bar phrases, where the double-
bass pattern comes in and out, it
would be a good idea not to lock
the hi-hat cymbals closed, and to
move the left foot back and forth
between the two pedals.

You certainly could use your ride
cymbal when playing all the beats.
But we suggest playing them first
on the closed hi-hat because it’s a
tighter, quieter sound, making it
easier to hear whether your snare,
bass drum, and hi-hat are really
locking in and not flamming.

D o u b l e  B a s s  T i p s  F r o m  Bobby Rondinelli
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Would you like to ask your favorite drummer a question? Send it to Ask A Pro, Modern Drummer, 12 Old Bridge Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. Or you may email
rvh@moderndrummer.com. We will do our best to pursue every inquiry.

Repeat
Bar
A Classic Quote 
From MD’s Past 

“Occasionally, someone will ask me about ‘making it.’ What I realize

about the people who actually do make it is this: It’s not always their

expertise that brings them success as much as it is their commitment.”
Omar Hakim, May 2000 P
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it’s questionable

Zildjian Platinum Hi-Hats
Q What is the difference between

Zildjian’s regular New Beat hi-hats
and the Platinum versions? Also, what type
of cleaner can I use to clean Platinum cym-
bals?

Chris Potter
via Internet

AZildjian education director John King
replies, “A Zildjian Platinum New

Beat hi-hats were made using a unique
electro-plating process. This process
required the use of brilliant-finished cast
cymbals as a starting point. There is a
slight attenuation of the high-end over-
tones with cymbals that have been buffed
to a high luster—as compared to tradi-
tionally finished cymbals. The Platinum
cymbals had that same attenuation, but

otherwise the plating process had no
effect whatsoever on the sound properties
of the cymbals.

“Also as with brilliant cymbals,
Platinum models are very easy to clean
due to their smooth surface area. They
require only minor periodic cleaning with
a mild cymbal cleaner. Naturally, we rec-
ommend Zildjian Liquid Cymbal Cleaner
for this purpose. I’ve used a pair of
Platinum Quick Beats for ten years. Other
than some slight wearing of the plating at
the edges where the cymbals close togeth-
er, those hi-hats continue to look great
and perform beautifully.

“Zildjian had to discontinue the Platinum
series in 1995 due to the increasing
demands of the Massachusetts Environ-
mental Agency. But drummers who still

own Platinum cymbals can expect the
unique appearance of those cymbals to last
well into the next millennium.”

Roland Kit Upgrade
Q I own a Roland TD-7 kit and would

like to upgrade my pads. Can I use the
nylon V-series pads and cymbals with my
TD-7 brain? If so, how much do they cost?

Dave Mentkowski 
via Internet

ARoland percussion product manager
Steve Fisher replies, “You can use any

of Roland’s mesh pads, gum-rubber pads,
and even the new V-Cymbals with a TD-7
module. We have designed our percussion
components so you can use just about any
pad with any percussion sound module we
make—including previous modules like
the TD-7 or TD-5. This makes for easy
custom kit configurations and future
upgradability.

“The only limitation in your particular
situation is that the dual-trigger mesh pads
(PD-80R and PD-120) will not work as
dual-trigger pads with the TD-7 module.
That module’s pad inputs are only looking
for the piezo/FSR trigger combination used
in the TD-7 kit, as opposed to the 
mesh pads’ piezo/piezo configuration.
Otherwise, all the other components are
compatible. Simply read the included
instruction guide in each of the pad/cymbal
boxes to set the optimum triggering settings
in your module for that particular pad.

“Prices for our full line of pads and ped-
als range from $99 to $495. Please see your
authorized Roland dealer for details or visit
our Web site at www.RolandUS.com.”

Installing Rivets 
In A Ride Cymbal

Q I have an old 24" ride cymbal that I
would like to add rivets to. I’d just like

to give it more of a sizzle and a quicker

Q I recently acquired an “experi-
enced” Gretsch snare drum with a

blue sparkle finish. It was owned and
played by a great aunt, and my own esti-
mate is that it was made around the mid-
1960s. The condition of the drum and the
stand is good to excellent. The only flaws
I can see are the aging of the heads,
some rust on a few of the washers on the
lug bolts, and the deterioration of the rub-
ber feet on the stand.

Should I just add new heads to the
snare, tune it, and use it as a backup
working drum? Or is it worth attempting
to sell as a vintage piece?

Stuart Williams
via Internet

AMD’s drum historian, Harry Cangany,
responds, “You have a Gretsch

Dixieland model. The outside of that drum
looked the same from the 1950s through
the mid-’60s. To pinpoint its age, you
need to look at the edges and the inside
of the shell. If the drum has a 3-ply shell

with no silver paint inside, it’s a mid-’50s
model. If the shell is 6-ply with silver
paint inside, the drum dates from the late
’50s to mid-’60s. By the late ’60s, the
drums had die-cast, six-hole hoops
instead of the single-flange-and-clips
model that you have.

“Knowing how many of these drums
from each era are out there, my guess is
that you’ll find silver paint inside your
drum, and that it hails from 1958 to 1963
or so. But that’s just a guess. In any
event, your drum is still beautiful, and it
would likely appeal to collectors of
Gretsch drums.

Gretsch Gem



KENNY ARONOFF ✦ GREAT FOR HEAVY HITTING, THIN ENOUGH TO PLAY WITH FINESSE

MATT CAMERON ✦ A MEDIUM SIZED STICK CAPABLE OF PRODUCING LOTS OF POWER

NDUGU CHANCLER ✦ A GREAT CHOICE FOR JAZZ OR R&B

JACK DEJOHNETTE ✦ GREAT FOR JAZZ AND FUSION

GREGG FIELD ✦ AN ELONGATED OVAL HEAD FOR GREAT CLARITY ON CYMBALS

DAVE WECKL ✦ A FAST STICK WITH GREAT LEVERAGE

THE NUMBER ONE STICK IN THE WORLD.
WWW.VICFIRTH.COM

OUR NEW  SIGNATURE SERIES STICKS HAVE BEEN CONCEIVED IN COLLABORATION WITH SOME OF THE FINEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL

DRUMMERS IN THE WORLD TO CAPTURE THE FEEL THEY LOVE AND THE SOUND THEY’RE FAMOUS FOR. PLAY WITH THE LEGENDS.
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response to a lighter touch. My question is,
what should I use? Where can I get the riv-
ets? What type of configuration would you
recommend for a bigger cymbal?

Adam
via Internet

AMost of the major cymbal manufac-
turers offer rivets to be installed into

cymbals. Some offer more than one type,
which provide different amounts of
brightness in the response. Check with
your drum dealer for availability and
ordering information.

Many drummers utilize other readily
available items in place of actual rivets.
For example, the wire brads designed to
bind together sheets of punched paper
make excellent cymbal rivets. They have
large, mushroom-shaped brass heads and
long, bendable “stems.” They cost about
three dollars for a box of a hundred at the
local office-supply store.

Whether you use actual rivets or substi-
tutes, you want to install them where they
will best respond to the vibration of the
cymbal. Especially on a larger and/or

Q Several models of bass drum pedals
give you the option of chain or strap

drive. On some brands the chain drive
hooks into a sprocket, while the strap
drive lays in a felt-lined channel. But on
other brands, both drive systems use the
channel. If the pedal does not have a

sprocket for the chain to hook onto, what
would be the benefits of the chain over
the strap?

Andrew Mark
via Internet

AAll other factors being equal, a chain
linkage is generally accepted to be

stronger than a strap, and thus less likely

to break under hard use. Also, it cannot
stretch, so its action will always be the
same. These factors don’t change,
whether the chain engages a sprocket or
lays in a track.

A nylon or other strap is generally a lit-
tle more flexible than a chain, providing a
lighter, faster response. However, some
straps can stretch under hard use, thus
affecting the stroke length and overall
feel of the pedal. Also, under extreme cir-
cumstances, even a nylon web strap can
break. In a recent Ask A Pro response,

Mike Bordin mentioned that he prefers
the feel of a strap-drive pedal, so he dou-
bles the strap to increase durability.

Chain Vs. Strap Drive

A chain-drive double pedal

A strap-drive double pedal
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remo.com 28101 Industry Drive , Valencia, CA 91355

Musical perfection 
like his requires the 
technological precision

of these.

The exotic melodies, structure, and climactic style of master musician Trilok Gurtu inspires audiences with the
help of Remo’s Trilok Gurtu Signature Series; Remo’s Snare Drum, Kick/Conga and Spring Drums.



thicker ride, this means just inside of the
edge, where vibration is greatest (as
opposed to further up on the shoulder of
the cymbal). 

As far as configuration goes, that’s gen-
erally a matter of personal preference
and/or experimentation. The beauty is,
you can begin with one rivet, then add
more rivets one at a time until you achieve
the sound you seek. Generally, rivets are
placed symmetrically around the cymbal
to maintain the balance of weight. In other
words, if you use three rivets, they would
be placed in a triangular pattern, equidis-
tant from each other.

However, some drummers prefer to put
two or three rivets fairly close together in
one spot, to maximize their response to
vibration at that point. In some cases,
they’ve done this after determining that
the cymbal is a little heavier on one side
than another. They put the rivets into the
l ighter  s ide,  which maximizes the
amount of vibration the rivets receive
and helps to balance the cymbal at the
same time.

The September 1989 MD carried an
excellent article on the subject of cymbal
rivets,  written by Zildjian’s Colin
Schofield. Contact our back-issue depart-
ment at sueh@moderndrummer.com for
ordering information.

Cleaning Vistalite Drums
Q I have a set of vintage Ludwig

Vistalite drums. I want to clean them,
but I don’t want to risk damaging them.
What cleaning products are recommended
for this purpose?

Georgio Spelvino
New York, NY

ALudwig recommends the use of an
everyday, over-the-counter spray win-

dow cleaner, such as Windex. Further, they
suggest that when you’re doing a touch-up
cleaning you should spray the cloth and not
the surface of the shells. This avoids build-
up in the crevices in or near hardware. For
more thorough cleaning, remove all the
lugs and other hardware from the shells so
you have an unobstructed surface.

Modern Drummer March 200222
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update

Y ou’d have to be living under a rock to be unfamiliar with Nickelback’s brooding rock ballad,
“How You Remind Me.” The ubiquitous hit single from their sophomore CD, Silver Side Up,

has reached the number-1 position on several pop charts, both here and in the band’s home country
of Canada. According to drummer Ryan Vikedal, the wild success of “How You Remind Me” means
the band now has the opportunity to tour extensively with high-profile acts like Three Doors Down,
Staind, and Lit. “It’s been cool to finally have that happen,” Ryan reports from a festival gig in
Arizona. “There’s more respect for the band.”

The sessions for Silver Side Up threw Ryan a huge learning curve, as producer Rick Parashar
(Pearl Jam, Alice In Chains) told the drummer right off whenever something he played wasn’t work-
ing. “I wanted to play what was right for the music,” Ryan urges. “Rick made me listen to the song
and realize where I had to either be a little more musical or go further with it.” Parashar also taught
Ryan to analyze his playing from the feet up. “He’d say, Let’s start with the kick pattern, then work
on the backbeat, then look at the ghost notes and decide whether or not you need them.”

The road has perhaps been Vikedal’s best teacher, though. The drummer says he’s been drawing
priceless inspiration from drummers he’s fortunate enough to share a bill with. “One band that I
was absolutely blown away by was The Cult. As a kid, I was a big fan of them. We played a show
with them, so I got to see Matt Sorum play. Man, he schooled everybody there. Players like him,
who you can instantly identify just by the way they play a simple rock beat…well, that’s the kind of
drummer I’d love to be some day.”

Gail Worley

RYAN VIKEDAL
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Now you can play along with ’N Sync’s monster drummer Billy
Ashbaugh on Warner Bros.’ first instructional DVD, Takin’ Care Of

Business (also available in video/CD format). While on the road with ’N
Sync, Ashbaugh and cohort/producer Bob Gatzen came up with the idea
of incorporating exclusive ’N Sync footage, as well as existing material.
To their surprise, the group was way into the idea.

“When I went to them to ask to use their live tracks, they were so cool,”
Ashbaugh says. “I explained that this project was strictly drumming-ori-
ented, and meant to inspire drummers, and they were great about it.”

After obtaining seven tracks—five from ’N Sync’s No Strings album and
two from their HBO special, Gatzen and Ashbaugh worked on incorporat-
ing them into a video, which includes Ashbaugh’s performance as well as
interviews with ’N Sync members. It also follows the drummer through
the course of a day on the road.

“We showed how I set up my practice kit,” Ashbaugh says, “and we
gave a tour of our bus. And then we interviewed Justin [Timberlake] and
Joey [Fatone]. We talked to Justin because of his whole “beat box and
drum battle” that was on the HBO special (a duet between Timberlake
and Ashbaugh), and Joey because he’s an aspiring drummer. They dis-
cussed what they expect from a drummer and how the drums affect their
live sound. Hopefully we’re answering all the questions aspiring drum-
mers would want to know about a gig of this nature.”

Gatzen also staged a drum clinic for Ashbaugh in Connecticut for mid-
dle and high school students, and that was recorded for use on the pro-
ject as well. This section features Billy answering questions and playing to
’N Sync songs, plus a few tunes written by Gatzen that further showcase
Ashbaugh’s drumming talents. Clearly evident are the reasons this man
has one of the biggest gigs on the planet.

Robyn Flans

AshbaughBBiillllyy
Gettin’ Down…To Business

’NSync’s
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Adegree in business from the
University of Arkansas and a diplo-

ma from the school of hard knocks on
the nightclub circuit couldn’t prepare
Dave Dunseath for the education he
received when he arrived in Nashville
in 1986. “I came from a jazz, rock, and
pop background—an ensemble mental-
ity,” he explains. “But in Nashville
there’s a separation between who
writes, who sings, who produces, who
plays on the tracks, and who plays live.
It was a real eye-opener.” 

Dunseath is a quick study, though,
and today he’s got the best of all
worlds. When not on tour, he’s in
demand as a session player. He’s build-
ing his repertoire as a songwriter. And
for the past three years he’s settled in
behind his drums as a member of Lee
Ann Womack’s band, 911.

Dunseath has called the road home
since he graduated from college. His
move to Nashville saw him playing in a
Ramada Inn house band at night, while
doing studio work and teaching by day.
It didn’t take long for word of his chops
to get out. Soon he was touring with
Dan Seals, T. Graham Brown, and Billy
Dean—and still doing sessions and
house gigs on days off.

Three years ago, Dunseath decided to
quit the road. Once again, his phone
rang: Lee Ann Womack needed a drum-
mer. “First I said no,” Dave recalls. “But
I got another call and decided to check it
out. I liked the band; they’re wonderful
players, and Lee Ann has a great voice.
She’d only had two or three hits at the
time and was playing fifty to sixty
shows a year—weekend work—so I
took it. Then ‘I Hope You Dance’
became a hit, and the work increased.
It’s been an amazing year.”

Onstage, Dunseath cherishes the cre-
ative freedom this gig affords him. “I
get to play exactly what I like,” he
insists. “I enjoy the consistency of play-
ing these songs over and over. Doing it
the same way night after night is a chal-
lenge. Country music is a blend of
many different styles. When you come
from another area, your initial thought
is, This is easy. The irony is that the
simplicity of the music is what makes it
difficult.”

Elaine Hall

LLeeee  AAnnnn  WWoommaacckk’’ssD
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NN ot long ago I had the pleasure of
experiencing Brian Tichy’s pow-

erful drumming, when he was per-
forming with former Deep Purple
bassist Glenn Hughes. I shouldn’t
have been surprised at how good a
drummer Brian is, especially when
you consider his track record.
Who else has he worked
with? Brian runs down
the list for us: “Zakk
Wylde in 1993 and
’94, Sass Jordan, a
world tour with
Slash’s Snakepit in
1995, Foreigner in
’98 and ’99, Ozzy
Osbourne in 2000…
and now Billy Idol.”

As we spoke more,
what really caught me
by surprise was that
Tichy also plays guitar and
sings, fronting his own band called
Ball, with Joe Travers [Duran
Duran] sharing drum duties. “Joe
and I have been friends since we
met at Berklee,” Tichy explains. “He
would come over with his bass
player, Fingers, and we’d jam.”

Those jam sessions, with Brian
mostly playing guitar, led him to
begin writing material. And now
he has a CD of his tunes,
American Aggression. “The
music is a reflection of ’70s
rock,” Tichy says. “It took me
a whole year to convince
myself that I could do it
and be a front man.”

In 1997, while

Brian was preparing to get Ball off
the ground, he landed a two-year
tour with Foreigner. “I was almost
sorry to get the gig,” he admits. “I
had to put Ball on hold. But I couldn’t
turn down a dream gig like
Foreigner.”

Still wanting to get Ball off
the ground, after the tour

Tichy immediately went
back to the project. “I

had literally just fin-
ished recording
when I got the call
from Ozzy’s peo-
ple,” Brian recalls.
“So before leaving
for the Ozzfest tour

in the summer of
2000, I rehearsed in

the daytime with Ozzy
and mixed my CD at

night. As a drummer, what
more could I ask for?”

But once again, Ball was put on
hold. Luckily the project was finally
completed, but not before Tichy land-
ed another high-profile gig—with
’80s superstar Billy Idol. This gig
seems to work perfectly for Tichy’s
other plans, though. “The touring
schedule with Billy is three weeks

out, three weeks off, so it gives
me enough time to pursue my
own projects.”

For more info on this
incredibly busy player,
check out his Web site at
www.briantichy.com.

Billy Amendola

ADAM PEDRETTI
Killing Heidi’s

FF or Killing Heidi drummer Adam
Pedrett i ,  the common l ink

between his former band, hardcore
rockers NIL, and his present group,
the teen-appeal rock band fronted by
seventeen-year-old bombshell Ella
Hooper, was producer Paul Kosky.
“Paul had worked with NIL as produc-
er, so he knew I could play a little bit
off-the-wall,” says Pedretti from his
home in Melbourne, Australia.

When Kil l ing Heidi (which also
includes bassist Warren Jenkin and
Hooper’s brother, Jesse, on guitar)
needed to add a full-time drummer
for touring, Kosky immediately
thought of Pedretti. “Paul dropped off
a Killing Heidi demo and I started
learning the songs,” the drummer
explains. “It just took off from there.
I’ve been in the band almost three
years.”

While Killing Heidi have played
only a handful of club showcases in
the States,  they regularly draw
crowds in the tens of thousands at
huge Australian music festivals like
The Big Day Out. They also do in-
store record signings that routinely
attract up to three thousand fans. “It
can get a little bit nuts,” Pedretti
laughs.

Killing Heidi’s debut, Reflector, was
recorded entirely on Pro Tools, giving
Pedretti and Kosky a lot of freedom.
“We could play over parts on songs
l i k e  ‘ M a s c a r a ’  o r  ‘ S u p e r m a n /
Supergirl’ [which feature abrupt time
changes], where I could be riding a
double kick drum all the way through.
By the end of recording we were
tracking over drums and doing all this
weird stuff. It was a compromise of
what Paul wanted, what I wanted,
and stuff  we made up along the
way.”

Pedretti reckons that Reflector pro-
vided him with the ability to grow artis-
tically. “I feel I’m a much better player
now because of it,” he insists. “Now I
can jump into any kind of situation.
Whatever we do, it’s no problem.”

Gail Worley

BBrriiaann  TTiicchhyy

B i l l y I d o l ’ s
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ADAM PEDRETTI
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MMaatttt SSoorruumm , GGrreegggg BBiissssoonneettttee , EErriicc
SSiinnggeerr, AAyynnsslleeyy DDuunnbbaarr, PPaatt TToorrppeeyy, TToonnyy

TThhoommppssoonn, CCaarrmmiinnee AAppppiiccee,
SStteevvee FFeerrrroonnee, VViinnnnyy AAppppiiccee,
FFrraannkkiiee BBaannaallii, and MMiicckkeeyy
DDeeee all take a crack at the
Queen/Roger Taylor oeuvre on
Stone Cold Queen: A Tribute.

GGeeoorrggee FFrraannccee is on Pyramid Technology by
The Convocation Of….

SStteevvee SSmmiitthh is on Tony MacAlpine’s
Chromaticity and Vinnie Moore’s Defying
Gravity.

MMiikkee MMaannggiinnii is on James LaBrie’s
MullMuzzler 2.

SStteevvee JJoorrddaann is on Craig Schoedler’s By The
Water.

AAllllaann SScchhwwaarrttzzbbeerrgg and JJoohhnn GGuueerriinn are
on Steve Tyrell’s Standard Time.

VVeennttoorr is on Kreator’s Violent Revolution.

DDeennnniiss CChhaammbbeerrss, VViinnnniiee CCoollaaiiuuttaa, and
AArrttoo TTuunnccbbooyyaacciiyyaann are on Mike Stern’s lat-
est, Voices. Dennis also appears on Uncle
Moe’s Space Ranch, featuring Brett Garsed,
Gary Willis, TJ Helmerich, and Scott Kinsey,
as well as Just Add Water by Victor Wooten
& Steve Bailey’s Bass Extremes.

S p e a k i n g  o f DD ee nn nn ii ss
CChhaammbbeerrss ,  he  has  f in -
i s h e d  t r a c k s  f o r  t h e
upcoming Santana album.
He’s  a lso  scheduled to
star t  tour ing  wi th  the
group in March.

After working with Christina Aguilera and
then Jill Scott, BBrriiaann FFrraassiieerr MMoooorree is now
out with pop diva Janet Jackson.

MMiicchhaaeell CCaarrtteelllloonnee (Lynyrd Skynyrd) and
TToodddd SSuucchheerrmmaann (Styx) took part in the
Volunteers For America concerts in an effort
to raise money for New York charities.

JJaarrrroodd BBaarrnneess is currently out with The Isley
Brothers.

Harry Connick Jr.’s recently released Songs I
Heard features drummers KKeeiitthh ““BBaassss DDrruumm
SShhoorrttyy”” FFrraazziieerr, AArrtthhuurr LLaattiinn, and AAjjaayy
MMaalllleerryy.

Country studio legend BBuuddddyy HHaarrmmaann has
released his first solo effort, Buddy Harman
Plays The Songs From Yesteryear.

TTeerreennccee HHiiggggiinnss is currently out with The
Dirty Dozen Brass Band.

RReennee MMaarrttiinneezz is on the road with Intocable.

After eleven years with Powerman 5000, AALL33
has left to pursue other musical adventures.
He can be heard on an upcoming album by
Perry Tell.

TToomm SScchhooffiieelldd is touring with SOiL.

DDoommiinniicc WWeeiirr is on tour with Flickerstick in
support of their recently released Welcoming
Home The Astronauts.

PPeetteerr DDoonnaalldd and SSccootttt MMeeeeddeerr are on Toni
Braxton’s Snowflakes.

DDaannee CCllaarrkk is on John Cougar Mellencamp’s
newest, Cuttin’ Heads.

SSccootttt RRoocckkeennffiieelldd appears on two new live
Queensryche releases, Operation: Live Crime
and Live Evolution.

RRiicckkyy LLaawwssoonn And Friends
features the drumming giant
joined by such high-profi le
guests as PPhhii ll  CCooll ll iinnss ,  
SShheeii llaa EE ,  Robben Ford,
Donald Fagen, and George
Duke.

Percussionist NNoorrmmaann HHeeddmmaann is on Alicia
Keys’ Songs In A Minor.

MMaatttt HHiicckkeennbbootthhaamm is on Colony’s Who I
Wanted To Be.

RRiicchh PPaaggaannoo has been busy playing with The
Fab Faux, (widely considered the top Beatle
tribute band, and featuring Late Night bassist
Will Lee). The group is currently recording
original material. Rich is also on Ian Hunter’s
latest CD, Rant, which he co-produced.

JJiimmmmyy CChhaammbbeerrlliinn has a new project that has
just released a self-titled CD, The Last Hard
Men.

TTeerrrryy BBoozzzziioo is on Jordan Rudess’s solo disc,
Feeding The Wheel.

DDaannnnyy GGoottttlliieebb is on Steve Shapiro’s

A special thanks to TTiiccoo
TToorrrreess for taking part in
the VH1 auct ion of  h is
Pear l  American Flag kit ,
which raised $29,700 for
the New York Robin Hood
Relief Fund.

N E W S
This month’s important

events in drumming history

DRUM
DATES

KKaarreenn CCaarrppeenntteerr was born
on March 2, 1950.

Genesis release their debut,
From Genesis To Revelation,
with Chris Stewart and John Silver, in
March 1969.

On March 13, 1971, The Allman Brothers
record their breakthrough record Live At
Fil lmore East , with double drummers
JJaaiimmooee JJoohhaannssoonn and BBuuttcchh TTrruucckkss.

EEaarrll YYoouunngg is at the top of the charts with
The O’Jays the week of March 23, 1973
with “Love Train.”

SShheeiillaa EE is on Prince’s Sign
O’ The Times, released on
March 31, 1987.

Soundgarden’s Superunknown, with MMaatttt
CCaammeerroonn on drums, hits number-1 on the
charts the week of March 26, 1994.

Happy Birthday!
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RRooyy HHaayynneess 
(March 13, 1925)

GGrraaeemmee EEddggee 
(March 30, 1942)

RRaallpphh MMaaccDDoonnaalldd 
(March 15, 1944)

MMiicckkyy DDoolleennzz
(March 8, 1945)

CCaarrll PPaallmmeerr
(March 20, 1947)

JJoohhnn HHaarrttmmaann
(March 18, 1950)

KKeennnnyy AArroonnooffff
(March 7, 1953)

TToonnyy BBrroocckk
(March 31,1954)

SSlliimm JJiimm PPhhaannttoomm
(March 20, 1961)

RRoobb AAffffuussoo
(March 1, 1963)

CCaarroolliinnee CCoorrrr
(March 17, 1973)
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new and notable

Arbiter’s new Flats “Lite” kit is designed to sell for less than
their original portable Flats sets (which are now marketed
as Flats “Pro”). The new sets are available with 10", 12", and
14" toms, a 12" snare drum, and a 20" bass. The package
also includes three holders that attach the toms directly to
cymbal stands. 

The “Lite” model still features Arbiter’s single-screw
tuning mechanism, as well as innovations like black ABS
shells and glass-filled nylon V-Clamps. Glass-filled nylon is
also used to construct the plates that connect the tom and
bass receiver blocks to the drums. In addition, these mold-
ed plates accept the legs and tom holders to support the
drums. According to Arbiter, they help create an instrument
that is “lighter than its predecessors, yet still sounds and
plays like a drumset, stands still when you hit it, and fits
neatly into a single, easily manageable bag.” 
Y (877) 553-5596, 8 www.arbiterdrums.com.

Less Is More
Arbiter Percussion Flats “Lite”

Ayotte’s ProMaple drums are now available in a Rainforest Green lac-
quer finish. The ProMaple line is hand-made by the same craftsmen who
create Ayotte Custom Drums. It’s a professional series made more
affordable by limiting sizes and colors. The line offers 16x22 and 16x20
bass drums, 8x8, 9x10, 10x12, 13x14, and 14x16 toms, and a 6x14 snare
drum. WoodHoop upgrade kits are available. Additional finishes avail-
able include Cabernet, Slate, Maple, and Walnut. 
Y (877) 736-5111, 8 www.ayottedrums.com.

From The Rainforest
Ayotte’s ProMaple Drums
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Over the span of 128 pages, and featuring 160 pictures, The Making Of A Drum Company is the story of the most enduring name
in the American percussion industry. The story begins with the author’s childhood recollections of home life and his father’s drum
factory, which the family was forced to sell in 1930. Mr. Ludwig goes on to describe how he later helped his father start a second
drum company (WFL), and how the family name was ultimately restored to the business. Additional commentary covers the con-
cept of Total Percussion, The Beatles, N.A.R.D., selling the company to Selmer, and Mr. Ludwig’s active lecture career since. For
information contact Rob Cook at Rebeats Publications.
Y (989) 463-4757, � rebeats@rebeats.com.

Read All About It 
The Making Of A Drum Company: The Autobiography Of William F. Ludwig II

Hart Dynamics has been making “electracoustic” percussion
products for over a decade. Now they’ve released two com-
pletely new lines. Their Professional series drums feature dou-
ble-ply Kontrol Screen “mesh” heads, anti-resonant hand-
hammered chrome steel Norez alloy shells, and heavy-duty
mounts. According to the company, the new drums “achieve a
level of triggering performance, quality, durability, and aesthet-
ics previously unavailable in an electronic drumset, while
maintaining affordability.” Pro drums will be available individu-
ally and in set configurations with Hart Dynamics ECYMBAL II
electronic cymbals and Hartware Stainless Steel racks. List
prices start at $2,995 for a five-piece set including cymbals,
hi-hat pedal, rack, and cables.

For e-drum beginners, basement practicers, and others
looking for performance features in a low-cost electronic kit,

Hart’s Prodigy set features double-ply Kontrol Screen heads, a
rubber hi-hat trigger pad, and rubber-covered cymbals for
extremely quiet playing. List price is $599. 
Y (800) 769-5335, � www.hartdynamics.com.

New Gear From An Old Pro
Hart Dynamics Professional and Prodigy Series Electronic Drums
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The unique metal-and-skin percussive sounds offered by Middle
Eastern–style darbukas are now available in affordable models from
Headliner percussion. Aluminum models feature plain, hand-ham-
mered, or colored shells with white plastic heads and optional 
tambourine jingles. Copper models come in copper finish, covered in
black vinyl, or hand-engraved. Egypt darbukas feature a rounded rim
for greater playing comfort and are available in aluminum or copper.
A Turkish darbuka and bongo complete the range. 
Y (877) 88-MEINL, � goMeinl@aol.com.

For A Special Flavor
Headliner Darbukas

The latest collaboration between Ronn
Dunnett of Dunnett Classic Drums and
Arnie Lang of Lang Percussion has resulted
in the Stainless Steel Gladstone snare
drum. The new drum is based on the suc-
cess of the Titanium Gladstone drum, which
the pair introduced in January of 2001.

Stainless Steel Gladstone drums are
made to order in virtually any size. Like all
other Dunnett Classic Stainless Steel snare
drums, they are available in a number of
unique finishes including #4 (Kitchen Sink),
Mirror, and Electro. They also feature the

Gladstone three-way tuning system, a flip-
out throw-off with integral dial-in internal
muffler, die-cast hoops, and a badge that
bears the name of the owner.

Dunnett states the drum’s most important
feature is its versatility, claiming that it is
ideal for virtually any type of music, from
orchestral to aggressive rock to subtle jazz.
Street price is around $1,200. Lead times on
orders are running at six to eight weeks. 
Y (604) 643-9939, � www.dunnett.com. 

Joining Forces
Dunnett–Lang Stainless Steel Gladstone Snare

Drumset players aren’t the only ones who
have to lug around a lot of gear. Pity the
poor hand percussionists with their collec-
tions of hand drums, cymbals, blocks, bells,
chimes, and toys.

Carbonlite Products is doing their bit to
make things easier by introducing a light-
weight carbon fiber rack system designed
specifically for percussion players. Its 11⁄2"-
diameter tubing is claimed to be as strong
as steel, but with significant weight savings

for greater portability. The percussion rack
comes complete with rack tubes, “T” legs,
memory locks, and tube clamps for rack
assembly. Vertical and side extension tubes
can be positioned in a variety of configura-
tions. All standard 11⁄2"-diameter rack
clamps and mounting brackets can be used
to mount cymbal booms, bar chimes, wood
blocks, cowbells, accessory trays, or other
percussion items. 
Y (727) 742-2263, � www.carbonlite.com.

Headliner hand-engraved aluminum darbukas

Lightening The Load
Carbonlite Carbon Fiber Percussion Racks



And What’s More
VATER now offers the Josh Freese H-220 Player’s Design drumstick. The hickory
stick measures .580" at the grip (between a 5A and 5B) and 16" in length, with a
quick taper and heavy shoulder. It’s designed to provide a bit more weight in
front “for a solid feel, great response, and durability,” while remaining sensitive
enough for lighter playing. The tip is a slightly enlarged version of Vater’s 5A tip
for more volume and attack from drums and cymbals. The wood-tip-only model is
priced at $12.45 per pair. Y (781) 767-1877, � www.vater.com.

Every ROCKWOOD BY HOHNER entry-level drumset now comes with Getting
Started, a demonstration video featuring Johnny Rabb. The tape offers step-by-
step instructions on setting up the kit, from assembly through tuning. 
Y (804) 515-1900, � www.hohnerusa.com.

For those who don’t own a metronome but do own a CD player, MAKIN’ MUSIC
offers Mr. Click and Mr. Click II, CDs that offer click tracks at a variety of tempos.
Mr. Click has twenty-nine tracks ranging from 40 bpm through 180 bpm in incre-
ments of 5 bpm. Slower-tempo tracks are longer. Mr. Click II is a two-CD pack-
age, including tempos from 40 to 100 bpm (each five minutes long) and from 105
to 180 bpm (each six minutes long). The longer tracks can be used when reading
complete song charts or for practicing an extended groove. Y (513) 528-3786.

SLUG PERCUSSION PRODUCTS’ new BB-675-F Batter Badge is designed for use
with toms and marching bass drum heads. Its flame graphics make the drum
visually more exciting to play while protecting the “sweet spot” on the drumhead
where it’s placed. The Badge is made of .010" high-strength clear polycarbonate
film, which improves strike articulation while it protects the drumhead to extend
its playing life. A special graphic process prevents the design from being scuffed
or rubbed off from stick or mallet strikes. Retail Price is $8.95. Y (312) 432-0553,
� www.slugdrums.com. 

The Janus 950 Universal Trani-Hat from MAPEX allows drummers to take advan-
tage of the Janus combination hi-hat/double-bass slave pedal system without
having to replace their existing primary double pedal. The new system connects
to the universal joint on double pedals from most major brands. Y (615) 793-2050,
� www.mapexdrums.com.

HUDSON MUSIC has released a new concert DVD titled Buddy Rich & His
Band—The Lost West Side Story Tapes. The concert was recorded live in 1985,
and the master tapes were thought to have been lost shortly thereafter in a fire.
But they were discovered (along with the original “surround sound” digital mas-
ter) last year, and extensive work has been done since to create a state-of-the-
art audio mix. Special DVD features include: 4.0 Channel Dolby Digital and DTS
Digital Surround tracks, solos of selected performers, and additional commen-
tary by Marie and Cathy Rich, renowned drummer Dave Weckl, and Gary Reber
(producer of the original recording). The package also includes interview 
segments, behind-the-scenes footage of Buddy, and rare photos from the Rich
family archives. The DVD is priced at $39.95. Y (888) 796-2992, 
� www.hudsonmusic.com.







New K Zildjian Cymbals
Myth Meets Reality...Almost

Zildjian has revamped the manufacturing process for their K series, and
they’ve made some pretty lofty claims for the resulting cymbals. These

include “increased depth and sheer number of hammer marks”...
“redesigned model name graphics”...and “an improved, more stylish and
contemporary look.”

Progress and improvement is generally a good thing. And many drum-
mers—especially younger ones who aren’t wrapped up in the mystique of K
Zildjian cymbals—are likely to appreciate Zildjian’s new approach. On the
other hand, some purists might take these “new and improved” claims as an
insult to a proud line of “historic” cymbals.

We were sent fifteen cymbals for review. Zildjian recommends the brilliant,
buffed-finish models for a slightly warmer, smoother sound. Regrettably,
only two out of the fifteen review cymbals came with that finish. But those
two did possess the touted characteristics. Let’s look at all the cymbals indi-
vidually.

HHii--HHaattss
The 14" Mastersound hats had one of the most articulate chick sounds I’ve

heard, with a quick cutoff and no spill. The overall sound was a bit drier than
that produced by the Z series hats I’m playing at the moment, but it’s a great
jazz sound. The bottom cymbal has a beveled sound edge to prevent airlock,
along with a rough hand-hammered-looking finish on the first 11⁄2" in from
the edge. 

HITS
brilliant finish adds to the ping 

of attack and warmth of cymbals

Mastersound hi-hat edges 
give a clean and crisp chick

crash/ride offers good versatility

MISSES
splashes lack characteristic K tone

medium rides have a 
beginner-cymbal tonal quality

increased number and depth of ham-
mer marks is not apparent in the rides

by Robin Tolleson

product close-up
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There’s no “sound edge” on the 13" hats, but they closed
with a resounding crispness. When played closed, they lacked
the fullness of the 14s. This became more apparent when they
were ridden open: They sounded a little thin and weak.
Although heavier 13" hats (like the K/Z combination) are very
popular for pop and fusion playing due to their quickness, thin-
ner “jazz” cymbals don’t seem to work as well in the 13" size.
I’ve often flipped what the factory calls “top” and “bottom”
cymbals and gotten more satisfactory results riding the slightly
heavier one on top. Employing that trick gave the 13s a bit
more body.

CCrraasshheess
The 15" Dark crash creates a bright explosion that dissipates

quickly. It almost has the “quick draw” of a splash, yet you still
might consider riding on it for a few bars, picking up steam for a
big crash. 

If I were alone on a desert island, I think the 16" brilliant medi-
um thin Dark crash is the one I would want out of all the cymbals
Zildjian sent for review. It sounded great whether I was crashing
or riding it—or doing a combination of both—with either wood-
tip or nylon-tip sticks. The brilliant finish seemed to add to the
crisp, immediate ping and hearty fullness of this cymbal.

The 17" thin Dark crash is another winner. It has a lot of body,
with a big, classy roar that could prove very versatile within a
small jazz-cymbal setup. Besides enjoying its full, rich crash
sound, you’ll be tempted to ride it—and you can. It’ll build up a
sweet swell pretty fast, but it still sounds great.

The 18" medium-thin Dark crash is an interesting cymbal. It
had a warm crash tone, definite rideability, and a good bell. Its
overall shape included a slightly flanged edge—not as pro-
nounced as on some “control-oriented” models offered by a
couple of other brands, but noticeable nonetheless.

SSppllaasshheess
I couldn’t really hear the “K” character in the splashes—at

least not in the non-brilliant models we tested. The 10" is a
nice splash, but nothing out of the ordinary for Zildjian. It pro-
duced a consistent medium decay, with a bit of an upturn to
the end of the tone. The 8" splash sounded like a top-flight A
model to me, and was a good complement to the 10". Both
cymbals were nice splashes, but they just didn’t have that
“million-dollar sound.”

CChhiinnaass
Making a brilliant China cymbal is revenge on loud guitarists

everywhere. The 17" brilliant K China is mucho souped-up.
When smacked as a crash, this baby’s a firecracker...no, a cherry
bomb. When I played the cymbal right-side-up in a ride position,
I achieved some control by playing it in the wide curve of the
flange. It was a bit more reserved that way.

The 19" China is another cymbal that’s loaded for bear. I pity
the guitarist who turns up too loud near this baby, because it
can compete. Extra-turned-up edges may give it more of a
gong-ish sound than other Chinas. This cymbal bows out from
the bell down to a wide flange that starts a couple of inches
from the edge. There’s a bigger playing surface when the cym-
bal is flipped over, providing more sound options and more
control over the roar.

RRiiddeess
I found the 20" K crash/ride very appealing because of its

versatility. It has a darker attack than the dedicated rides, and it
holds its tone well on long ride patterns. The crash sound is
that of a true crash. When I got a ride pattern going and then
put the stick shaft into the edge of the cymbal, the result was a
distinct, medium-range crash that dissipated quickly enough
that the ride momentum was never lost. Somehow Zildjian has
engineered control into the crash of a crash/ride. It also has a
nice, in-between bell sound. This is an impressive cymbal.

Unfortunately, I was not impressed with the 20" ride. I found
it to have a bit of a “beginner-level” sound, not the sweet or
dark K tone we’ve come to expect. And I didn’t see the “extra
hammer marks” supposedly intended to give added depth of
tone. In fact, the cymbal produced an annoying overtone at a
bothersome frequency, after only about four bars of riding. 

The 22" heavy ride, on the other hand, offered a very dry,
appealing ping sound. But man, the overtones built fast,
whether I was riding heavy or light on it. Maybe I’m just used
to my twenty-seven-year-old A Zildjian ride that’s held in check
by all the green stuff growing on it.

BBoottttoomm LLiinnee
Generally speaking, the redesigned K cymbals sound good.

Several sound very good. And their prices are within reason.
As for agreeing that Zildjian has “radically updated and
improved their legendary range of K Zildjian cymbals,” I can’t
go quite that far. However, I do think drummers are going to

find individual cymbals
among the new K line
that appeal to them per-
sonally. And personality
is what K Zildjian cym-
bals have always been

about. Y (781) 871-2200, 
8 www.zildjian.com.

••

THE NUMBERS

8" splash $143
10" splash $161
13" hi-hats (pair) $436
14" Mastersound hi-hats (pair) $490
15" Dark crash $268
16" brilliant medium thin Dark crash $296
17" thin Dark crash $325
18" medium thin Dark crash $349
20" crash ride $400
20" ride $400
22" heavy ride $478
17" brilliant China $338
19" China $390

Other new Ks not reviewed include the 
Pre-aged Dry light ride, 13" Special K/Z 
hi-hats, and the 14" Mini China.



Airto World Drumset 
Something Different On The Mini-Kit Market    

Remo claims that their new Airto World Kit is designed as “the ultimate
percussionist’s tool.” With the great percussionist/drummer Airto’s

name associated with this kit, it’s obviously going to represent a more per-
cussive approach than that taken by some other “compact” kits.

The World Kit features shallow, “timbale-like” toms that make for easy

HITS
short snare and tom shells make for

easy moving and storage 

comes standard with Remo
Suspended Mounting System

MISSES
toms have limited tuning range

hardware had several flaws

by Mike Haid
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cartage. You could probably fit all three toms into a standard-
sized floor tom case. The finish on our review set was an eye-
catching rainbow-colored glitter covering that Remo calls
Brilliant Burst Yellow. This covering wraps around a Remo
Acousticon (laminated wood-fiber) shell, which is roughly
equivalent to a 5-ply wood shell. Remo touts the fact that
Acousticon shells don’t contain any of the “eccentricities” of
wood, like knots or grain variation. The company believes
that this creates a shell that’s much more consistent in terms
of density and resulting sound.

SShhoorrtt SShheellllss
The toms are sized 51⁄2x10, 51⁄2x12, and 61⁄2x13. They’re sup-

ported by the Remo Suspended Mounting System, which
holds them in a free-floating fashion from the nearby stands.
Although the short shell design is unique, it also limits the
tuning range of the toms.

The toms came equipped with Remo’s Pinstripes on top and
clear Diplomats on bottom. The Pinstripes seemed a bit too
thick to allow the drums to project well when tuned to a low
pitch. But the toms came alive when tuned up high. In fact, a
tight “timbale” sound works best with this shell/head combi-
nation. Given its size, the 61⁄2x13 “floor” tom couldn’t really
give a powerful performance in a tuning register that typically
would be associated with a floor tom. But it was consistent
with the other toms when brought up a bit.

The bearing edges on all of the World Kit drums seemed a
bit thick and rounded, which is uncharacteristic of edges
found on most contemporary kits. However, it’s very common
on Brazilian drums, like surdos and pandeiros. I’m not sure if
Airto (who is, after all, Brazilian) specified such edges, but I do
think they contribute to the tonal characteristics of the drums.

SSnnaarree DDrruumm
The 31⁄2x14 snare sounded great out of the box. As with the

toms, the snare sounded best when tuned high. The drum
came equipped with an Ambassador batter and a
Renaissance snare-side head, and it rang true, with minimal
harsh overtones.

The weak point of this snare is its throw-off lever. In the
“snares-off” position, the switch (which is designed like a
metal tongue flap) hangs loose. This presented a problem
when I played loudly with the snares off. The lever didn’t
have enough weight to keep the snares from bouncing loose-
ly and making contact with the bottom head, producing an
unwanted “snare” sound. A little more mass on the throw-off
would probably correct this problem.

BBaassss DDrruumm
The 14x20 bass drum also sounded great with no alter-

ations. It was equipped with a clear, twin-ply PowerStroke 4
on the batter side and an Ebony PowerStroke 3 on the front,
and had plenty of tone and punch.

The drum was supplied with the new Remo Dave Weckl
Signature Series muffling system. The muffles, which are
based on the rolled-towel principal, don’t sit on the bearing
edge, so they don’t interfere with tuning or the full vibration of
the head. Instead, thin, circular aluminum brackets attach to
the inside of the shell just behind the reinforcement ring. These
brackets hold the cylindrical felt muffles against the inside of
the batter and front heads, leaving the rest of the shell
untouched for optimum resonance. This system seems to work
well, as long as the adhesive tapes don’t come loose in trans-
port and cause the muffles to come out of their brackets. 

HHaarrddwwaarree
The kit comes with Remo mounting hardware that includes

a center post, tom arms, and a low tom stand from the com-
pany’s new 6300 series. (Snare, cymbal, and hi-hat stands
and a bass drum pedal must be purchased separately.) The
hardware was the weak spot on the kit. Although created to
be heavy-duty and durable, almost every piece had a flaw
that was detrimental to the quality of the workmanship or
design. (See the separate review on page 40.)

FFiinnaall RRaapp
Remo’s Airto World Kit has its faults—especially in the hard-

ware department. Still, with proper head selection and tuning, it
could work well for the busy, traveling drummer. It isn’t
designed to produce the range of tuning that most standard-
sized drumkits provide. It isn’t really even in the same ballpark
as other “mini-kits” currently available. Instead, its focus is on a
more percussive, high-pitched tonality. If that sound suits your
musical applications, you’ll likely be pleased with the 

performance potential this kit provides. Y (661) 294-5600, 
8 www.remo.com.

THE NUMBERS

Configuration: 14x20 bass drum, 31⁄2x14
snare drum, 51⁄2x10, 51⁄2x12, and 61⁄2x13 toms.
Acousticon shells. Review kit finished in
Brilliant Burst Yellow. Standard hardware
package offers Remo mounting hardware
only, including center post, tom arms, and low
tom stand. 

List Price: $1,770 ••
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Remo 6300 Series Hardware
A Worthy Effort With A Ways To Go

Remo’s new 6300 Series hardware represents a total revamp of the compa-
ny’s high-end line of stands and pedals. The new series introduces some

innovative design ideas and user-friendly features, but there are still a few
bugs to be worked out. Let’s take a look at each piece in detail.

CCyymmbbaall BBoooomm SSttaannddss
The cymbal boom stands are probably the most structurally sound of all the

6300 hardware. They feature industry-standard double-braced legs and heavy-
duty construction. The only complaint I have is with the wing screws that
adjust the leg position of the stand. The “wing” portion of the screw comes
dangerously close to the body of the stand. Persons with long fingernails are
bound to break a nail. And while that might sound a little petty, playing a gig
after ripping a nail while setting up is not one of drumming’s more pleasant
experiences.

SSnnaarree SSttaanndd
The snare stand has the same dangerously close wing screw to adjust the

height of the stand. On the other hand, clamping the snare drum into the stand
basket is made very convenient by means of a round plastic handle.

The next step is to adjust the angle of the drum, which is accomplished by
means of a “ball joint” adjustment with a plastic handle that locks into posi-
tion. Unfortunately, on our review stand the ball joint remained loose, allowing
the drum to slip out of position. I had to use a socket wrench to tighten one
side of the ball joint casing, which, in turn, put enough pressure on the plastic
handle side for it to tighten the “ball joint” securely.

HHii--HHaatt SSttaanndd
With its double-braced legs and rotating leg base, the hi-hat stand is quite

stable. Its fine-tune spring adjustment and ball-bearing footboard hinge give it
a very smooth playing feel.

The only funky feature is the “quick lock” hi-hat clutch. Actually, it works
quite well—once you figure out that the bottom of the clutch pushes up and
twists off, instead of unscrewing from the clutch. The top of the clutch is
spring-loaded to keep pressure on the top of the cymbal. This makes for easy
changing of cymbals.

Tom Holders Floor Tom Brackets Tom Stand

HITS
innovative ideas 

sturdy construction

MISSES
awkward height adjustment on 

some stands

quality control needs improvement

by Mike Haid
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TToomm SSttaanndd AAnndd HHoollddeerrss
The 6300 series low tom floor stand (used on the

Remo Airto World Kit reviewed on page 38) fea-
tures double-braced legs and two adjustable slots
for tom or cymbal arms. As far as I could tell, the
stand itself has no height adjustment. The only way
that tom height is adjustable is by how the tom
arms are fitted into the slots.

As I tried to figure out how to position the tom
arms into the adjustable slots, I rotated the bottom
half of the slot section—at which point a small piece
of flat metal fell out from underneath the slot area. I
had no idea what it was for, and I couldn’t see
where any part appeared to be missing from the
tom holder. So although I found the situation a bit
disconcerting, I continued to place the tom arms
into the slots. They seemed to hold firmly in place.

The multi-clamp tom arm that mounts into the
bass drum comes with a memory-lock feature. But
because it doesn’t lock into the mount of the bass
drum, it still has play in it, even when the wing
screw is tightened securely. This means the toms
can easily move out of position. On a positive note,
the tom arms are equipped with wing screws,
memory-locks, and versatile ball-joint adjustments.
Positioning the toms is easy, and the arms hold the
toms securely in place.

BBaassss DDrruumm PPeeddaall
The double chain-drive bass drum pedal

has several features that I found to be innov-
ative and easy to use. These include a foot-
board that can be adjusted to any degree of
throw, in conjunction with a cam that fea-
tures ball-bearing linkage to the spring. The
spring adjustment locks into place with a
small tension screw that Remo claims can-
not loosen during play. Other nice features
include an adjustable disc-shaped felt beater
head and an adjustable counterweight on
the beater shaft.  

BBoottttoomm LLiinnee
Remo’s hardware offers several innovative

ideas and user-friendly options that could
make life easier for drummers. All they need
to do now is improve on a couple of design
shortcomings, and watch their quality con-
trol. If they do that, they’ll be on track to
compete with the major hardware compa-

nies. Y (661) 294-5600, 8 www.remo.com. ••

Quick Looks

When I reviewed the new Paiste
Dimensions models in the December 2001
issue, I mentioned that Paiste had also
introduced a few other new models. It’s
time to catch up on those items.

20" Flanger Ride

The 20" Flanger ride is part of Paiste’s
Exotic/Percussion series. It’s very thin for
its size and consequently has a dark, low-
pitched sound with equally dark overtones.
It’s a fairly washy cymbal, with a long and
low crash. But it also has a bright, cutting
bell sound. The bow seems very flat and

has a consistent response across its full
width. I can imagine this cymbal being
loved by a drummer playing avant-garde
tunes in a jazz trio at 1:45 A.M.—in Paris. It’s
priced at $438.

17" And 19" Rude Crash/Rides

On the extreme other end of the musical
spectrum are the new 17" and 19" Rude
crash/rides. The Rude line, made from
Paiste’s CuSn8 “2002 bronze,” was intro-
duced in 1980 as a response to heavy metal
and punk music requiring extreme cutting
power and volume. The hand-hammered

cymbals are completely unlathed for a dry,
clanging tonality.

The 17" and 19" crash/rides have all of the
crash characteristics of the Rude line—in
spades. They’re big, loud crash cymbals
with lots of penetration. But when used as
rides, they also offer good stick response, a
definite ping for clear patterns, and a loud,
penetrating bell sound. The 19" model has a
bit more overtone wash than the 17". 

While the Rude series is intended for
loud situations, I believe either of these two
models would make a good ride cymbal for
just about any musical genre. Their
unlathed design does make them bright and
cutting, but they’re not so overpowering
that they’d be out of place when used in a
quieter setting. Of course, that’s assuming
that they’re played with the right amount of
finesse. The 17" cymbal lists for $292; the 19"
version goes for $348.

Y (800) 472-4783, 8 www.paiste.com.

Paiste Flanger Ride And Rude Crash/Rides



Airto Moreira
(Legendary Percussionist)

Erik Hargrove
(James Brown)

Mike Malinin
(Goo Goo Dolls)

Poncho Sanchez
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Zoro
(Clinician)

Stephen Perkins
(Jane’s Addiction)

Bernard Purdie
(Independent)

Bobby Rondinelli
(Blue Oyster Cult)
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Used by discriminating drummers everywhere!

Mercedes Lander
(Kittie)

Vicki Randle
(Tonight Show Band)

Herman Matthews III 
(Kenny Loggins)

Travis Barker
(Blink 182)

Johnny Rabb
(Clinician)

Richie “Gajate” Garcia
(Phil Collins)

Stanton Moore
(Galactic)

Talking Drums - Jesus Diaz,
David Garibaldi, Michael Spiro





CC reed is a phenomenon. They’re the first band in history to have four number-1
rock radio singles from a debut album. (By the way, that album, My Own Prison,

went on to have a remarkable seven consecutive number-1 rock radio singles.) Their
second album, Human Clay, entered the Billboard charts at number-1 and has since sold
over ten million copies.

In 1998, Creed’s first full year out, they took Billboard Music Award’s Rock Group
Of The Year, Song Of The Year (“Higher”), Welcome To The Big Time, and 2 For 2
awards. Last year they won a Grammy for Best Rock Song (“With Arms Wide Open”),
as well as American Music Awards for favorite alternative artist and favorite pop/rock
album (Human Clay).

Creed’s newly released album, Weathered, will undoubtedly attain similar heights.
What makes this all the more amazing is that Creed is the band in which Scott Phillips
basically cut his drumming teeth.

Phillips didn’t start playing drums until he was eighteen. Although he wanted to play
the instrument in the sixth grade, when he first got into marching band, Phillips’ parents
encouraged him to begin his musical journey on a melodic instrument. So he took piano
lessons for about four years and then played saxophone throughout middle school, until
his senior year of high school. That’s when Scott finally put his foot down: “I’m either
playing drums or I’m not playing at all!”

In his ongoing battle to become a drummer, when he was in high school Phillips bor-
rowed kits to play with a local cover band, until his grandfather eventually bought him a
used set. Then he went about absorbing everything musical he could at the junior col-
lege in Madison, Florida where his dad was a physiology professor. Although heavily
influenced by Living Colour’s Will Calhoun (“I really dug his hi-hat work”),
Soundgarden’s Matt Cameron and Metallica’s Lars Ulrich were also early inspirations.
Phillips consumed the rock music of the day, in addition to the standards that he played
in his college jazz band.

After junior college, Phillips transferred to Florida State University in Tallahassee—
as a business major. For the first year, he hardly touched the drums. But Scott remained
obsessed with finding a new drumset, even though he didn’t have any money. In the
summer of ’94, Phillips moved into a house with two other guys, one of whom turned
him on to the classic rock of The Doors, Led Zeppelin, and Pink Floyd. Phillips began
to jam with that roommate, which ultimately motivated the drummer to get back to his
first love and find a band.

Enter Creed.

by Robyn Flans
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SSccootttt:: I knew a guy named Dane who had
a drumset. We’d hang out and jam on his
drums. I happened to be there one day in
the fall of ’94 when he said he had some
friends coming over who were auditioning
him for their band. In through the door

walked [future Creed vocalist] Scott
Stapp and [guitarist] Mark Tremonti.
They started playing, and I thought
they were really good, even though it
was raw. You could tell Scott had a
great voice and Mark was a great play-

er, but he had the worst sound I’d
ever heard.

They were jamming and playing
with Dane, and when Scott and

Dane went outside to the car to listen to a
CD, Mark was messing around playing a
Living Colour song on guitar. I knew the
whole Living Colour catalog, so I jumped
up on the drums and…
MMDD:: …you stole the gig from Dane.
SSccootttt:: Yeah, I basically stole the gig.
[laughs] And later that afternoon, I jumped
on the guitar. I’m not great, but rhythmical-
ly I can make it sound like I know what
I’m doing. Scott came back in and said,
“You’re an awesome guitar player. We’re
going to practice next week and you gotta
come over.”

That next week I borrowed my room-
mate’s guitar and amp and went over to
Scott’s apartment, where they were set up
in his living room. The same thing hap-
pened then that had happened at the previ-
ous rehearsal—they would get up and take
a break and I’d sit down at the drums and
play. Apparently they liked the way I
played, because at the end of that rehearsal
they asked me to join the band. I haven’t
talked to Dane since.
MMDD:: What were the subsequent rehearsals
like?
SSccootttt:: We were playing two or three origi-
nals right off the bat because Scott and
Mark had been together for a couple of
months before that. Mark had a lot of mate-
rial and Scott had a ton of lyrics that he had
written as poetry, and they put it all togeth-
er.

We also had a rhythm guitar player for
about a year who had a drumset at his
house, so we’d practice there three to four
days a week. We all had day jobs, so we’d
get together at night. We found a bass play-
er, and right about November or December
of ’94 my dad co-signed a loan so I could
get a real kit. I went out and bought a
Premier Genista kit with a Gibraltar rack
and Zildjian cymbals. It was everything I’d
been reading about my entire life. And then
in January of ’95, we had our first gig at an
open-mic’ night at a bar called Yianni’s.
MMDD:: When you went into the studio for the
first time with these guys, what did you
know about recording?
SSccootttt:: Nothin’ at all. I knew how the
process worked, but I had never played with
a click track. I had only read about it. We
were working with producer John Kurzweg
for the first time, and I came in with all
these preconceived notions about how I
wanted my drums recorded and how I

“I think it was good
for us to get away
from our instru-
ments and get away
from the life and the
scene. We needed
to get back to a nor-
mal life, where peo-
ple don’t wait on
you hand and foot.”



thought things should sound. Now I realize I
was really naive and immature, thinking I
knew what was going to be best.
MMDD:: Be specific about what you were naive
about.
SSccootttt:: I told them I didn’t want my drums
gated and I wanted them to sound as natural
as possible. When you’re in a multi-million-
dollar studio, you might be able to get away
with that, but when you’re in a guy’s living
room who’s working with ADATS, it just
doesn’t fly. We talked about it, and John
helped me understand what would work and
what wouldn’t. I’m glad I had that attitude
going into it because I think anything differ-
ent would have made the album different.
That was My Own Prison, the one that
ended up getting released nationally, and it
was the first time I ever set foot in a studio.
MMDD:: What did you do with the click track?
SSccootttt:: I fought it every day, all day long,
until I finally realized that the click track
can be your friend. I just let it go.
MMDD:: How long did it take you to figure that
out?
SSccootttt:: The first song we recorded was “My
Own Prison,” and I was okay with it. I took
a couple of shots at it before I got the take,
but the more I did it, the more I felt myself
rushing or dragging. Finally I got in sync
with it well enough to get by. It wasn’t until
this last album that I really felt confident
with the click.

On some of the songs on the first album,
we didn’t use a click track. It felt better to
do it the way we were doing it, which was
starting off at whatever tempo and by the
end be three or four beats ahead.
MMDD:: Did you feel that album was going to
do anything?
SSccootttt:: Yeah, I felt we really had something.
But the people I had to convince the most
were my folks. I had been kicked out of
school because of bad grades. I was working
at a store in the mall, just making ends meet.

I had breakfast with my parents one
morning at a Cracker Barrel. We sat there
for two hours and had a huge talk. They
were trying to convince me to go back to
school, and I was trying to convince them
that this was going to work. “If I pass this
up now, I’ll always regret it because I know
something’s going to happen.” I think that
day was the turning point for my dad, when
he saw how passionate I was about it. I
didn’t have to have their blessing, but I did
want their support and I wanted to be able to
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MD: Let’s talk about the new album, Weathered,
starting with the pre-production process.
Scott: It was awesome. It was the first time we actu-
ally did any kind of pre-production. Before that we
would just test stuff out live. This time we took the
extra time in the studio to try a lot of different
options and ideas, experimenting with melodies, gui-
tar parts, drum grooves, and drum sounds.
MD: Talk about the first single, “My Sacrifice.”
Scott: That was a guitar riff that Mark had been
messing around with for a long time, probably for all
of the Human Clay tour. Everybody finally got around
to digging it and chipping in.

The one thing that stands out on this single as
opposed to other radio singles is that this is the first
one I’ve played with a fairly open hi-hat through all
the verses. Normally it would be a big intro on the
ride cymbal, crash cymbal, or open hi-hat, and then
I’d go to a tight, closed hi-hat for the verse. But for
“My Sacrifice,” I left the hats open for a raucous,
sloshy vibe. Then, through the bridge and to the end
of the song, instead of going to a ride cymbal or hi-
hat, I rode on a loud crash cymbal. I hadn’t done that
before.
MD: What else is different on this album?
Scott: We’ve written some songs in 3/4, which
we’ve never done before. That gives me a chance to
do some completely different things. “Freedom
Fighter” has a really cool 3/4 tom pattern. The other
tune in three is called “Bullets,” and it’s the first song
on the album. It’s also the first song where I’ve got a
constant double kick pattern running through the cho-
ruses and part of the bridge. It’s a chance for me to
show off the chops a little without going overboard.

The third song on the album is called “Who’s Got
My Back,” which is an eight-minute song, so it’s not
hitting radio any time soon. It’s probably the most
epic song we’ve done. We brought in a member of
the Cherokee nation to cut some vocals on it. He
opens and closes the song. The tune has a dark, eerie
feeling, kind of Zeppelin-y in a way, like “Kashmir,”
with big drum sounds. I did a little bit of percussion
work on congas in the early part of the bridge. It’s
one of those songs you’ll have to listen to two or
three times to digest everything that’s going on. It’s
probably one of the greatest songs we’ve ever done.
MD: What about equipment in the recording process?
Scott: I used a Premier Signia kit—my touring kit—
for about half of the album. You can hear it on “My
Sacrifice,” “Freedom Fighter,” and “Who’s Got My
Back.” I used the new Premier Gen-X, a maple/birch
hybrid kit, for “Bullets” and a few other tunes. It
sounded phenomenal.

I worked with Tony Adams, the studio drum ninja,
who knows things about drums I will never know. It
was a pleasure to work with someone who has such
a vast knowledge of equipment and tuning. When we
did the first two albums, it wasn’t, “What are you
feeling here? What kind of cymbals do you want, dark
or bright?” It was, “What can I afford to buy?” This
time we really were able to focus on using the gear
that was right for the song.

I used a couple of different snare drums, but for
the most part it was a 61/2x14 Ludwig Black Beauty.
Tony brought in three or four snares. One was a 5x14
Black Beauty, which I used on “Signs.” I also used a
Jeff Ocheltree snare on “One Last Breath,” which
sounded really cool. And the only other snare I used
was an old steel-shelled Pearl snare that Jeff found
at a pawnshop. It fit perfectly on “Weathered.”

I used a bunch of different Zildjian hi-hat combina-
tions—K/Z, A/Z, A Custom, A—and tried things like
using two top cymbals, or the bottom cymbal on top.
We tried anything we could think of to get a different
sound from song to song.

Weathered Report

•



share it with them when good things hap-
pened.

I think the turning point for my mom was
the first time she heard us on the radio,

which I think was even before we had a
record deal. My mom and brother were trav-
eling somewhere when he heard “My Own
Prison” on the radio. He cranked it up, and

she said, “What is this?” And he said, “It’s
your son.”
MMDD:: At this point, there wasn’t a record
company?
SSccootttt:: It was just us. We had borrowed
money from one of our manager’s friends
and from Brian’s dad. We made the record
for $6,000. I think John was charging some-
thing like $35 an hour. Everybody was still
working day jobs, but in our spare time
we’d go in the studio.
MMDD:: What happened after you cut the
record?
SSccootttt:: We shopped it around to a lot of peo-
ple and it sat on a bunch of desks. In
January of ’97, a radio station added “My
Own Prison” and another added “Pity For A
Dime.” Our manager helped out a lot. He
was one of the owners of Floyd’s Music
Store in Tallahassee, which was the only bar
in our area that had any kind of national acts
playing there. So playing at Floyd’s is like
the big time. It only held about seven to
eight hundred people, but through him, we
got some opening gigs and then some head-
lining gigs. Eventually our crowds were get-
ting up to maybe five hundred people on a
good night. Then a week or two after the

Drums: Premier Signia in silver sparkle finish
A. 61/2x14 Ludwig Black Beauty snare
B. 8x10 tom
C. 9x12 tom
D. 16x16 floor tom
E. 18x22 bass drum

Cymbals: Zildjian
1. 14" A Custom hi-hats
2. 16" A Custom crash
3. 18" Z Custom medium crash
4. 10" K splash
5. 18" Z Custom Rock crash
6. 22" A Custom Ping ride
7. 18" China Trash

Hardware: Gibraltar rack, DW 5000 series hi-
hat stand, DW 5002 AT double bass pedal
(fairly tight spring tension) with plastic beaters

Sticks: Kit Tools Scott Phillips model (hickory
with wood tip)

Microphones: Audio-Technica

Higher Drums
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singles were released, the club immediately
sold out.
MMDD:: Moving forward a bit, what changed
on the second album? Surely the recording
circumstances were different.
SSccootttt:: Absolutely. We did it with the same
producer, but we rented a house, as opposed
to doing it at his house. The house was
about ten miles out of town, so we could
record as late as we wanted and not bug
anybody.

I think the thing that was really different
was the amount of time we could afford to
spend in the studio. We had a lot of time.
That can be a bad thing, but we managed to
stay focused through it. We were really
excited to get out another album. We want-
ed to show everybody that we weren’t a
one-hit wonder.
MMDD:: What did you learn from the first
recording that you were able to take into the
second, and what do you feel you did bet-
ter?
SSccootttt:: My time was much better. Right off
the bat, I felt more comfortable with the
click track.
MMDD:: Had you practiced that at all?

SSccootttt:: No. I think it came from my finding
my own pocket. We played out so much
between records that my time really
improved. It’s funny, though, because right
before we went in to record, I was kind of
dreading the whole click thing. But when I
started playing with it I knew immediately
that I had improved because it was so easy
to lock in with.

Although there was pressure on us to try
to achieve what we had on the first album,
there wasn’t any pressure during the record-
ing process. We weren’t worrying about it.
In fact, overall, the second time in the studio
was a lot easier than the first.
MMDD:: Looking at My Own Prison and
Human Clay, which are the most representa-
tive tracks?
SSccootttt:: I think we all feel that each song is
unique. But I’d have to pick “One,” which is
track 10 on the first album, because of the
groove. It’s sort of an uptempo, funky beat.
Rather than play a straight 2/4-rock thing, I
tried to jazz it up as much as I could. “Torn”
would be another I’d choose, because of the
mood that the song creates.

On Human Clay, one track I’d pick 

Scott Phillips





would be “Are You Ready,” because
being the first song on the album, it was
like, “Hey, listen to me, I’m better than I
was on the first album, so dig it.” And
then I’d pick “Faceless Man,” because it
was our epic, over-the-top tune. I really
like the way the whole song turned out
and what I played on it.
MMDD:: How are songs presented to you?
SSccootttt:: I’d say that about fifty percent of the
time Scott and Mark have worked on an
idea for a verse, chorus, and bridge.

Normally I’ll base my beat on what Mark is
playing, and then go from there as far as
getting more creative with it.

For the other fifty percent, it was Brian
[Marshall, bassist], who was with us until
the middle of 2000, along with the rest of us
just jamming on ideas. Then Scott would

come in and help organize the jams into
songs.
MMDD:: How did Brian’s leaving affect you?
SSccootttt:: I was horrified at first. The four of us
had grown from guys playing in a living
room to musicians playing in arenas. It felt
like we were losing an appendage. Plus I
felt like Brian and I really locked in well.
When he split I felt, “What are we going to
do now?”

When they mentioned they wanted Brett
[Hestla] to replace Brian, I was concerned.
He was a singer/guitar player in his band,

Virgos, and I thought, “We’re
bringing in a singer/guitarist to
play bass?” I love him to death and
he’s been a good friend for a long
time, but I was nervous. But from
the first song we played together, it
felt like we had never skipped a
beat. He did an awesome job. And
while Brett and I had been friends

up to that point, we quickly became best
friends.
MMDD:: What is the bass player plan now?
SSccootttt:: It’s very tentative. Brett’s album is
coming out, so we’re most likely going to
lose him. Worst-case scenario, we’ll just
find a touring pro until something else

comes up. For the recording process, Mark
recorded the bass tracks and did an awe-
some job.
MMDD:: So now that you’re in the biggest band
in the land, how does a rock star find time to
keep his chops up?
SSccootttt:: Whenever you’re on tour, there’s no
problem keeping your chops up because
you’re doing it all the time. But before we
made Weathered, we needed the downtime,
because we were exhausted. I think it was
good for us to get away from our instru-
ments, and get away from the life and the
scene. We needed to get back to a normal
life, where people don’t wait on you hand
and foot. I must say I think we’ve all stayed
pretty levelheaded considering the amount
of success we’ve had.
MMDD:: How will you get back into shape after
being on vacation?
SSccootttt:: I think the pre-production process
has helped a lot, working on the chops to
get back into the studio. Then before we go
out on tour, we’ll do a week or two of pre-
production with full energy, full sets, full
pyro—all of it.
MMDD:: How does the music differ between
live and the studio for you?
SSccootttt:: It’s four times more intense live than
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it is in the studio. There’s no break after you
do a song. There’s no ten-minute breather to
go drink a bottle of water. I think the thing
that makes it easier to endure, though, is the
crowd. They keep the adrenaline on full
throughout the show, and that helps.
MMDD:: Does the adrenaline make you push
your tempos?
SSccootttt:: A little bit. Mark starts about sixty
percent of the songs on guitar and then the
drums come in after that. Sometimes he’s
right on and sometimes he’s racing. He’s an
awesome guitar player, but sometimes
adrenaline can speed you up.
MMDD:: Aside from keeping the tempo, what
does this band need from you?
SSccootttt:: I think my openness to their ideas, as
well as having ideas of my own, are what’s
needed in this band. There are some drum-
mers I’ve come across who are pretty head-
strong and feel that what they come up with
is the only way to do it. But I’ve always been
very receptive to the other bandmembers’
suggestions. I think it’s important for me to
sit back and listen to a whole song, with or
without drums, and be able to add to it with-
out my ego getting in the way.

MMDD:: You and Scott are golfers. Do you feel
it helps alleviate stress or keep you in shape
on the road?
SSccootttt:: Scott and I started golfing during a
break after the first tour, and we became
totally addicted to it. We spent our days off
centered around finding the nicest golf
courses in whatever region of the country we
were in. [laughs] It got ridiculous after a
while, but it’s a good escape for us.

On the first tour, our days consisted of
waking up on the bus at the venue and stay-
ing there the entire day, except for going to
radio stations to do interviews, and then
coming back to the gig. We were living at
the venues, and there was no recreation. The
only pleasure was the hour and a half on
stage. We were starting to look forward
more to our days off than the days we were
performing.

Having golf has been an escape to get out-
doors for three or four hours and not think
about the business. But during our time off,
we played so much we started to need a
release from golf. It got to the point where
that was all I was thinking about: “I can play
the drums, but why am I hooking the ball?”
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TheMoeller Stroke
Revealed!

Speed, Endurance…And Drumming’s Fountain Of Youth?
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J im Chapin and Joe Morello are among the elder statesman of
drumming, yet few players of any age have their technical

finesse, power, endurance, or speed. Chapin and Morello have devel-
oped and maintained their chops by incorporating the “Fountain Of
Youth” of drumming, a technique promoted by legendary performer
and educator Sanford A. Moeller.

Jim Chapin was a student of Moeller and is a magnificent teacher
and tireless “giver” of Moeller’s concepts. If you’ve ever attended a
Percussive Arts Society International Convention or a Modern
Drummer festival, you’ve surely seen Jim generously sharing his
knowledge with any eager student of drumming. In his video Speed,
Power, Control, Endurance, Jim clearly demonstrates Moeller’s meth-
ods, making it a must-have for any drummer seeking to improve his
facility.

Another must-have is Joe Morello’s video The Natural Approach To
Technique. When I was in high school I had the good fortune to study
with Joe. He taught me that drummers use three groups of muscles:
the arm, the wrist, and the fingers. Most playing is done with the
wrist, the arm is used for power, while the fingers are used for low-
volume speed. Each of the three muscle groups is trained separately,
and each hand is trained individually. Eventually everything is inte-
grated. The key was, and still is, to allow the sticks to rebound natu-
rally.

Repetitive actions like a single-stroke roll—played loudly using the
arms, at a medium volume using the wrists, or softly using the fin-
gers—naturally cause fatigue. To combat fatigue, drummers “press”:
We tighten up. This allows us to temporarily persevere by increasing
the tension in our grip; we squeeze it out. But in short order, all con-
trol breaks down.

Joe developed his “natural” technical concepts by studying with
the great old masters of drumming, George L. Stone and Billy
Gladstone, and he learned Sanford Moeller’s concepts from his first
teacher, Joe Sefcik. These masters agreed on the fundamentals of
good technique, but zeroed in on different areas: Stone’s approach
focused mainly on wrist development, Gladstone was more finger-
oriented, and Moeller employed a tension-breaking combination
stroke. Joe demonstrates the attributes of each of these approaches
on his video.

Early in the 1900s, Sanford Moeller realized that one reduces and
ultimately eliminates tension by distributing the “load” of repetitive
motions among several muscle groups. The Moeller stroke incorpo-
rates the arm, wrist, and fingers into one flowing action, and is per-
fect for playing flowing accents within a single-stroke roll. Once
you’ve mastered the Moeller stroke, you make the motion and the
stick almost plays by itself.

To learn this motion, we’ll go through the mechanics of the Moeller
stroke in slow motion, step-by-step. The more thoroughly you under-
stand these fundamental principles, the easier it will be to make the
motion flow at faster tempos. Let’s start by putting our sticks down
and sitting in front of a large mirror.

by John Riley

Photos by Jim Esposito
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Begin by resting your right forearm on your floor tom or on a table (Figure 1A). Put your
wrist joint exactly at the edge, relax, and let your hand hang limply over the side towards the
floor. This is a neutral position.

Now, while maintaining your relaxed wrist, slide your arm off the surface. Let your upper
arm hang down from the shoulder; don’t hold it into or away from your torso (Figure 2A).
Allow your forearm to relax in a position parallel to the floor, and let your hand continue to
hang towards the floor in a neutral position, with your palm facing down. From this position
we can begin to explore the Moeller motion. (Because it accommodates a greater range of
motion, the Moeller stroke works much better with a German-type “palms down” grip than it
does with the French-type “thumbs up” grip.)

Gently swing your upper arm six inches away from your torso, and allow it to fall naturally
back into your body. This action should cause your limp hand to wiggle a bit (Figure 3A).

Increase the swing to a foot or more, and be sure that your hand remains relaxed.
As your upper arm moves away from the torso, the limp hand stays down (Figure 4A). Now,

instead of allowing your arm to simply fall back into your body as before, accelerate towards
your body. The instant you change direction and accelerate back towards the torso, the hand is
forced to flop up (Figure 5A).

Allow your rapidly moving elbow to bang into your ribs. If you’ve maintained that limp
wrist/hand combination, this acceleration and “pop” into your ribs will snap the hand back to
its starting position towards the floor (Figure 6A).

Observe how your hand is “following” the movements of your elbow; try thinking of
your arm as a whip and your hand as the tip of the whip. This snapping action is exactly

Right Hand

Fig. 3AFig. 2AFig. 1A

Fig. 6AFig. 5AFig. 4A
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what breaks the tension.
Now put a stick in your relaxed, “hanging” right hand. Your grip should be as loose and as

minimal as possible, but each finger should be in contact with the stick. Your fingers should
simply drape around the stick. Now try the motion. Don’t worry about the sound, speed, or
anything else. Just observe how the movement of your arm controls the action of your hand
and the reaction of the stick. Set your metronome at 60 bpm and perform one arm move per
beat. If your wrist is supple and “light,” the result will most likely be three notes. The first
note is loud, and it’s the result of your elbow popping into your ribs and snapping your hand
back down. Subsequent notes are softer-volume bounces where the hand “rides” the natural
motion of the stick.

As you repeat the motion in rhythm, the unaccented notes will occur as a result of your
elbow moving away from the torso. (Tip: make your elbow pop into your ribs just before the
“click” so that your accented note is synched with the metronome.) Even though your arm has
a large range of motion, the stick should play in a small area in the center of the drum.

As you become more comfortable and the motion becomes more fluid, gradually increase
the tempo. The three notes will begin to more accurately resemble a triplet. At this early stage
of mastery the triplet is perfectly balanced for the Moeller motion. When used for groups of
two notes, the arm pumps too fast. When trying to make four notes between whips, your stick
runs out of momentum. Figure 7A shows the motion at a moderate speed and catches the
action just as the elbow is about to change direction and accelerate back towards the torso. (In
the photo, the motion “shadowing” shows the “future”—the direction my hand will be going.)

Figure 8A catches the motion a fraction of a second later, just as the elbow pops into
the torso and snaps the wrist back towards the drum. (The “shadowing” shows where
the hand is going.)

Now that you have an idea about the motion, let’s check it in the mirror one more time. Put
your stick down and make the motion. Though your elbow is moving quite a distance from
side-to-side, your hand should have less side-to-side movement.

When you get above 120 bpm, the motion shrinks and has much less of an elbow swing.
(This makes it difficult to capture on film.) The wrist snap, which is crucial to breaking the
tension of repeated actions, is accomplished in a slightly different, more compact fashion:
With the wrist limp, raise the forearm four inches while allowing your hand to hang down
like before. Now snap your forearm down. Use a force similar to when you snapped your
elbow into your torso, so that your wrist flops up and is whipped back down. Try visualizing
a cobra recoiling and then striking a target on the ground. Your forearm is the body of the
snake, and your hand is the snake’s head. This should produce a faster version of the original
motion. If you have further questions about this, refer to the videos mentioned above.

If you play matched grip, use your right hand and the directions above as a guide for the
left hand. Everything works the same way. If you play traditional grip, the fundamentals for

Sanford A. Moeller (1879–1961) was born in Albany, New York and lived in the New York City area. Moeller
began playing the drums as a teenager (though his first instrument was the piano), studying with August
Helmicke of John Phillip Sousa’s band.

It’s said that Moeller was so curious about the old ways of drumming that, as a young man, he sought out
the surviving Civil War drummers and picked their brains about how, why, and what they played. In fact, a
publisher’s note on page 1 of the Moeller Book states that Sanford’s teaching style and concepts were based
on George B. Bruce’s 1862 US Army prescribed drum methods.

Moeller was a renowned maker of Colonial-style rope-tension parade drums. He also coached bugle, fife,
and drum corps. Moeller became a sought-after teacher, with Gene Krupa, Jim Chapin, and Frank Ippolito
among his many students.

The Moeller Book was originally published in 1925 and is still in print. I had a copy of it as a kid, and the
photographs of his motion intrigued me. But something about them also confused me. I was relieved when
Jim Chapin told me that Moeller himself was unhappy with the way his concepts came across in the photos. Regardless of that, his
teaching and those motions became a prime part of two other very popular early drum books—The Gene Krupa Drum Method and The
Ludwig Drum Method.

Sanford, known as “Gus” to his friends, was a cantankerous senior citizen by the time Joe Morello approached him for lessons. Joe
told me Moeller took one look at him and, before Joe even played a note, said, “You don’t really want to be a drummer—go home!”
Thankfully Joe didn’t heed Moeller’s advice. And, fortunately for us, through the teaching of Joe and people like Jim Chapin, we can all
better understand and utilize the Moeller stroke.

Thanks to Derrick Logozzo and the PAS Archives for biographical information.
John Riley

Fig. 8A

Fig. 7A
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the left hand are exactly the same, but the starting position is a little different.
Rest your left hand as figure 1B above, and let your wrist hang.
Now move your left forearm off the surface and rest it in a position with your wrist, hand,

and fingers relaxed (Figure 2B). Your forearm should be parallel to the floor. Rotate your fore-
arm counter-clockwise so that the palm of your hand is perpendicular to the floor. The back of
your hand should be in line with, and an extension of, your forearm. This is the left-hand tradi-
tional-grip starting position.

Gently swing your upper arm about six inches away from your torso, and allow it to fall nat-
urally back into your body (Figure 3B). This action should cause your limp hand to wiggle.
Increase the swing to a foot or more, and notice that your left hand remains relaxed (Figure 4B).

Now, instead of allowing your arm to simply fall back into your body, accelerate. The
instant you change direction and accelerate back towards your torso, the left hand is forced
to flop up (Figure 5B).

Allow your rapidly moving elbow to bang into your ribs. If you’ve maintained that limp
wrist/hand combination, this acceleration and “pop” into your ribs will snap the hand back to its
starting position (Figure 6B).

Again, observe how your hand is “following” the movements of your elbow; think of your left
arm as a whip and your hand as the tip of the whip. Check the flow of the motion in a mirror.

Now put the stick in your relaxed, traditional-grip left hand. Let the stick “sit” in the
fleshy web between your thumb and first finger. Bring the index finger over the stick.
Don’t clamp your thumb down on the stick. Allow your middle finger to “ride” along-
side the stick, while gently curling your fourth finger and pinky under the stick

Fig. 4B

Fig. 1B Fig. 2B Fig. 3B

Fig. 6BFig. 5B

Left Hand





towards the palm. Repeat the process as described above to get the feel of how the
stick responds to the movements of the arm.

Figure 7B catches the left-hand motion at a moderate tempo, just as the elbow is
about to change direction and accelerate towards the torso. (The motion “shadowing”
shows where my hand is headed.)

Figure 8B is a fraction of a second later, just as the elbow pops into the torso and
snaps the wrist back towards the drum. (Here the shadowing shows where my hand
has been.)

At faster tempos the left hand motion shrinks too. It becomes a side-to-side forearm
flick that snaps the wrist and breaks the tension. Be sure to maintain a loose wrist
throughout the entire motion cycle.

Fig. 7B Fig. 8B
Moeller Stroke
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To help you develop this concept, practice the following exercises
to reinforce and master the motion. Remember, the whipping motion
generates the accented notes.

Eventually you’ll be able to employ a more random and less-
accented “mini” whipping motion to produce “wave”-like single-
stroke rolls at fast tempos. In time, it's possible to work this “stress
free” motion to speeds in excess of triplets at 200 bpm.

Danny Gottlieb, JoJo Mayer, Ed Soph, Dom Famularo, Vinnie
Colaiuta, and many others can all be seen capitalizing on the mechani-
cal advantages of the Moeller motion. Dom’s book It’s Your Move
includes very good information on the stroke.

Be patient and relaxed as you go about perfecting the Moeller
motion. Use this text and photos as your guide. Develop the whip
slowly in front of a mirror, and refer to the videos mentioned above.
But start working on it today!



A complete six-piece Canopus Classic drumkit, a set of
Wuhan cymbals, Action stands, pedals, and throne, a set of Beato
bags, six bottles each of Groove Juice Cymbal Cleaner and Shell Shine,
and a set of Grip Peddler bass drum and hi-hat pad 4-packs. Also
included from Canopus are two extra snare wire sets, a set of Bolt Tight
lug washers, and a tuning key holder. 
Retail Value Over $7,600. 

A complete four-piece Canopus Club drumkit, a set of
Wuhan cymbals, Action stands, pedals, and throne, a set of Beato
bags, six bottles each of Groove Juice Cymbal Cleaner and Shell
Shine, and a set of Grip Peddler bass drum and hi-hat pad 4-packs.
Also included from Canopus are two extra snare wire sets, a set of Bolt
Tight lug washers, and a tuning key holder. 
Retail Value Over $5,200.

1st Prize: 

This is your chance to win one of twelve 

fabulous prizes from Canopus, Wuhan,
Action, Beato, 

Groove Juice,and Grip Peddler!

2nd Prize: 



ENTER BY MAIL OR CALL (900) 226-DRUM ($1.49 per call) TO ENTER AND HEAR MUSICAL EXAMPLES!

(No purchase or telephone call necessary to enter. See consumer disclosure below for odds and other details.)

Consumer Disclosure
Two ways to enter: (a) Call (900) 226-3786. Cost: $1.49 per call. You must call from the number where you wish to be notified. Or (b) send a 3.5"x5.5" or 4"x6" postcard with your name, address, and telephone number to:
Modern Drummer/Canopus Wuhan Contest, 12 Old Bridge Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 2. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be phoned or mailed separately. 3. ODDS OF WINNING EACH PRIZE DEPEND ON THE NUM-
BER OF ELIGIBLE ENTRIES RECEIVED. 4. CONTEST BEGINS 1/1/02 AND ENDS 3/31/02. PHONE CALLS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 11:59 PM EDT 3/31/02. POSTCARDS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY 3/31/02 AND RECEIVED BY 4/4/02.
5. Winners will be selected by random drawing on April 12, 2002 and notified by phone on or about April 15, 2002. 6. Employees and their immediate families of Modern Drummer, Canopus, Wuhan, Beato, Groove Juice, Grip
Peddler, and their affiliates are ineligible. 7. Sponsor is not responsible for lost, misdirected, and/or delayed entries. 8. Open to the residents of US and Canada (except in Florida and the Province of Quebec), 12 years of age or older,
provided that CALLERS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 OBTAIN PARENTAL OR GUARDIAN PERMISSION TO ENTER. California residents under 18 may not participate. Residents of MN, GA, LA, NJ, and Canada may enter by mail only. Void
where prohibited by law. 9. One prize awarded per household per contest. 10. First Prize: One (1) Canopus Classic six-piece drumset. The drumset consists of (1 each): 15x22 bass drum, 61/2x14 Maple snare drum, 7x10, 8x12,
and 9x13 toms, and a 15x16 floor tom. Action Hardware includes: (2) double-tom stands, (1) single-tom stand, (3) cymbal/boom stands, (2) cymbal holders, (1) snare stand, (1) hi-hat stand, (1) drum throne, and (1) bass
drum pedal. Wuhan cymbals: (1) pair 14" hi-hats, (1 each) 20" medium-heavy ride, 16" crash, 12" splash, and a Wuhan logo cymbal bag. Beato Cordura Deluxe bags: (1 each) 10", 12", 13", 16" tom bags, 22" bass drum bag,
14" snare bag, hardware bag, stick bag, cymbal bag, dust cover, and Bumper pad. Six bottles of Groove Juice Cymbal Cleaner and Shell Shine. One set of each of Grip Peddler’s hi-hat and bass drum pad 4-packs. (1) set of Bolt
Tight lug washers, and (1) tuning key holder. Suggested retail value: $7,627. 11. Second prize: One (1) Canopus Club four-piece drumset. The drumset consists of (1 each): 12x15 bass drum, 61/2x13 Maple snare drum, 7x10
tom, and 12x13 floor tom. Action Hardware includes: (1) single-tom holder, (2) flat base cymbal stands, (1) snare stand, (1) hi-hat stand, (1) drum throne, and (1) bass drum pedal. Wuhan cymbals: (1) pair 14" hi-hats, (1
each) 20" medium-heavy ride, 16" crash, 12" splash, and a Wuhan logo cymbal bag. Beato Cordura Deluxe bags: (1 each) 10" and 13" tom bags, 15" bass drum bag, 13" snare bag, small hardware bag, stick bag, cymbal bag,
dust cover, and Bumper pad. Six (6) bottles of both of the Groove Juice Cymbal Cleaner and Shell Shine. One set of each of Grip Peddler’s 4-piece hi-hat and bass drum pads. (1) Set of Bolt Tight, and (1) tuning key holder.
Suggested retail value: $5,216. 12. Third prize: Ten winners will each receive a set of Canopus Bolt Tight lug washers, two Canopus snare wire sets, a tuning key holder, a Beato Bumper Pad and Dust cover, six bottles of Grove Juice
Cymbal Cleaner and Shell Shine, and a set of each of Grip Peddler bass drum and hi-hat pad 4-packs. Suggested retail value: $291 each, total value of third prize: $3,772. 13. Value of all prizes: $16,616. 14. Sponsored by Modern
Drummer Publications, Inc., 12 Old Bridge Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009, (973) 239-4140. 15. This game subject to the complete Official Rules. For a copy of the complete Official Rules or a winners list, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to: Modern Drummer Publications/Canopus Wuhan Contest/Official Rules/Winners List, 12 Old Bridge Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009.

Ten winners will each receive a set of Canopus Bolt Tight lug washers, two Canopus snare wire sets, a tuning key
holder, a Beato Bumper Pad and dust cover, six bottles of Groove Juice Cymbal Cleaner and Shell Shine, and a set of Grip
Peddler bass drum and hi-hat pad 4-packs.

ENTER EARLY AND OFTEN!

3rd Prize: 
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It was a typically sunny southern California day as I drove the winding
hills of west Los Angeles en route to the home studio of drum legend
Simon Phillips. Many thoughts entered my mind as I approached the

beautifully landscaped hillside home of Mr. Phillips. I was thinking of how
this British studio drumming phenom, in his teenage years, performed on
countless top recordings. Simon had a bold new style that added a spark
of drumming genius to rock, pop, metal, and fusion music of the ’70s and
’80s. Without a doubt, Simon brought a fresh new approach to the
groove—and to double bass drumming—that fit perfectly into every style
of music he performed.

Simon’s success continued with his amazing “Space Boogie” track on
Jeff Beck’s classic recording There And Back, a performance that
secured Phillips’ already firm place in drumming history. Simon’s work
with other greats, such as Stanley Clarke, Jack Bruce, Pete Townshend,
and The Who, only added to his legend. Not to slow the pace, the drum-
mer started a successful solo career with 1989’s Protocol, and began to
get heavily involved in the recording of his own music. In fact, Simon’s
been engineering and producing music since the early ’80s.

Currently Phillips continues his nearly decade-long drumming role in
Toto. He also has a retro-fusion project, Doves Of Fire (covering
Mahavishnu Orchestra tunes), as well as an acoustic jazz group. That
band’s recent release, Vantage Point, was mixed and produced by Simon
at this home studio. With all of this to keep him busy, Simon still finds time
to produce and engineer outside projects—which brings us back to our
story.

When you think of the new generation of double bass drummers who
are pushing the limits of their abilities—and drumming in general—one
name stands out: Virgil Donati. Virgil, known as “the thunder from down
under” due to his being from Australia, has taken double bass drumming
to heights never thought possible. If you’ve ever seen Donati perform, you
know that not only has he taken double bass drumming to amazing new
places, but he’s pushed over-the-top drumming to a level that seems
unreachable to the rest of us.

Donati is able to subdivide 4/4 and odd-time signatures with flawless
(and at times visually entertaining) technique and create intense musical
passages that strain the brain of even the most knowledgeable player. His
current band, Planet X, is spearheading a new generation of progressive
fusion music that is pushing the boundaries of this already complex genre.

Story and photos by Mike Haid

Space Boogie To Planet X
Simon Phillips 



In many ways, this was a historic
moment. It’s the first time Simon and Virgil
have worked together. In fact, it’s probably
the first time two drummers of this caliber
have collaborated in such a harmonious way
to create the best possible drum recording.

As I made my way to the front door of
Simon’s house, I heard the rumbling of

drums emanating from inside. From a dis-
tance, it sounded like your typical neighbor-
hood garage band. But with a closer listen, it
became clear that this clearly wasn’t your
neighbor’s kid practicing his rock beats. I
waited for the drumming to stop and then
rang the doorbell. Simon answered with a
smile, commenting on my impeccable tim-

ing of ringing the bell precisely after the last
measure ended.

Simon, the consummate recording engi-
neer, turns his entire home into a recording
studio when he’s working on a project. This
includes placing ambient microphones in
the kitchen and main hallway. The hard-
wood floors throughout the house supply the
perfect acoustics for recording drums. And
his control room is well stocked with all the
right stuff for achieving the best drum
sounds possible.

The day began with Virgil recording the
complex track “Ground Zero,” which he
wrote on September 11, 2001, the day of the
terrorist attacks. The song will be on the
new Planet X release, Moon Babies (Inside
Out Music). As Virgil began practicing the
tune, Simon was already hearing ideas for
the groove, in the way of using different
sound sources for certain sections.

Simon had placed clear Remo
Ambassador heads (single-ply) on Virgil’s
toms, where Virgil would normally have
used Emperors (two-ply). Simon was also
suggesting other tuning techniques for the
snare to give it just the right sound for the
song. Another suggestion that Simon made
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So who better to produce and record
the current king of progressive fusion 
drumming than one of the greatest double
bass fusion drummers in history, someone who
is also an experienced and proven recording engi-
neer and producer? The idea made so much sense it was

scary. So the date was set. Simon Phillips would engineer the

Virgil Donati drum tracks for the new Planet X recording.



was for Virgil to add a cowbell to his setup,
to be used in a particular section of the tune.
Simon also encouraged Virgil to move a
snare accent to a tom in one section, to give
it a bit of variation.

The most interesting suggestion Simon
had for Virgil on the tune was to play a
repeating 4/4 pattern over a 5/8 section,
because it created some cool phrasing and
tension between the drums and what the
other instruments were playing. This was an
immediate challenge for Virgil, but he was
ready to give it his all. After a few minutes
of practicing and feeling out the new
changes, Virgil had the complex variation
under control, and he nailed the track. All
Simon could do was shake his head and
laugh in astonishment.

Throughout the course of the day, Simon
asked Virgil to try several other changes in
song arrangement, cymbal selection, and
drum tuning. Virgil graciously obliged all of
Simon’s requests. In all of the complexities
that Virgil had to rearrange on the spot,
there was no task he couldn’t pull off within
a few takes.

Watching the meticulous veteran coach-
ing the young gun, using all of his years of
experience to guide the eager, well-prepared
player to push his remarkable abilities, was
a sight to behold. This was truly an amazing
moment in drumming history.

As the two masters settled in for a well-
deserved lunch break, we discussed this his-
toric collaboration.

MD: Virgil, what’s it been like working
with Simon as a producer/engineer?
Virgil: It’s the first time I’ve ever worked
with a drummer in the producer/engineer
chair, and it’s been a great experience for
me. Having Simon here has made my life a
lot easier, because I know he has great ears
and he understands what I’m trying to do.
He understands the music, the time signa-
tures, and all of the complexities of this type
of project. Simon also has the insight and
experience in regards to what will and will
not work. So I know that any suggestion I
get from the control room is going to be
totally valid and worth trying.

I think Simon and I have good chemistry.
It really helps to have a drummer like Simon
who can make suggestions with a lot of
these drum parts, which are under-rehearsed
to begin with. We’re really creating new
drum parts together, and it’s challenging,

but a lot of fun.
MD: Simon, what’s it like recording Virgil?
Simon: It’s always a pleasure to work with
someone who can really play. Probably the
hardest and most frightening thing about
being in the engineer/producer chair is the
fact that there are so many people who just
don’t have experience playing in the studio.
It’s like pulling teeth sometimes. So to work

with a musician like Virgil is wonderful.
Dealing with this kind of music is also

refreshing. I hadn’t had a chance to listen to
it before the sessions, so I’m learning as I
go. When I’m setting up the monitor mix,
I’m actually listening and learning the
songs.

With this type of complex music, when
I’m first hearing it, I’m almost lost as to
what’s going on. But as the day goes on it
makes a lot more sense, especially after I
hear what Virgil is playing to it. When lis-
tening to music, every musician hears it
from a different perspective. So when I hear
what Virgil is playing to each track, it puts
the music in perspective for me. Then I sim-
ply take what I’m hearing and approach it
based on what the music is suggesting to
me.

If I hear a keyboard part doing something
interesting, I’ll say, Why don’t we try
putting something to this? And with Virgil
it’s great, because I’ll suggest playing some-

thing that with most drummers would put us
into another day of recording. With some
musicians, when you make a suggestion to
change the arrangement or change the bass
and bass drum pattern, right there you’ve
lost two hours as they work it out. With
Virgil, it’s one pass. And you’ve got to real-
ize that with the complexity of some of this
music, even I underestimate what’s really

going on.
In general I’m trying to listen from a dif-

ferent point of view, listening to what’s
going to work sonically in the overall pic-
ture. When I’m thinking that some parts are
going to be hard to make sound good in the
mix, I’ll make suggestions from there as
well. But then suddenly I’ll realize what
Virgil’s playing and think, Wow, I’m so
glad I don’t have to play that right now,
because I couldn’t. [laughs] This experience
has been very educational for me, and a lot
of fun.
Virgil: I would have to say that what makes
this really special for me is that something
like this has really never been done before.
The fact that two contemporary drumset
players are working together in the studio,
with one doing the recording and the other
doing the playing, is really a great experi-
ment—especially in this genre of music,
where there are so many subtleties and com-
plexities going on. To have two drummers
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“Two contemporary drumset players working together in the studio is
really a great experiment—especially in this genre of music. It’s really
never been done before.”——VViirrggii ll   DDoonnaatt ii



working together and creating interesting
parts on the spot is a unique situation.
MD: Simon, what’s driven you to become
so adept at writing, engineering, and pro-
ducing?
Simon: If you believe in something, do it
well. Otherwise you might as well go do
something else. As for my drumming,
though, I’ve found it very difficult to dedi-
cate serious amounts of practice time to it. I
did it a lot when I was a kid, but when I got
out on my own, living in a London apart-
ment, I couldn’t practice all the time. I still
had to show up for sessions and be spot on.
So you just get used to doing that. I found
that as long as I was working continuously,
it was okay not to practice as much.

I’m not saying one doesn’t have to prac-
tice, because I really should practice more
than I do. But I also enjoy writing music,
and that takes up a lot of time. I also enjoy
the technical side of recording. If a project
comes along that I would like to be involved
with, I’ll bring them up to my studio for a
day. Then that day turns into a week. So
there goes the time that I was going to write
music or play. But it’s still all about creating
something.

You have to remember that I got into
engineering, professionally, in 1983 with
mixing the Mike Oldfield album Crises.
Working with him was great because he
really gave me the opportunity to step from
being a musician who grew up with tape

machines and microphones and who wanted
to do it, to actually being there and operat-
ing recording equipment like a Neve 8108
and an Ampex 124. That was a wonderful
opportunity that not many people are able to
have, unless you’re prepared to go to a stu-

dio and sign on as a poorly paid beginning
assistant. So in a roundabout way, what I’m
saying is it’s all about what you want to
achieve.
MD: Your playing was so radical from what
most rock drummers were playing in the
’70s and early ’80s. How did you create
your drumming approach to the music?
Simon: Back then I was doing two or three
sessions a day playing rock, progressive, or
metal music. From what I recall, most of
that music didn’t have much of a groove,
and the time was dreadful. On the other
hand, you had R&B music, like all of the
wonderful Earth, Wind & Fire records, but
the drum sounds weren’t that good. The
drums sounded dead and the recording qual-
ity wasn’t that good. So I would try to cross
over.

When I did Judas Priest, Michael
Schenker, and the other rock stuff back then,
I would think about the R&B players. One
thing about doing sessions that I feel is very
good to do is to think of a particular player
and emulate them, in terms of approaching a
song. So I would think, This song needs a
Bernard Purdie approach, or, This song
would sound cool with a Grady Tate
approach, or maybe even an Ian Paice
approach. So when I played the Judas Priest
stuff, I thought, How would Bernard Purdie
play this song? How would Paul Humphrey
play “Into The Arena” by Michael
Schenker?

What I’ve always tried to do with rock
music is have a serious groove—a strong
kick and snare relationship. That’s where I
was coming from. And vise versa when I
did R&B stuff. I would try to be a lot
splashier with it. I would think in terms of a

Mitch Mitchell or even Tony Williams kind
of approach to an R&B thing. You would
never really hear specific licks in the music,
but that’s where my head was at. That’s
how I made things work and developed my
own style of drumming.
MD: Virgil, what is it that drives you to
push your talents to the amazing heights that
you’ve achieved?
Virgil: That’s a question that has several
different answers to it. There’s a philosophi-
cal side to it, a genetic side, and a personal
side. I think that all of these aspects coexist
in the answer. The genetic side is that some
people are more driven than others and have
the need to push themselves as hard as pos-
sible and see things all the way through.

I get asked a lot at clinics about how I
stay motivated, if I ever get into a rut, and if
I get sick of practicing. The honest answer is
that it’s hard, and it takes a lot of effort, but
I never really get sick of it. I’ve always had
a burning desire to sound better and play
better. I never feel comfortable with where I
am as a player. I always feel that there’s
something there to uncover. Then all of a
sudden it’s been thirty years and you realize
that, as time goes by, that way of working
has become part of your makeup, and you
don’t know any other way. You have to
keep at it. I’ve realized that the energy is
given to you and if you really want it bad
enough you’ll get it.

I do think a lot of it comes down to your
personality. Some people don’t have the
same ambition or drive. Some people are
happy to play club gigs, have a family, and
have other things to consider, and they get
satisfaction out of those things. That’s really
what it’s all about. But there’s a lot of sacri-
fice to do what we do. Simon and I both had
to leave our homelands and move to
America to try to get to the next level.
MD: Did you both come to Los Angeles
because you felt that this is where the great
players are located and you wanted to be a
part of that environment?
Virgil: Definitely. This is the land of oppor-
tunity. There are great players and great
opportunities here. Not only that, it’s the
center of the music world. When you do
something here, the world is your stage.
When you do something in Australia, no
one is really listening to what’s going on,
unless you’re playing in a famous pop band.
It’s very isolated. It’s like that a lot in
Europe too. There’s a lot of great music
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going on over there, but the world doesn’t
really hear about it.

From here you can expand yourself to
every corner of the world. It’s just like what
we’re doing right now—working on this
amazing music and doing an interview for
Modern Drummer!
Simon: And you’ve got sunshine all the
time. [laughs] But really, I said to Virgil
yesterday as we were working and I was
looking out the window, wearing shorts and
recording at home, that we are so lucky to
be sitting here in a beautiful place making
the music that we want to make. I actually
wanted to move to Los Angeles when I was
eight years old. I knew that’s where I want-

ed to be. I had no idea where it was, but I
knew that Buddy Rich and Louie Bellson
lived here.
Virgil: That was exactly how it was for me
too. When I was seven or eight years old,

my parents bought me a model of an
American Airlines jet because all I wanted
to do was go to America.
Simon: It’s really a dream come true to be
here. I had actually forgotten that dream
until I had gone through a big divorce and
wanted to move. So I walked out of my
house in England with two suitcases and
came to Los Angeles.
Virgil: Getting back to motivation, another
thing about being motivated is that you’ve
got to look at history. People will ask me
how I keep inspired and what I listen to.
Sometimes I don’t listen to anything. I get
inspiration from visual stimulation. There
are so many great museums here. You walk

into a museum and you look at some of the
great art that man has created. That makes
what I’m doing seem trivial. There have
been so many great people who have
walked this planet, and it can be very inspir-

ing to see a great painting, sculpture, or
building. When you get a chance to tour the
world and you see all of the great things that
artistic masters have created, it’s so hum-
bling and inspiring.

These are people, just like us, who put
their whole lives into creating one thing that
meant something to them. You can actually
feel the energy from these great creations.
When you walk into the Sistine Chapel you
just start crying because you can feel the
pain that Michelangelo went through to
paint that. So to put one day into recording a
track seems trivial to me. At the time it’s
stressful, and you feel that it’s incredibly
hard. But when you look at it from a bigger
perspective, it’s not that big of a deal.
MD: But it’s also the discipline and the
training that you guys have put into being
able to do that track in one day. That’s the
level that most drummers don’t ever reach.
In watching the two of you work on this
complex music, I was overwhelmed just try-
ing to hear the time changes and follow the
song.
Simon: You just get used to doing it. If you
have the talent and you start doing record
dates, you just learn to get it done. Back in

“If you believe in something, do it well. Otherwise you might as well go
do something else.”——SSiimmoonn  PPhhii ll ll iippss

Simon & Virgil



the early ’70s, we used to do radio dates
where you had to record twelve tracks in
three hours. That included the rehearsal. It
all comes down to experience. And when
the tracks are complex you have to go for it.
Your hands just start moving and somehow
you get it done. It also helps to work with
great musicians. Just by listening to what
they’re playing can help you out and make it
easier to hear things.
Virgil: I did a record last year with guitarist
Joel Hoekstra that was incredibly difficult
music, and we did it in one day. All he sent
me was a rough guitar part and charts with
sections and bars with certain feels written
above each song. It was just one or two run-
throughs and then we recorded it. But I love
the energy and excitement of having to cre-
ate something on the spot like that.
Simon: Yeah, there’s just something really
cool about being under the gun. The other
thing about that situation is that sonically it
works well, because the sound of the drums
doesn’t change that much. When you spend
a long time on a track, like an entire day, the
sound of the drums change between when
you begin the track and the time you finish.
The sound of the toms changes drastically.

That’s something that you’ve got to keep in
mind all the time when you’re recording.
MD: Let’s talk about the tracks that you two
are working on right now for this Planet X
recording. What are the time signatures in
the ultra-complex drumming tune “Ground
Zero”?
Virgil: The A and B sections are in 5/8, the
chorus is in 4/4—although, apart from the
drums, the other instruments are still playing
in 5/8 over the 4/4. The bridge section is
also in 5/8, and the solos are in 4/4.

As for the drums, the song starts with the
left hand on a 10" snare and the left foot on
hi-hat playing a 5/8 pattern. The right hand
and foot improvise against this. When the
piano enters, the 5/8 pattern switches to the
right hand on cowbell and right foot on bass
drum. The left foot follows the bass and gui-
tar riff, which is 7/8 superimposed over the
5/8. The left hand plays snare backbeats in
the 5/8 time. It’s actually playing beat 1 of
every other 5/8 bar. There’s also a loop I’m
playing over, which changes at the end of
each phrase in the A section. I mark this
change by following the feel of the loop
with the left hand/left foot part while still
maintaining the 5/8 pattern with the right

side. This was one of Simon’s suggestions.
The transitions are quite difficult to execute,
but the effect is very interesting.
MD: What were the time signatures in the
tune you recorded after “Ground Zero”? It
sounded like it started in 11/8.
Virgil: That was “Moon Babies,” the title
track. Yes, it starts out in 11/8 and goes
through a few changes throughout the tune.
One of the major lines leading into the cho-
rus section is in 15/16. It goes to 7/8, then
11/16. It’s a very high-energy tune with
some exciting riffs.
MD: How much time did you put into prac-
ticing these tunes before coming to Simon’s
house to record?
Virgil: Unfortunately not enough! I wrote
many of the tunes on the record, and I didn’t
finish them until the night before I came in to
cut the drums. Because of the difficult nature
of the material, I had to get up early and go to
my rehearsal space at 7:00 A.M., work on one
or two of the tunes, and then come to Simon’s
at 11:00 A.M. to start recording. This was the
routine for about a week and a half. That was
a real pressure situation, but sometimes that
can bring out the best. Ideally, I would love to
have spent about two weeks with the material
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to really shed it and feel comfortable with it.
But nevertheless, I’m quite happy with the
result.
MD: You said in the past that you mostly
practice working in 4/4 and subdividing
within 4/4, and that you don’t really work on
odd meters very much.
Virgil: Growing up, I worked with odd times
until I got to a point where I felt quite com-
fortable with them. Now I find it interesting
to manipulate rhythms in 4/4. It’s a matter of
feeling the meter—the pulse—so strongly
that you can superimpose odd groupings or
displace beats and still have a hold on the
groove and the time. There’s lots of that
throughout the new Planet X record, and also
on some of my past recordings, like OTV.
MD: What are some of your practice tech-
niques in subdividing 4/4, and how does
that relate to coming up with ideas for new
material?
Virgil: Just as an example of a possible exer-
cise to understand what I’m talking about,
start by playing 16th-note quintuplets on the
snare drum. Play quarter notes on the bass
drum, and accent every fourth note on the
snare. You’ll notice that the accent always
falls on the right hand. It’s important to count

in 4/4 while doing this. You really need to
feel and hear the four; I can’t stress that
enough.

Now let’s take it a step further. Playing the
same parts, move your right hand to the hi-
hat. Add another accent on beats 2 and 4.
These will fall on the left hand on the snare.
Now you have created a very interesting
groove, and you’re still in 4/4. You can then
manipulate it further by altering the bass
drum beats.

When I sit at the piano to write music, I
like to exploit my highly developed rhythmic
sense. Planet X is the perfect musical situa-
tion for this. Because of the genre of music, I
can approach my writing without inhibitions.
Of course, melody and harmony are also
important components in achieving a desired
effect. I find it exciting to be able to transfer
my rhythmic knowledge from the drums and
create music that has interesting rhythms as a
major component.
MD: Are there any new drumming techniques
that you’ve been experimenting with, and did
you use any of them on this recording?
Virgil: I’ve been working more with
polyrhythms over the past three to four years,
and I’m hearing them more and more in my

playing. I just like to let these types of ideas
develop and mature slowly over a period of
time, and then without thinking about it too
much they tend to surface without warning.
It’s like a natural evolution of my playing.
I’m sure there are moments on the new
Planet X disc where some of these ideas
come through.
MD: Simon, what new technologies have
made it easier for you to get great drum
sounds from your home studio setup?
Simon: There’s not much really in the way
of new technology—it’s more in the way that
we record. Being in the digital domain and,
more importantly, in a virtual mix domain,
where everything in a session can be
recalled, one can now save any EQ or
dynamics associated with any session. Hence
my modus operandi is to record any instru-
ment flat—no EQ. Sometimes I’ll use some
compression on record—bass, guitar, over-
heads, voice—but I love the thought of being
able to get back to the original sound when I
mix. The advent of systems such as Pro
Tools has opened the way for an assortment
of new high-quality mic’ preamps. My selec-
tion includes Grace, Focusrite, and PreSonus.
MD: Simon, switching to your playing for a
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moment, your Doves Of Fire project, cover-
ing the material of the Mahavishnu
Orchestra, sounds like fun. Word is you’re
trying to recreate that ’70s sound by using all
vintage drum gear.
Simon: Well, the concept is ’70s, but I’m
using today’s equipment. The kit is based
around what was available in 1974. It’s kind
of what I used back then. The kit is a Tama
Starclassic and has two 24" bass drums, 12",
13", and 14" rack toms, and 14", 16", and
18" floor toms. I’m using my old 1939 Leedy
snare drum that I used with Jeff Beck around

1980. As for cymbals, I’m using a specially
selected set of Avedis Zildjians—14" New
Beat hi-hats, a 22" ride, 17", 18", and 19"
crashes, and my old 24" Swish Knocker that
I also used with Jeff. And I’m using mostly
straight cymbal stands. Remember, the first
boom stand made by Tama didn’t come out
until 1975.
MD: You obviously have strong opinions
about the sound of drums and how they’re
recorded. As a producer/engineer, what are
you listening for in the sound of the drums
you’re recording? And what are you listening

for performance-wise from a drummer?
Simon: Sound-wise, I’m looking for a clear
transient sound with lots of good ring, but
also isolation—a very difficult task to
achieve if the kit is not tuned well. And I
never use gates. But then one has to make
sure that the sound fits the song in question,
which is very important.

All I want from a drummer is that he plays
sympathetically for the song. Of course, I do
look for consistency. For example, snare hits
must be consistent in level. It’s a nightmare
to mix if they’re not. And most importantly,
it has to feel good.
MD: Do you have any specific miking tech-
niques that you feel are sure-fire for getting
great drum sounds?
Simon: I do place mic’s a certain way,
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which may or may not be different from
other engineers’ methods. But the only
sure-fire way to get a good sound is to
have a good player who knows how to
strike the drums, and good tuning. But the
biggest part of the sound is in the playing.
MD: Simon, did you come up with the
“rolled up towel taped to the bass drum”
muffling idea? Dave Weckl mentioned it
in one of his new videos. He said that he
got the idea from you.
Simon: I got the original idea from Ken
Scott, the engineer/producer from Trident

Studios in London in the early ’70s. Ken
engineered The Mahavishnu Orchestra,
Billy Cobham’s first few solo albums,
Stanley Clarke, Supertramp, Dixie Dregs,
and many more. He thought of it when
recording Tony Williams on Stanley’s first
solo album, because Tony didn’t want to
play his kick drum with the front head off.
So Ken devised a way of mounting the
microphone inside the drum and dampen-
ing the batter head with a towel taped to it.
I have slowly modified this method over
the past twenty years or so.

MD: Simon, what did you come away
with from your experience of working
with Virgil?
Simon: Virgil has the most amazing facil-
i ty I  have ever heard in a player.
Sometimes I’ll be sitting there listening
and can’t figure out what on earth he’s
doing.

I would say that the most impressive
part has been that he can change or adapt a
part that was already difficult to any sug-
gestion I may have. It’s amazing how
many players have difficulty with this.
Once they get locked in they just can’t
hear it any other way. Overall, it’s been a
great experience and very inspiring.
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hear it any other way. Overall, it’s been a
great experience and very inspiring.
MD: Virgil, what have you come away
with from working with Simon?
Virgil: I have so much respect for Simon.
He has a great musical mind, and his
attention to detail in both the recording
process and the musical domain is both
inspiring and reassuring.

Having a drummer of Simon’s ability
and experience sitting in the engineer/co-
producer’s chair made my job a lot easi-
er—especially in this genre of music.
Simon understands what I’m trying to do.
We’ve been able to bounce ideas off of
each other with total understanding and
empathy. There’s been a great rapport
between us. I think this record is going to
be special because of it.

For more info on the new Planet X record,
as well as what Virgil and Simon are 
up to, check out these Web sites: 
www.xplanetx.com, www.virgildonati.com,

Simon & Virgil
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M i n i m a l  A p p r o a c h ,  M a x i m u m  M u s i c

T ucked  away  in  a  smal l  

c o f f e e h o u s e  i n  t h e  

middle of M a n h a t t a n ’ s

Greenwich Village is a man whose

drumming is truly an art form. From

the moment Leon Parker drew his

first breath, it seems he dedicated

his every moment to exploring his

place within the vast world of music.

A colorful jazz drummer, Parker is

known for a minimalist style that

has evolved out of a lifetime of play-

ing drums and percussion. Often

he’s shown up at gigs with just a

cymbal. Seriously. Leon Parker has

taken each instrument and dug deep

into its soul.

Outspoken and conscious of his

every move, Parker approaches

each musical experience as if he

was Christopher Columbus search-

ing for the new world. Nothing is

ordinary or laden with rules. Every

gig is a new land of unexplored ter-

ritory.

Parker was born in White Plains,

New York, and from an early age

seemed destined for a musician’s

life. He began playing the drums at

the age of three, and by the time he

was fifteen he had a regular gig in a

local youth jazz band. Studies in

classical percussion soon followed.

And not long after leaving high

school, the young and talented Leon

was ready to tackle New York City.



MMDD:: The word on you around the musical
community is that you have a talent for a
minimalist approach to drumming. You’ve
said that it’s about music and helping you
find your “voice.” But how does this mini-
malist approach to drumming help you do
that, and how do you decide which percus-
sion instrument you’ll use on a gig?
LLeeoonn:: I don’t see any instrument as having
a defined role. It limits the discovery. I also
don’t see any instrument as coming from
any specific place. In other words, to me,
everything is an instrument. [Parker picks
up two spoons and starts tapping out
rhythms on a tabletop.] That’s not what
these spoons are supposed to be used for.
So if I have a drum, I don’t ask, What
should I do with this? I see an instrument
and the first thing I ask myself is, “What
does this instrument sound like?”

I don’t want to be limited. I want to
explore each instrument, which means I’ve
spent time playing different setups, like a
three-piece drumset. That consisted of a
cymbal, a bass drum, and a snare. I’ve used
that setup in every situation you can 
imagine.
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Soon after arriving in Manhattan’s late-’80s jazz scene, Parker signed on to

play with local notables such as Tom Harrell, Dewey Redman, and Kenny

Barron. As the ’90s came into view, the drummer started leading his own

groups and making records of his own, such as Above And Below (Epicure),

Belief, and Awakenings (both Columbia). Before, during, and after these

recordings Parker collaborated with the likes of Charlie Hunter, David

Sanchez, Joshua Redman, and many other contemporary jazz giants.

Leon Parker’s unique perspective on rhythm and equally fascinating opin-

ions on life blend into a wholly original style. It’s mathematical and musical,

minimal and melodic. His sound is who he is both personally and artistical-

ly. His technique is impressive, but his musical choices are what make his

talent astounding.

On a recent afternoon, we met at Leon’s favorite hang to discuss music,

life, keeping it simple, and his latest album, The Simple Life (Label M).

“To me, everything is an instrument.”



If I had to take a Latin solo and only had
that small setup, I’d have to make believe
that I had two timbales or two conga drums
all within that one snare drum. I think
about a color, and I use what I have in front
of me to get that color or sound.
MMDD:: If you wanted to get a Latin sound,
why wouldn’t you use a Latin instrument?
LLeeoonn:: At certain points I’ve focused on
one instrument at a time. So if I’m playing
just a cymbal during a gig, I’ll make it
work for that situation. My playing one
instrument is about freeing myself and not
being limited with that instrument.
MMDD:: Why do you play drums?
LLeeoonn:: I didn’t choose them, they chose me.
To me it’s about making art to make a bet-
ter humanity. I can do that by learning
about myself through learning my instru-
ment. But my objective is not self-serving;
it’s about serving the music. I set out to be
an artist who plays drums.
MMDD:: All life lives in some type of rhythm.
Where or how do you find your rhythmic
ideas?
LLeeoonn:: I am rhythm. You attract that which
you are. And rhythm is everywhere.
MMDD:: Throughout your life as a musician,
what have been the gigs, musicians, or peo-
ple who have inspired you to do what
you’re doing now?

LLeeoonn:: Well, many things. I was in
a youth jazz ensemble at the age
of fifteen. Then I played classical
percussion when I was sixteen and
seventeen in my church and at
SUNY Purchase. I also have to
mention my boyhood friend, Scott
Latzky. We jammed together all
the time when we were kids.

When I was seventeen I was in a
group called The Mighty Zippers.
It was an all-black band in
Westchester, New York run by a
guy named Kenny Lee, who was

an army sergeant. He taught me how to be
a drummer. In other words, he taught me
how to keep time, because we were playing
stuff that people had to dance to. He taught
me discipline. We played everything.

Some of the guys I played with that
inspired me early on include Carmen
Leggio [saxophone], Melvin Sparks [gui-
tar], and this singer’s gig I did with Joe
Thomas in Newark, New Jersey. That was
a real gig. You had to interact. The audi-
ence was a bunch of people who busted
their butt all week, and you had to make
them feel good. You had to really play.
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After that I was hanging at the New
School and the Manhattan School of
Music, even though I wasn’t a student. But
I met Sean Smith, Bill Charlep, and Allen
Mezquida, and we formed a band called
Square Root. We were playing in New
York City at Auggie’s in ’87 and ’88 and
then the Village Gate from ’89 to ’94. That
led me to guys like Harvie Swartz and
Dewey Redman. All of these guys intro-
duced me to a lot of different people who I
ended up playing with.

Probably the most influential guy for me
was Ray White. He took me under his wing
and encouraged me to play. It was like hav-
ing “the source” talk to you. After that it
was Joel Dorn at Sony Records. He
believed in me and invited me to be
myself. The exposure with Sony helped me
a lot. It got my music out there in record
stores.
MMDD:: Speaking of records, where did the
title of your new record, The Simple Life,
come from?
LLeeoonn:: You can’t compose from a comput-
er. You end up just cutting and pasting

sounds. That’s what it seems today’s music
is all about. If you have fewer colors and
sounds, if you have space and time, then
you’ll hear the real voices—the inner
voice…the simple life.
MMDD:: When listening to your music I hear
some African influences. Where do these
influences come from?

LLeeoonn:: No, it’s not just African. It’s every-
thing from classical to contemporary, and
every creed and nationality. If you take
people and tell them, “Come as you are and
let’s share,” you come up with this. [Parker
holds up his new CD.]
MMDD:: On The Simple Life you have this
technique where you’re playing your body
while vocalizing. What made you start
doing this?
LLeeoonn:: When you’re walking, you start
feeling rhythms. You don’t wait till you get

to your instrument; you just start. [Parker
sings and taps on his chest.] Also, I started
getting into the world of dance. Catherine
Mapp is a dancer/choreographer and a very
good friend of mine. She introduced me to
the idea of performing without any instru-
ments, doing movement and vocal body
percussion. Also, this dance group I
worked with, Urban Bush Women, led me
to doing a vocal body ensemble of my own
at the local summer stage.
MMDD:: What’s next for you?
LLeeoonn:: To keep my way of life simple. In
order to create and live simply, it takes a

hell of a lot more work than to live like
everyone else. It takes a long time. I have
to spend a year or two building new rela-
tionships and strengthening the positive
relationships I already have. That will dic-
tate what’s next.
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“You can’t compose on a computer. 
You end up just cutting and pasting sounds.”

Leon’s stage setup
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rock perspectives

Loud And Fast
A  P u n k  D r u m m i n g  P r i m e r

by Ed Breckenfeld

Angry, aggressive, sometimes political,
occasionally humorous, and always

intense, punk music’s various qualities attract
loyal followers left uninspired by the rock
mainstream. For their part, punk drummers
provide much of the energy and excitement of

the music’s number-one rule: Play it loud and fast.
The quick tempos, however, can seem unreachable for many

players. High-speed drumming requires great stamina and control,
plus the ability to edit your playing creatively. Let’s take a look at
how some of the pros have handled the punk challenge.

Speed and stark simplicity formed the punk-drumming proto-
type on the first Ramones album in 1976. The rallying cry “Hey-
Ho, Let’s Go!” from “Blitzkrieg Bop” is underscored by Tommy
Ramone’s straightforward 8th-note approach.

Over the years, schooled players like Tré Cool from Green Day
entered the fray, adding complexity to the grooves while also
throwing in blazing 16th-note fills. Here’s a well-known sequence
from “Basket Case” off the Dookie album from 1993.

What about when tempos get too fast for 8th-note cymbal
patterns and 16th-note fills? One approach is to shift to quarter-
note grooves with 8th-note fills. Adam Carson does this on the
track “Smile,” from AFI’s The Art Of Drowning album. Since
most metronomes can’t go higher than 250 bpm, I’ve set the
metronome mark in half notes, which in this case is the equiva-
lent of 296 beats per minute (!) in quarter notes.

Some drummers have refined the quarter-note approach to
reach amazing speeds. This example is from Eric Ghint of
NOFX. The album is Pump Up The Valuum, the song is “Total
Bummer.” And the tempo in quarter notes is 408 bpm!

At these speeds, a more practical alternative to quarter-note
grooves is to lock the cymbal pattern to the snare drum backbeat.
This in effect has both hands answering the bass drum part. Here’s
Brett Reed using this technique on “Disgruntled,” from Rancid’s
self-titled album (2000).

Other players achieve their speed by putting the cymbal on the
first and third beat in each measure. Combined with a typical 2
and 4 snare pattern, the sticks simply alternate through the drum-
beat. This approach gets Stevo 32 up to 424 bpm (in quarter



notes) on “Never Wake Up,” from Sum 41’s All Killer No Filler.
The speeds of modern punk music can be astonishing. When

trying to tackle these tempos, the best approach is to start slowly
and gradually increase your speed. Despite the energy required to
play this fast, try to remain relaxed at all times. Straining may give
you a momentary burst of speed, but you’ll never be able to main-
tain it for a whole song. And prolonged straining risks muscle or
tendon damage. Consistent practice, patience, and the inspiration
from your favorite players can help you reach the upper speeds of
punk drumming.
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drum soloist

To o l ’s

Danny Carey
“ T h e  G r u d g e ”

Transcribed by David Latour

This month’s Drum Soloist features a
slammin’ performance by Danny

Carey from Tool’s most recent disc,
Lateralus. This solo, which Danny per-
forms at the end of “The Grudge,” has

some fun, over-the-top playing. Check out how easily he navi-
gates the changing meters (from 5/8 to 5/4), as well as how he cre-
ates some interesting phrases over that shifting framework. And
dig the Carey trademarks: some very cool fills and blistering dou-
ble bass work.
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the jobbing drummer

Drumming And Sound
P a r t  2 :  T h e  G o o d ,  T h e  B a d ,  A n d  T h e  L o c a l  S o u n d  Te c h

by Pat Danz You’ve spent hours practicing every day.
Your band rehearses four times a

week. Your equipment is in top-notch
shape. Now you’ve finally scored a gig
playing at a local club.

You arrive at the gig to set up.
Suddenly, you’re confronted with a
screaming, purple-faced freak! What have
you done wrong? You just got here, and
your kit isn’t even out of its cases.

You’ve just met your local sound techni-
cian.

Of course, this is an exaggeration (usual-
ly). Most likely, you just caught the sound
tech on a bad day—probably following an
even worse night. The fact is, there are just
as many polite and cooperative sound

engineers out there as there are belligerent
know-it-alls. But as your career progresses,
there’s no doubt that you’ll encounter both
types. The question is, what can you do to
make your gigging a pleasure no matter
which type of sound tech you encounter?
Let’s start with ethics and etiquette.

Respect The Tech
Most sound engineers—especially those

who work the local clubs—have done
quite a few shows. They’ve seen and heard
every band in the area at least ten times.
They’ve heard every cover song and origi-
nal act known to man. They’ve heard thou-
sands of stories that go, “We’re the next
big thing and we expect to get signed to a
huge record deal any day now.” Their
reaction is usually pretty predictable: Ho-
hum.

If you really want to impress your local
sound tech and venue staff, show them
how professional you are. In fact, you can
remedy most negative encounters with an
unprofessional sound engineer by conduct-
ing yourself in a professional manner.

Start by visiting the venue a few weeks
before the show. Try to get there early—
before the staff is involved in a setup or
soundcheck—so that they’ll have the time
and patience to talk to you. Do not try to
have a conversation while a band is play-
ing. How can the sound tech listen to the
band that he or she is mixing if you are
drawing his or her attention elsewhere?

Ask about the preferred procedure for
load-in and set-up. Should the amps be
lined up on stage in front of each other, or
does each band get the whole stage? Will
the headlining act remove their drumkit
from the riser, or should you set up in front
of the riser? Most clubs don’t have room
for multiple bands to set up at once. You
may be asked to assemble your kit and
stick the pieces into a corner until your
performance time.

You can offer a recent recording of your
group to the sound tech as a reference to
work from. But don’t be offended if your
offer is refused. Remember, sound techs
deal with hundreds of bands per year, and
in many cases several per night. It’s usual-
ly best if you just describe your musical
style and how you like your drums to
sound.

This is also a good time to ask about the
house PA and monitor system. Are the
mains full-range (covering the entire fre-
quency spectrum) or will they only handle
guitar and vocals? How many monitor
mixes are available, and where are the
standard locations on stage? Will the mon-
itors handle kick drum and bass? (Many
small monitor systems are not capable of
handling extreme low frequencies.) 

After you’ve played a few shows, you’ll
quickly learn what questions to ask, when

An engineer may or may not be friendly, skilled, 

cooperative, or creative. But it’s a sure bet that he or

she will have an established way of doing things. 
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to ask them, and who to direct them to.
Having this information in advance should
help smooth things out when it comes time
for your show-day soundcheck. In most
clubs, this usually takes place just before
the doors open, or during daytime business
hours. Be prepared, and always be prompt.
Every minute you’re late is one less for a
good soundcheck.

The Dreaded Soundcheck
Soundcheck is where diplomacy really

comes into play. Naturally, you want to get
the best sound you can, and you need the
sound engineer’s help to achieve that goal.
That engineer may or may not be friendly,
skilled, cooperative, or creative. But it’s a sure
bet that he or she will have an established way
of doing things. Be prepared to work within
those parameters if at all possible.

Following are a few examples of
requests/demands/comments that an engi-
neer might make, and some suggestions on
how to deal with them.

1. There aren’t enough mic’s or chan-
nels for the whole kit. This situation is
very common, especially in small clubs.
But it isn’t as much of a problem as it
would seem. In an ideal situation I general-
ly mike a standard five-piece drumkit as
follows: kick, snare top, snare bottom, hi-
hat, rack tom 1, rack tom 2, and floor tom,
for a total of seven mic’s. An acceptable
alternative would be: kick, snare, rack
toms, and floor tom, using only four mic’s.
Depending on the size of the venue, I may
add overheads to cover the cymbals.

If there is an acute shortage of mic’s or
console inputs, you can 1) mike adjacent
toms with just one mic’ placed in between,
2) mike just the kick and snare and use one
or two overhead mic’s to pick up the rest of
the kit, 3) mike just the kick and use over-
heads for the rest of the kit. Two overhead
mic’s, placed properly, can give surprising-
ly good results!

2. I can’t mike your kick drum unless
you: a) take the front head off, b) cut a
hole in the front head, c) use more muffling
than you already have, d) use a wooden
beater instead of felt.

To me, this attitude is a sign of how little
the engineer knows. I will admit that it is
faster and easier to get a tight kick sound
with the mic’ inside of the drum. But good
results can still be achieved when miking
from outside the drum—assuming proper

mic’ selection and placement. John
Bonham of Led Zeppelin didn’t cut a hole
in his bass-drum head, he used very little
muffling—and his kick drum sound is leg-
endary!

As far as muffling goes, a “dead” drum
is easier to put into the mix—but I don’t
think it sounds very good. Drums were
designed to resonate, and your kick drum
should project a bit of tone instead of just
whump. Beater selection, the use of impact
pads, and other playing-related considera-
tions are pretty much up to you, the drum-
mer. But it’s true that most rock-oriented
sound techs prefer hard beaters to accentu-
ate the “click” when the beater strikes the
head.

All of these requests can usually be han-
dled with courtesy and diplomacy on your
part—even if the sound tech is not courte-
ous in return. If you don’t object to taking
the front head off or cutting a hole in the
head, go ahead and do it. If you do object,
politely state that you are against damaging
your equipment, but you would be happy
to cut a hole in the head if the sound tech
or the club will pay for a replacement.

3. I want you to set up behind an
acrylic screen. This is a legit request.
Isolating the projection of the drums
behind a screen is very helpful to a sound
engineer—especially in smaller venues
where “bleed” into stage mic’s is a major
problem. If you’ve never played in this sit-
uation before, the first thing you’ll notice is
how much louder your drums sound to
you. This is because all of the sound is
being reflected back at you. On the other
hand, your band may complain that they
can’t hear the drums as well as usual. It
takes some getting used to by all con-
cerned. 

If a venue has gone to the trouble and
expense of buying an isolation system, I
recommend not resisting its use. Even
though you may not be used to the way
things sound from behind the kit, the total
band sound that reaches the audience will
most likely benefit.

4. You’re not hitting hard enough for
me to get a good sound. This is another
sign of an engineer’s lack of talent. If this
situation arises, your best bet is to try to
strike harder at first (to appease the engi-
neer) and then gradually back your playing
down to your normal comfortable level. If
the engineer is worth his salt, he’ll be able

to assemble his mix no matter how hard the
drums are played.

I usually run into just the opposite prob-
lem when I play out. I’m a very loud drum-
mer, and I tend to overpower many PA sys-
tems. I’ve tried using thinner sticks, but
that usually means spending my night’s
income on replacements. It’s not easy to
play at a level that’s not comfortable to
your style—whether it’s soft or loud.
Adjust as much as you can without affect-
ing your performance.

5. Don’t tell me what your drums
should sound like. I know how to get a
good drum sound in this room. Walk
away from the engineer, making a mental
note not to work with this person again.
There’s nothing to be gained from starting
an argument. Play your show, collect your
pay, and pack up your gear. As you depart,
casually mention to the club owner that the
evening might have gone much better had
the engineer been more professional.

Being both a drummer and an engineer, I
make it my business to ensure that the
drums sound good whenever I’m at the
console. When a drummer takes the time to
discuss a specific drum sound with me, I
do the best I can to convey that sound to
the audience—whether I agree with it or
not.

I’ve been in situations where honoring a
drummer’s request made the band sound
better. I’ve also been in situations where
the sound was much worse (and audience
members made it a point to tell me so). All
I can do at that point is say, “The band
asked me to use these tones,” and continue
to do as the band wishes. At the first
opportunity, I’ll suggest that maybe their
preferred drum sound isn’t working very
well, and I’ll offer an alternative. 

Competent engineers will not only know
their equipment and how to operate it prop-
erly, they will also know how to conduct
themselves professionally. You’ll most
likely run into an “evil” engineer at some
point in your career. How you deal with
that situation will determine how much of a
professional you are.

Pat Danz is an entertainment services
manager for Acme Global Logistics, a
major production company. He is also a
veteran drummer and sound engineer with
thousands of shows to his credit.
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Sonor’s Force 2001 stands heads above
others in its class. The drums are now
available in two new colors, Diamond Blue

and Stain Amber, in addition to Cherry Red and
Midnight Black. 

Since 1875, Sonor has combined precision
handcrafting with modern technology to make
today’s highest quality percussion instruments.
Many of the same features and manufacturing
methods used for Sonor’s top-of-the-line models
are also used for the Force 2001, which retails at
a very reasonable $995.

Fantastic tone doesn’t have to cost a fortune.

CROSS LAMINATED TENSION FREE
(CLTF) SHELLS
Utilizing special oil-heated presses to produce shells
that retain their shape, CLTF shells have the same
strength throughout, which results in consistent
acoustic projection and resonance.

NEW FORCE LUGS WITH TUNE-SAFE
A unique system that uses die-cast fittings to
securely hold the tension rod, this special feature
ensures that the drum stays tuned even under heavy
playing.



MAIL-IN INSTRUCTIONS
1. You must use the official MD ballot—no photocopies.
2. Please print or type your selection in the corresponding box.
3. Make only one selection in each category. Leave blank
any category for which you do not have a firm opinion.
4. Affix appropriate postage and mail the ballot to
Modern Drummer’s offices at the address shown on the
reverse of the ballot card.
5. Ballots must be postmarked no later than March 1, 2002.
Results will be announced in the July 2002 issue of MD.
6. Return Address/Prize Drawing: Fill in the return
address lines on the address side of the ballot to be eligi-
ble for MD’s voter-appreciation drawing. Three ballots
will be drawn at random; each winner will receive a free
one-year subscription to Modern Drummer.

CAST YOUR VOTE ONLINE!
1. Go to: www.moderndrummer.com.
2. Click on the ballot button located on the home page.
3. Fill in your selections in the appropriate fields on the ballot.
4. After you have entered your selections, press the
“Submit” button. (Note: Your browser must accept cook-
ies in order for your vote to count.)

CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS
Hall Of Fame
Vote for the artist, living or dead, who you feel has made a
historic contribution to the art of drumming. Current mem-
bers of the Hall of Fame are not eligible for this category.
They are:

All-Around
Not intended to indicate the “overall best” drummer, but
to recognize drummers noted for performing in a variety
of musical styles and applications.

Studio 
Drummers who record with many different artists and/or
on jingles, TV, and film scores.

Mainstream Jazz 
Drummers performing in small acoustic jazz groups, in
styles such as bop, avant-garde, etc.

Contemporary
Drummers performing fusion, jazz-rock, drum ‘n’ bass, etc.

Big Band
Drummers performing regularly in traditional big bands,
stage bands, etc.

Up & Coming 
The most promising drummer brought to the public’s
attention within the past twelve months.

Percussionist
Hand and specialty percussionists (as opposed to drum-
set players).

R&B
Drummers performing funk, rap, hip-hop, blues, etc.

Clinician
Name the drummer or percussionist you found most 
inspiring and educational in a live clinic presentation.

Educational Book
Your favorite educational drum book released within the
past twelve months. Please name the book, the author,
and the publisher.

Educational Video
Your favorite educational video released within the past
twelve months. Please name the video, the artist, and
the video production company.

Recorded Performance
Your favorite recording released within the past twelve
months. Please name the artist, the drummer, the song,
and the album.

MODERN
DRUMMER’S
Here we go again! For the twenty-fourth straight year, MD’s Readers
Poll gives you, the MD reader, the opportunity to voice your opinion about the
leading lights of drumming. Remember, the intention of the poll has never been to
suggest that one drummer is “better” than another. Music is an art form, not a competition. On the

other hand, there’s nothing wrong with giving due recognition to those drummers, percussionists, authors,

and educators whose efforts have been particularly outstanding in the past year.
All it takes is a stroke of your pen (or a click of your mouse) to show support for your personal faves. 

So get out there and vote!

READERS POLL24th
ANNUAL

Gene Krupa
Buddy Rich
John Bonham
Keith Moon
Neil Peart
Steve Gadd
Louie Bellson
Tony Williams

Billy Cobham
Joe Morello
Carl Palmer
Bill Bruford
Art Blakey
Max Roach
Jeff Porcaro
Larrie Londin

Elvin Jones
Vinnie Colaiuta
Terry Bozzio
Ringo Starr
Roy Haynes
Dave Weckl
Dennis Chambers
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the musical drummer

Understanding The Language Of Music
P a r t  6 :  C h o r d  I n v e r s i o n s

by Ron Spagnardi

Last month we learned about the four triads: Major, minor, augmented, and diminished. This month we’ll look at how triads can be
inverted (played in different positions) on the keyboard.

An inversion is a chord with a note other than the root note on the bottom. Root position is when the note name of the chord is on the
bottom. (C is the bottom note of a C triad in root position.)

In the first inversion of a C triad, the 3rd (E) of the chord is placed on the bottom. The 5th and root of the chord move above the 3rd.
In the second inversion of a C triad, the 5th (G) becomes the lowest note. Now the root and 3rd move above the 5th.

MMiinnoorr,, AAuuggmmeenntteedd,, AAnndd DDiimmiinniisshheedd IInnvveerrssiioonnss
The minor, augmented, and diminished triads that we learned about last month can also be inverted. The following example shows a

C minor (notated as Cm), C augmented (C+), and C diminished (C°) triad in root position, first inversion, and second inversion. Try
them all on your keyboard.
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Next you’ll find the inversions of the major, minor, augmented, and diminished triads in the remaining eleven keys.
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There’s a lot to absorb in this installment of our series, so spend sufficient time familiarizing yourself with everything presented here.
Next month we’ll move on to 7th chords.
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off the record

S t a i n d ’s

Jon Wysocki
B r e a k  T h e  C y c l e

by Ed Breckenfeld
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Break The Cycle has been a major break-
through for Staind. The New England

alt/metal band is headlining arenas thanks to
this chart-topping multi-million seller, which
is filled with a great collection of Jon
Wysocki’s funk/fusion-influenced grooves.

Let’s take a look at some of the choice ones.

““OOppeenn YYoouurr EEyyeess””
The verse of the album opener features a funk beat with a James

Brown-style displaced snare at the end of the first measure.

““PPrreessssuurree””
Jon’s preference for snare patterns off the usual 2 and 4 shows

up again in the intro of this tune.

““FFaaddee””
After an intense first chorus, Jon enhances this song’s moody

dynamics by switching to rimclicks in the second verse.

““IItt’’ss BBeeeenn AAwwhhiillee””
Here’s some nice hi-hat work and a powerful flam/bass drum fill

leading into the second chorus of this hit single.

““CCaann’’tt BBeelliieevvee””
Here’s more funk in the solo drum intro that features ghost notes

and another terrific setup fill.

““SSaaffee PPllaaccee””
Following a breakdown after this song’s first chorus, Jon whips

out an intricate 32nd-note fill that launches into the second verse.

““FFoorr YYoouu””
Throughout the album, Jon’s syncopated grooves work off gui-

tar riffs without actually copying them rhythmically. It’s an inter-
esting approach that makes the guitar/drum interplay almost con-
versational.
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Days Of The New (Outpost/Geffen)
Ray Rizzo (dr, perc), Travis Meeks (vcl, gtr, bs, dr, perc, kybd), Rob Edwards (perc), Ron Aniello (kybd), Burning
River Symphony Orchestra

Like an unruly yet fertile sound garden, DOTN’s third consecutive self-titled
release (a.k.a. the “Red” album) sprouts patches of gothic choir voices,
string and horn interludes, cathartic acoustic guitar riffs, and a variety of
percussive tones. Backed by a new band, Travis Meeks—dubbed a bona
fide teenaged talent when he arrived on the scene in 1997—continues to
successfully build a bridge between symphonic and modern rock. Despite Meeks’ much-heralded
musical vision, it’s the drums that often power the engine for such high-octane numbers as “Words”
and “Where Are You?” The drumming arsenal of Ray Rizzo, Rob Edwards, and Meeks himself makes
this record compelling with the injection of percussion flourishes into steady, heavy grooves. Couple
that with catchy melodies, and you have a killer sound that’s at times derivative, but nonetheless
hard-driving, multi-layered, and rock-radio friendly. Will Romano
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critique

S I G N I F I C A N T  R E I S S U E S
The Grateful Dead and Velvet Underground

It would seem you
couldn’t find two more
diverse representatives
of radical ’60s rock
music. The Dead: West
Coast, hippie-aligned,
jam-defined, multi-col-
ored tripping. VU: New
York–heroin ravaged,

Andy Warhol art-damaged, black & white pop
scavengers. But as two recent box sets dramati-
cally show, both bands’ ceaseless search for truth
through sonic exploration proves them birds of the
same feather.

The Golden Road (1965-1973) presents newly
remastered editions of the Dead’s first nine albums,
plus a two-disc set of extremely rare demo and live
material. Each album is presented in its original
form, appended with a wealth of previously unre-
leased songs. Never have the original recordings
sounded so pristine, giving us a neat excuse to re-
evaluate the drumming of Bill Kreutzmann and
Mickey Hart. The live show may have been leg-
endary, but one listen to, say, the crystalline “St.
Stephen” should convince you the Dead had some

pretty amazing ideas in the
studio as well.

VU, on the other hand,
largely sought salvation
through meditation and
distortion. “Getting” the

band was more about being consumed by the rush,
rather than digging individual elements. Drummer
Maureen Tucker, then, was required to be some
kind of avant-garde shamanistic rhythm painter, and
her unique tribal beating makes her a more impor-
tant figure in modern drumming than many admit.
The three-disc live Bootleg Series Volume 1: The
Quine Tapes, though a wonderful edition to the
band’s catalog, is not the best place to start your
study of the lady. Go straight to The Velvet
Underground & Nico for VU 101; save this lo-fi pack-
age for after you’re hooked. Adam Budofsky

ratingscale po
or

classic

R E C O R D I N G SR E C O R D I N G S
Live V (Radioactive)

Chad Gracey (dr), Ed Kowalczyk (gtr, vcl), Chad Taylor (gtr), Patrick Dahlheimer (bs)

With their fifth full-length, the simply and aptly titled V, Live grinds ahead with the no-nonsense
rock approach they’re so well known for. Chad Gracey’s uncluttered drive complements gui-

tarist/vocalist Ed Kowalczyk’s moody and
dynamic songwriting quite nicely, walking the
fine line between a solid yet open and airy
drum feel. (“Transmit Your Love” provides a
sharp example of Gracey’s quick mode-switch
abilities.) Dropping into a mellow Beatles-
esque vibe on “Call Me A Fool,” Gracey trades
the sticks for brushes, tickling the snare with
delicate yet precise patterns. Just one song
later, on “Flow,” he’s bashing the crash on all
fours on the chorus. Chad might not be the
most inventive drummer out there today, but he
always plays for the song, rather than just
along with it—and that makes quite a notice-
able difference. Waleed Rashidi

Roy Haynes Birds Of A Feather (A Tribute To Charlie Parker) (Dreyfus Jazz)
Roy Haynes (dr), Dave Holland (bs), Dave Kikoski (pno), Roy Hargrove (trp), Kenny Garrett (sx)

Birds Of A Feather finds veteran jazz great Haynes revisiting the material of
one of his former employers with a lineup of present-day jazz monsters. It’s
astonishing to think that Haynes, who helped shape the drumming of
bebop from its inception, continues to develop the style with players gen-
erations younger than its innovators. Haynes’ solos are musical and
thoughtful, and, as on “Bird,” he always treats complex melodies with a loose yet forceful drive.
Throughout Haynes shows an uncanny ability to kick each tune like a big band player yet dance
around the melodies and soloists with an instinctive bop sensibility. At seventy-six years of age,
this jazz giant continues to grow larger than life. Mike Haid
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Satoko Fujii Quartet Vulcan (Libra)
Tatsuya Yoshida (dr, vcl), Satoko Fujii (pno), Natsuki Tamura (trp, toys), Takeharu Hayakawa (bs)

Satoko Fujii Trio Junction (Ewe)
Jim Black (dr, pianica), Satoko Fujii (pno), Mark Dresser (bs)

Japanese pianist Satoko Fujii is busy on both sides of the Pacific, putting her consid-
erable piano chops and challenging compositions out there for fans of all-things-
abstract to hear. Her quartet on Vulcan, the first of two very live new recordings, fea-
tures Tatsuya Yoshida playing some huge-sounding drums. Yoshida’s ears and
sound are as big as they come, making up for his less than imaginative solo chops.
But that’s okay; this music is about interplay, and Yoshida looms large.
(www2s.biglobe.ne.jp/~Libra/)

On Junction, Fujii employs the always frenetic, usually clackitty Jim Black in
her US trio. Black is as lively as ever, and like Yoshida, has amazing ears for
such complicated interplay. Jim consistently shows invention to complement
considerable technique, which explains why he is seemingly on every other
“out” recording these days. The reason Black stays busy is simple: He has
something to say, and he knows how to say it on the drums. Unique voices do

rise to the top sometimes. (www.ewe.co.jp/) Ted Bonar

Tenacious D (Epic)
Dave Grohl (dr, gtr), Jack Black and Kyle Gass (vcl, gtr), Page McConnell (kybd), others

Wisecracking folk-metal duo Tenacious D is a riot, but their debut LP is no joke.
Jack Black’s got a wicked set of pipes, and Kyle Gass can blast thrash-worthy
trills on his steel-string acoustic. But here the D has juiced up its unplugged for-
mat by enlisting a full band of seasoned vets like Dave Grohl and Phish’s Page
McConnell. The result is a hilariously silly batch of songs that make fun of “big,
dumb” arena rock while kneeling at its altar. There’s even the offer to pick up

where Ronnie James Dio left off (“You must give your cape and scepter/To me”). Grohl’s presence
lends the project a precious bit of rock ’n’ roll authenticity, and he bashes royally throughout. Dave’s
fat, streamlined beats burst with energy without trampling on the vocals. Wisely, he never gets in the
way of a good laugh. Michael Parillo

Long Beach Dub Allstars Wonders Of The World (Dreamworks)
Bud Gaugh (dr), Marshall Goodman (tntbls, dr, perc), Eric Wilson (bs), RAS 1 (gtr, vcl), Opie Ortiz (vcl), Jack Maness (kybd, vcl), Tim Wu (sx, flt)

Long Beach Dub Allstars sound like the kings of garage-dubbers to my ears.
Born from ’80s punk and ’90s ska-core, LBDA’s SoCal members stick to their
roots by laying down pop-inflected reggae-punk. They aren’t from Jamaica in the
’60s, nor are they from London or New York in the ’70s—but they do have the
American pop sensibility that adds an extra element to those influences. Bud
Gaugh’s backbeat is absolutely killer, whether he’s punk-slamming or dub-drum-

ming, and Marshall Goodman’s percussion and turntable-scratching is subtle and seamless. “Sunny
Hours” has a hook that lasts for days, “Every Mothers Dream” is burning punk, and Mr. Gaugh was
feeling it the day he recorded “Lies.” Ted Bonar

K I C K I N ’  O U T  T H E  N E W

Butterfly Jones Napalm Springs (Vanguard)

The only way to stand up to
big guitars is to bring in the
big drums. Butterfly Jones
drummer Phil Leavitt bal-

ances the well-orchestrated dramatic guitar
sounds crammed into “Napalm Springs” with
a powerful, well-recorded kit. Leavitt sticks
close to a simple 2/4 beat on the kick, snare,
and hi-hat, but does so with an assurance
that is impressive without being flashy.

Sugarcult Start Static (Artemis)

At what point will punk nou-
veau peak? When the genre
can no longer come up with
drummers of  Ben Davis ’s

cal iber,  that ’s  when.  On Start  Stat ic
Sugarcult’s drummer has the beat hand-
cuffed, cymbal crashes yoked to the guitar
accents, and 32nd-note-triplet fills that strafe
your brain. Is it nuanced? Not really. Do we
like it? Yes we do.

Jimmy Eat World Bleed American (DreamWorks)

An unfortunate title for unfor-
tunate days, but Jimmy Eat
World’s Bleed American is
red, white, and blue rock ’n’

roll. Zach Lind is never at rest, pushing the
band forward with great tom beats, pounding
kick drums, and free-ranging open hi-hats
and tambourine. Solid, simple fills add the
bigness the choruses crave, but Lind can
break it down to brushes and shakers when
needed. 

Fran Azzarto and Lisa Crouch

The Standard (Barbaric)
Rob Duncan (dr), Tim Putnam (gtr, bs, vcl), Rob Oberdorfer (bs, gtr), Jay Clark (kybd)

The Standard’s debut album kicks off into modern rock territory reminiscent of the
days when “alternative” actually meant something. (Think The Pixies.) Drummer
Rob Duncan definitely contributes to this, with his raw, energetic drum sound, use
of dynamics, and knack for delineating moods. Check out “Static,” where direct
rock playing contrasts with a syncopated bridge. Or take the spacious power
drive of “Queen And Subject,” where Duncan rides on crash cymbal, later qui-

eting things down for the song’s close. Halfway through “Expressway” things drop down to a
half-time feel, gradually building back up through some moody playing to a short driving close.
Having set their standard with a solid first album, it will be interesting to see where The Standard
goes from here. Martin Patmos
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Randy Waldman UnReel (Concord Jazz)
Vinnie Colaiuta (dr), Randy Waldman (pno, trp), John Patitucci, Dave Carpenter (bs), Michael Brecker, Branford Marsalis,
Tom Scott, Ernie Watts (sx), Dave Boruff, Randy Brecker, Gary Grant, Lew Soloff (trp), Bob McChesney (tbn), Kevin Clark, Michael
O’Neil, Michael Sembello (gtr), Gary Burton (vbs)

Sometimes an all-star cast can make up for poor production, lack of quality
material, and a cheesy concept. So what happens when the production is
top-notch, the material is superbly arranged, and the concept focuses on cool
TV and movie themes? The all-star cast digs in, the killer charts come alive,
and the listener is blessed. From the quirky opening intro of “The Jetsons Theme,” you get the
feeling you’re in for a wild ride. And, with Vinnie at the helm, you’d better hold on for dear life!
With such classic TV themes as “Leave It To Beaver,” “Hawaii Five-O,” “Mannix,” and “Ben
Casey,” Vinnie shows his usual superb taste, finesse, and originality. His interpretation of each
piece is captivating. Whether you’re a baby-boomer TV enthusiast, jazz lover, or Vinnie fan, you’re
in for an enjoyable treat. Mike Haid

Hot Water Music A Flight And A Crash (Epitaph)
George Rebelo (dr), Chuck Ragan (vcl, gtr), Chris Wollard (vcl, gtr), Jason Black (bs)

Hands down, Hot Water Music wins the award for Most Obscure and Cryptic
Lyrics. And that’s not a bad thing in the genre of straight-ahead rock. Nor are
tightly edited songs and loud guitars that drop in when necessary, then disap-
pear. What makes it feel as if the project is barely hanging on, like James Bond
to the top of a moving train, is George Rebelo’s drumming. Sometimes he goes
for a fill, and something’s not quite right. Perfect! Lord knows, if he wanted to clean up the occasional
glitch he could have done so with today’s technology. Instead he obviously hits hard off the floor and
goes for it each pass around the kit. Rebelo’s tom work is integral to many of the grooves, especially
the track “Instrumental.” It’s not tribal; it’s more punk—which is not to say HWM is a punk outfit. In
fact, the vocal influence is as much Charlie Sexton as John Lydon, and many of the grooves more
southern than northern. T. Bruce Wittet

Sugarbomb Bully (RCA)
Michael Harville (dr, vcl), Les Farrington (vcl, kybd), Daniel Harville, Greg Bagby (gtr, vcl), Kelly Riley, Sean Hurley (bs)

I have to admit it. I’m a pop head. I appreciate well-written, melodic pop music
flavored with pretty harmonies and tasty drumming—that rocks. Sugarbomb’s
debut, Bully, satisfies my every need. Michael Harville faces up to the challenge
of keeping it simple by locking into some straight-ahead pop/rock grooves on the
tracks “What A Drag,” “Hello” (a blueprint for a number-1 hit), and the title track.
On “Waiting,” “Clover,” and “Gone,” Michael gets to rock out with the best of
them. And on the ballad “Posterchild For Tradgedy,” Michael blends a perfect Ringo/Bonham feel.
While the drumming on this record won’t change the world, it’s perfect for this setting, and that says
a lot. Fans of The Beatles, Squeeze, ELO, and Jellyfish will love the influences Sugarbomb stirs up on
Bully. Give it a listen. Billy Amendola

Default The Fallout (TVT)
Danny Craig (dr), Dallas Smith (vcl), Jeremy Hora (gtr), Dave Benedict (bs)

Rock on Vancouver! From that western Canadian city hails Default. The sound is
huge, particularly the drums, with the lead and harmony vocals similarly proud
in the mix. It’s an appealing combination—a sort of ’80s Loverboy (to keep it in
the Canadian family) meets ’90s Pearl Jam. The production is for the most part
blessedly sparse, and the songs are clipped off the moment they make the point.
Danny Craig has the contemporary rock-drumming thing sewn up tight. His snare sound and hi-hat
work hearken to Dave Abbruzzese for the most part, and he enjoys one of the cleanest recordings
going in which to display his considerable finesse. Craig’s ruffs and ghost notes are a study in them-
selves. The band gives him plenty of opportunities to stretch out, often in a loose ’60s way, as in the
romantic “Live A Lie.” T. Bruce Wittet

King Johnson Luck So Strange
Greg Baba gets to have fun
with a lot of different grooves
here, in a band that covers
roots, rock, and funk, and

even throws in the occasional jazzy aside. On
this indie CD’s opener, “Mountain,” Greg’s
funky, shuffling, swinging, and doing it all
with a hell of a punch. His timing and licks are
reminiscent of a young David Garibaldi, an
image helped no doubt by the so-tight horns
(Marcus James, Adam Mewherter), synco-
pated bass, and plenty of space. This drum-
mer has learned some great lessons, and on
Luck So Strange he shows what he knows.
(www.Kingjohnson.com)

Jackshit
Pete Thomas, known for his
work with Elvis Costello &
The Attractions, drives this
roots-rock trio’s self-

released debut with authority. The band
sounds like an extra-pumped Austin Lounge
Lizards on “Ugly And Slouchy,” then takes a
strong, subtle tack on “Down In The Middle
Garden.” Davey Faragher (bass and vocals)
and Val McCallum (guitar on vocals) have a
great time selling this stuff. On the opening
Gram Parsons tune “Devil In Disguise,” for
instance, they swing and rock like mad, then
get a bit dark with some heartfelt Hendrix-
ian jamming in the middle. Powerful stuff.
(jackshish@aol.com)

Kelly Richey Sending Me Angels (Sweet Lucy)

Richey really digs into her
own composition, “Sisters
Gotta Problem,” and drum-
mer Steve Potts does a fine

job nailing all the kicks as well as laying
down simmering blues-rock grooves. Potts
busts out the big funk on “Nothin’ To Do With
Love,” then offers a more subtle groove on
Nina Simone’s “Nobody’s Fault But Mine.”
Later Potts convincingly does up some New
Orleans street funk and bashes out a strong
slow shuffle. This record might boast some
crossover appeal, though it does suffer from
sounding a bit clean and predictable. (PO Box
20084, Cincinnati, OH 45220) 

Robin Tolleson

R O O T S  R O U N D U P
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Bobby Rock The Zen Of Drumming (Cinema One Productions)
level: intermediate to advanced, $39.95

In his first instructional video in eleven years, Rock attempts to explore both the concrete and
spiritual elements behind solid drumming. Rock is a very capable technician who demonstrates
incredible dexterity and four-way independence. His performances—and his words of advice—
are inspiring, giving drummers raw material to become better soloists and groovesmiths. Rock
applies basic rudimentary patterns such as inverted paradiddles, and he splits these sticking
ideas across different sound sources. His multi-voiced “Octopus” pattern offers drummers a
fresh approach to fills.

Given the title, however, one would expect a little more Zen and a lot less adrenaline in this
video. While Rock gives a good crash course in eating healthy and describing some “Zen” concepts, for the most part, the
bridge between pumping up your drum muscles and stretching your gray matter often falls apart or is never constructed. As
it stands, this three-hour, two-cassette package knocks the ball out of the park as an instructional video. But as a complete
“mind, body, and soul” guide, it could do with a little more meat. Still, since Rock gets drummers to think musically and cre-
atively, it’s worth checking out. Will Romano

Tiempo by Talking Drums (Manhattan)
level: all, $24.95 (with 2 CDs)

Fans of Talking Drums’ interdisciplinary Afro-funk will have to have this
book, which features play-along for drumset and percussion. The percus-
sion trio—David Garibaldi, Michael Spiro, and Jesus Diaz—continues its
adventurous groove-making, augmented by piano, bass, and horns. The
epitome of their grooves=music=inspiration equation, Tiempo gives the
fullest picture yet of the history and tradition of the music that Talking
Drums borrows from and breathes life into. They explain the traditional
forms, the history of the different grooves—son, for example—and then
detail how they translate the original to their instruments today. Of high
interest is Talking Drums’ tribute to Jose Luis Quintana (“Changuito”) based

on one of the master’s own rhythmic ideas, how they experimented with it, and how it became a
catalyst for the rest of the composition. Robin Tolleson
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John Bonham: A Thunder Of Drums by Chris Welch and Geoff Nicholls (Backbeat Books)
level: all, $19.95

Drummers everywhere, rejoice: We finally have an in-depth look at our
beloved Bonzo, arguably the most influential rock drummer of all time.
Unlike many musician bios, which tend to be either sordid tales of excess
or impersonal technical analyses, this one gives equal billing to the anec-
dotal and the musical. It’s a feast for fans who’ve long been starved for
new information about the late Led Zeppelin timekeeper. Sure, the book
contains a few fresh cautionary tales of debauchery. But thanks largely to
Nicholls (who was the drummer on the BBC’s Rockschool series), A
Thunder Of Drums is also the most detailed look yet at Bonzo’s craft, com-
plete with new revelations that will have drummers greedily tearing

through its pages—then circling back to savor favorite passages. There are meaty paragraphs
about each of the kits Bonham used during the Zeppelin years. There’s a description—at last!—
of his drum-tuning philosophy. And there’s an informed analysis of many of his great recorded
tracks, including the exact location of noteworthy licks in a given song. Get ready to pull out your
Zeppelin discs and listen for the gems Nicholls points out. How much more fun can a drummer
have away from the kit? Michael Parillo

The Drummer’s Guide To Shuffles
by Dee Potter (Hal Leonard)
level: beginner to intermediate, $12.95 (with CD)

The shuffle is the
beat that all drum-
mers think they can
play, no sweat.
Consequently many
drummers never
want to practice the
shuffle—that is
until they’re called
on to play one, and,

holy cow...it’s not as easy as it seems!
Potter does much to shed light on the
shuffle feel (the broken triplet pattern),
examine its use in many different types of
music, and detail different examples of
the beat. With the right hand playing the
same “broken triplet” pattern, Potter has
the bass drum or snare changing ever so
slightly, illustrating how minor changes
in the groove make the feel totally differ-
ent. He then spices up shuffles with
ghost notes played in strategic places
and on different instruments—snare,
kick, toms, cowbell. He also talks about
double-bass shuffles, letting your feet do
the shuffling while your hands are freed
up to play “everything a triplet wil l
allow.” Potter’s book is timely, and his
approach is educational, enthusiastic,
and even humorous. Robin Tolleson 

B O O K SB O O K S
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spotlight

When we last visited with the folks at Pro-Mark, in November
1997, they were a company in transition. Founder Herb

Brochstein had gone into “semi-retirement” in 1995, at which point
his son Maury became company president. Maury purchased the
company outright in 1997.

Of course, it isn’t as though Maury jumped into the president’s
chair with no previous experience. On the contrary. He’s been with
the company for twenty-two years, working closely alongside his
father. As a result, Maury has been a major factor in Pro-Mark’s
ongoing development.

This year is Pro-Mark’s forty-fifth anniversary. As it celebrates
this milestone, the company’s focus is on new-product develop-
ment, education, customer service, and overall expansion.

According to Maury, “We’ve expanded our vision over the past
several years, in terms of our product line. We’ve also expanded our
market, selling sticks and other products to more and more coun-
tries around the world. The only place we hadn’t expanded was in
our factory, and the need to do that became more critical as time

went on. So last year we broke ground for a new factory, which is
slated for completion in April of this year.”

Bari Brochstein-Ruggeri, Pro-Mark’s director of special projects,
is heading up the building effort. Says Bari, “Our new building will
be double the size of our previous location, with additional land
attached for even more expansion in the future. We’ve experienced
terrific growth over the past several years, and we expect that growth
to continue. So we want to be prepared for it. We don’t want to be
looking at the need to build another new facility in just a few years.”

Of course, adding space alone wouldn’t do all that much to help
meet the needs of expanding sales and new-product development.
So the new building will be equipped with equally new production
machinery. Says Maury Brochstein, “My dad has always main-
tained that in the race for quality, there is no finish line. I sub-
scribe to that philosophy. So when our building is completed and
the new machinery is installed, we’ll employ several new process-
es currently under development to further improve our product
quality.”

by Rick Van Horn



Hickory Drumsticks
Pro-Mark’s “meat and potatoes” line. Fifty-five wood-tip and twenty-seven nylon-tip models, ranging
from a 7A jazz stick (153⁄8" long by 1⁄2" in diameter) to the DC3S marching stick (17" x 47⁄64"). Includes more
than twenty-five Autograph models designed in conjunction with top drumset, marching, and concert
drummers.

The Natural
5A, 5B, 747 Rock, and 2B hickory sticks with no finish over the wood. Said to offer a more textured, “nat-
ural” feel that’s easy to hold on to. Available in wood or nylon tip.

Maple Sticks
Maple is popular for its light weight and responsiveness. Pro-Mark offers SD1 and SD2 concert models,
the SD4 Bill Bruford Autograph model, the SD9 all-purpose stick, and the nylon-tipped SD-20 Super
Bounce. It features a 2B-sized shaft for comfortable grip and a 7A taper for quick rebound.

Shira Kashi Oak Sticks
Made in Japan of Japanese white oak, known for its strength and durability. Available in seventeen
wood-tip and ten nylon-tip models, many of which duplicate their hickory counterparts in specs. Artists
with oak Autograph models include Neil Peart, Tommy Aldridge, Ed Shaughnessy, and Stephen Perkins.

Rods
Created of dowels wrapped by a plastic sleeve, Rods established the concept of “alternative” drum-
sticks. Today they come in four versions for different musical applications. From lightest to heaviest they
are: Cool Rods, Hot Rods (the original size), Lightning Rods, and Thunder Rods.

Brushes
One retractable nylon and four telescoping wire models are available. Each features a slightly different
handle and/or grip design for personalized playing comfort, along with different gauges of wire for a
variety of sounds.

Specialty Sticks
This line includes combination mallet/sticks for multi-percussion use. Also available are Tubz (stick-like
hollow plastic tubes designed by top drummer Paul Wertico), multi-purpose felt mallets, and Click Sticks
(small sticks held together at one end by a plastic sleeve, able to be clicked together at the other).

World Percussion Beaters
Includes Mino Cinelu Timbale and Sabar models. The latter can be used on traditional hand drums, tim-
bales, bells, congas, and drumset. Also available are Babatunde Olatunji Bell Sticks (for cowbells, ago-
gos, and other metallic instruments) and Djun-Djun mallets. Each features a brightly colored African-
style finish.

Future Pro and Discovery
The Future Pro and Discovery lines offer sticks, drum and keyboard mallets, Kidz Tubz, Wrist Jingles, and
several stick-bag pre-packs. The focus is on young players with smaller hands. Sticks include a 13"-long
Junior model.

Marching Products
Several of Pro-Mark’s hickory models are marching designs, including Autograph models from Jeff
Moore and Lee Beddis, as well as two models dedicated to indoor marching (DC12i Kwikstik and DC14i). 

Then there’s the Americorps line, featuring eight aluminum-handle multi-tom mallets and seven
wood-handled bass-drum beaters with a variety of nylon, felt, and acrylic heads. Also in the line are four
keyboard mallets and four timpani mallets for indoor or outdoor use. Six models of affordable Traditional
marching mallets are also offered.

Orchestral and Jazz Products
The Performer Series includes seven Jonathan Haas timpani mallets, six drumstick models including the
Tom Freer General Orchestral stick, and five models of yarn marimba mallets. Also available are three
Evelyn Glennie keyboard mallets, as well as Lionel Hampton and Milt Jackson Autograph vibes mallets.
Affordable bell and keyboard mallets are also offered in fourteen versions.

Accessories
Along with a variety of X-Pad practice pads, Pro-Mark offers a cymbal bag, marching drumstick Quivers,
and seven different sizes and styles of drumstick-mallet bags. Other accessories include Stick Rapp grip
tape, The Rattler cymbal sizzler, Stick Depot drumset stick holders, bass drum beaters, tuning and clean-
ing aids, and wearables.

Sticks And Stuff
Pro-Mark’s latest catalog is a forty-five-page volume, featuring more products than we’d ever be able to detail in these
pages. Here’s a handy breakdown of the major stick lines and accessories the company offers.



MMeeeettiinngg TThhee NNeeeeddss 
OOff AAllll DDrruummmmeerrss

Developing new products has been the key
activity at Pro-Mark over the past seven to
eight years. They’ve long been known as a
producer of top-quality drumsticks, brushes,
Rods, and other accessories for drum-
set players. And in the past few years
they’ve expanded that part of their
product line with many new
Autograph stick models, along with a
bevy of accessory items to make a
drummer’s life easier and more musi-
cal. A partial list of the names on Pro-
Mark models reads like a who’s who
of drumming: Neil Peart, Simon
Phillips, Carter Beauford, Elvin Jones,
Mike Portnoy, Marco Minnemann,
Hilary Jones, and many more. (See
the sidebar for a complete breakdown
of the Pro-Mark product line.)

But Herb and Maury Brochstein
knew that in order to keep pace with
the ever-expanding scope of world-
wide percussion activities, they need-
ed to create products that served all
sorts of percussionists. This effort
began with a small selection of
marching bass and tenor drum mal-
lets, followed by student mallets for
mallet-percussion instruments. Success in
these areas gave them the confidence to get
into the drum corps field in a big way,
resulting in the launch of the Americorps
series of marching sticks and mallets. Pro-
Mark also introduced the first-ever line of
sticks and mallets specifically for use in

indoor marching activities.
To meet the needs of concert percussion-

ists, Pro-Mark created their Performer series
of sticks and drum and keyboard mallets.
The line includes several Autograph models
designed in conjunction with top classical

percussionists. That line also includes sever-
al series of jazz vibraphone mallets. World
percussion has also been addressed, with
Mino Cinelu timbale sticks, along with
Autograph bell sticks and a djun-djun mallet
designed with African percussion legend
Babatunde Olatunji.

FFoorr TThhee NNeeww PPllaayyeerrss
Pro-Mark has long recognized the need to

encourage and support young, aspiring
drummers and percussionists. After all, they
will be the working players—and cus-
tomers—of the future. Taking this need very

seriously, the company has established
what they term their educational mis-
sion. Outlined in the Pro-Mark catalog,
it says, “Our educational mission is to
directly affect percussion education,
regardless of playing level, ability, or
instruction. It is our goal to provide all
students with the knowledge they
desire, using written materials and
products designed by some of the most
experienced and knowledgeable educa-
tors in the field. We are committed to
using our resources to contribute signif-
icantly to this very important cause.”

In support of their expressed goal,
Pro-Mark offers a complete line of
Future Pro products, scaled for smaller
hands and priced for beginning budgets.
Also targeted at the educational market
is the Discovery series of mallets and
triangle beaters. These are extra-durable
products intended for use on Orff and
other instruments in elementary school
classrooms. They help to give very

young students the opportunity to experi-
ence the joys of percussion first-hand.

Future Pro and Discovery series products
are designed in cooperation with Pro-
Mark’s Educational Advisory Board. That
board, featuring educators at the elementary,
secondary, and college levels, is the first of

Herb and Maury Brochstein, two generations of Pro-Mark leadership
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its kind ever established by a drumstick
company. Pro-Mark also has a full-time
educational coordinator on its staff, whose
sole job is to oversee the support and expan-
sion of the company’s educational efforts.

Pro-Mark’s most recent educational effort
is the publication of Ziggadabuzz, a book of
drum solos authored by some of the coun-
try’s top percussion educators. Written
specifically for students to use in University
Interscholastic League competitions, audi-
tions, and performance situations, the book
received high marks when reviewed in
Modern Drummer’s January issue.

KKeeeeppiinngg TThhee CCuussttoommeerr SSaattiissffiieedd
Over the years, Pro-Mark has been highly

regarded for their customer service. They’ve
won awards repeatedly in MD’s Consumer
Polls in that category. And way back when,
they were the first drumstick company to
establish a toll-free customer “hot line.”
That number, (800) 233-5250, is still in
effect today. Drummers are welcome to call
not only for information on Pro-Mark prod-
ucts and artists, but also on drumming in
general. Says Maury, “I’m an experienced
drummer, as is my dad. We have several
other drummers on the staff. Our customers
are often surprised when they call with a

question, and suddenly find themselves talk-
ing to the president of the company. But if
I’m the one who has the answer, I’m happy
to provide it. It’s all part of the service that
we think is critical to maintain our relation-
ship with the drumming public.”

Of course, this is the age of cyberspace.
Almost immediately upon assuming the
presidency of Pro-Mark, Maury made sure
that the company was online with its own
Web site—the first drumstick company to
do so. Since that time, www.promark-
stix.com has been the address for instant
info on everything new from the company.
And to make things even more personal,
internet chats with top Pro-Mark artists
began in 1996.

Perhaps most important when it comes
to customer satisfaction is the quality of
the product itself. Like every stick manu-
facturer, Pro-Mark is confident that their
products are of the highest possible quali-
ty. But unlike some other manufacturers,
Pro-Mark puts it in writing. Their catalog
carries a Performance Guarantee that
clearly warrants all their products to be
free of defects in material and workman-
ship. (No manufacturer can guarantee that
their sticks won’t break.) In addition,
nylon tips are guaranteed not to crack,

chip, break, or fall off for the life of the
stick.

AA FFaammiillyy AAffffaaiirr
Herb Brochstein founded Pro-Mark in

1957, and although he’s retired, he’s still
very much a presence within the compa-
ny. The fact that Herb’s son now owns the
company, while his daughter is its director
of special projects, may make the opera-
tion sound like some sort of dynasty. But
the fact is that everyone working at Pro-
Mark is considered part of the family.
Like his father before him, Maury
Brochstein refers to his staff not as
“employees,” but as “Pro-Markers.” And
the feeling of family extends even further:
to the company’s customers, and to the
drumming world at large.

“We’re all together in this activity we
call ‘drumming,’” says Maury. “Pro-Mark
certainly couldn’t exist without the drum-
mers who buy our products. And we like
to think that our products help those
drummers to play better and enjoy them-
selves more. That’s what motivates us to
keep looking forward, and to constantly
strive to improve our products and our
service. Our relationship with drummers
is the reason we’re here.”

An artist’s rendition of Pro-Mark’s new production facility, slated for completion in April of this year.



percussion today

Karsh Kale is smack in the middle of a
musical/cultural force that has been

dubbed the Asian Massive movement.
Originating in South London, England,
it’s a phenomenon that now embraces
club, dance, and electronic music scenes
world-wide. Perhaps most significant for
MD readers is that Kale, a twenty-seven-
year-old Brooklyner of Indian heritage,

makes his way in this new scene as a
player as opposed to a programmer. He
does this on tablas and drumset.

You can hear evidence of Karsh’s skills
on Herbie Hancock’s recent
Future2Future CD, on which he shares
drumming duties with no less than Jack
DeJohnette and the late Tony Williams.
Kale is also a noted composer/producer
working in Indian folk, classical, and
electronic genres. His fanatical attention
to detail has attracted several collabora-
tions with fellow renegade Bill Laswell,
including Kale’s new CD, Realize. 

Which brings me to a complaint with
Kale and his album. I’m convinced that
they’re responsible for blowing out the
left stereo speaker in my Buick. Of
course, I’m not without fault in the mat-
ter. I kept playing the compelling disc—
with its tricky rhythms, enchanting musi-
cal textures, and lush sub-lows—even
after I heard the first telltale rattle. Over a
long drive, I came to the realization that
Kale’s way of stringing melody, harmo-
ny, and rhythm is unique in the club/elec-
tronic scene. His are memorable composi-
tions, not just clever vamps.

Karsh Kale
Ta b l a  S c i e n t i s t

by T. Bruce Wittet

“You have artists who only perform at Asian

functions, and artists who only perform on

the electronic scene. I’m trying to blow

those lines apart.”
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UUllttiimmaattee LLoowwss
That blown speaker may have been

caused by something Karsh terms “low
end.” This doesn’t refer to dollops of rum-
bling 15 Hz ladled into the mix. Rather, it
refers to an arrangement in which low fre-
quencies find their own little “windows”
through which to escape. You see,
although time is Karsh’s vocation, space is
his passion. That space provides an ideal
portal for the emergence of deep frequen-
cies from the tablas. 

I speculated to Karsh that despite its
obvious Indian heritage, Realize had a
Euro tinge. I also mentioned that there are
hints of the trance scene. “That’s one part
of it,” he suggested. “There’s the drum ’n’
bass scene, the electro scene—all these
scenes that don’t have much to do with
each other. The Asian Massive scene
encompasses a lot of that. You have artists
who only perform at Asian functions, and
artists who only perform on the electronic
scene. I’m trying to blow those lines apart.
The thing is that I’m a live musician as
well. I play drumkit and electronic tabla,
and I have a band.”

RReeiinnvveennttiinngg AAnn AAnncciieenntt IInnssttrruummeenntt
For someone who has studied tabla since

grade school—first with his father and then
with Samir Chatterjee in Queens—Kale is
not a purist. In fact, he considers the instru-
ment ideally suited to contemporary music.
“I think it’s the drum ’n’ bass aspect,” he
reflects. “The tablas are two drums that

represent two different frequencies, and
they have a vocal nature.

“As a kid,” Karsh continues, “I was
especially attracted to musicians who bal-
anced style, attitude, and technique. I was
impressed by drummers like John Bonham
and Neil Peart. In their precision and abili-
ty to be universal in their delivery, I found
their techniques akin to those of tabla mas-
ter Zakir Hussain. Zakir was the reason I
started playing tablas. It was his energy
and his ability to translate so much onto
these drums. I think the tablas lend them-

selves to different styles of music because
of their ability to be melodic and rhythmic
and to project attitude from the modulation
of the low end.”

WWiitthh BBaanndd OOrr WWiitthhoouutt
When on tour with his band (as opposed

to DJ’ing in Manhattan clubs), Kale expos-
es the audience to an amalgam of tradition-
al instruments. “They’ve been reinvented
to perform this way,” he says. “Before we
even get on stage, you’ll see my tablas,
harmonium, and keyboards set up in such a



way that an Indian musician could play
them. But they’ve been electronically mod-
ified.

“When we perform, you get to see two
different types of communication,” Karsh
continues. “There’s the thing that comes
with a band playing live drum ’n’ bass,
electronic, reggae, and ska. There’s also
classical repertoire being passed back and
forth among the musicians.” Karsh’s band
includes Damon Banks on bass, Brad
Vereby on keyboards, Vishal Vaid on lead
vocal, harmonium, vocoder, and tabla, and

Falguni Shah on vocals.
When Karsh plays solo in Manhattan

clubs, he DJ’s and plays electronic tablas
at the same time. He’ll spin tracks off his
album, or remixes of them, adjusting EQ
and effects as he goes.

TTaaiilloorriinngg TThhee DDrruummss
“I play a kit that consists of an 18" kick,

a piccolo snare, a hi-hat, and a lot of
splashes and crashes,” Kale says. “Then I
have my electronic tablas, which I play
simultaneously with the kit. I think the

sounds of acoustic and electronic drums
work great with tablas. What I try to do
with acoustic drums is match the electronic
sounds, many of which are old drum loops
that are sped up. What you get is a tight,
higher-pitched kick and snare drum, which
lend themselves really well to the tabla.

“I try to get a low mid tone from the kick
drum. And I like to tune the snare for three
different sounds: a roll sound off to the
side, a nice ring if I’m playing a half
rimshot, and a tight, ring-less sound if I’m
playing in the center. I leave the top a little
looser so that when I’m smacking the drum
in the center I can make use of the sound
you get from a loosely tuned drum.”

TTwweeaakkiinngg TTaabbllaass
Karsh designed his electronic tablas

using the May miking system. “The drums
are basically traditional, acoustic tablas,”
he explains. “But they’re modified—like
what you’d do with an acoustic guitar to
make it an electric guitar. I’m using two
Sennheiser 604 microphones inside the
drums. I plug them into a mixer and play
them through all kinds of effects.

“Getting the low end from tablas,” says
Karsh, “is in the EQ and the filtering, not
in the actual sound. It’s what you do to the
sound. For example, those little Boss
octave pedals are great for adding bottom
end. That’s one aspect of it. The other is
finding the space in the arrangement so that
it will be heard.”



TThhee PPrroodduucceerr AAss MMuussiicciiaann
“I think a lot of producers who don’t

necessarily play instruments tend to start
with a sample or loop,” says Karsh. “I like
to start with a melody and the texture and
rhythm cycle and build it from there.”

The song “Tour Guide” reveals Kale’s
programming sensibility, with tight little
trills on closed hi-hat that are playful yet
obviously machine-driven. Explains
Karsh, “This style of programming was
coined by a producer named Timbaland
and is prominent in the R&B/hip-hop
scene. I wanted to superimpose that atti-
tude with the Shenai (Indian reed instru-

ment) to reflect the tongue-in-cheekiness
of an Indian tour guide taking you on
these majestic journeys. After coming
back from India, I tried to evoke a little
Brooklyn attitude!”

Listening to “Saajana,” I was surprised
to see Karsh credited on drumset. To my
mind, there was no way he played such a
wacky groove in real time. But I was mis-
taken. “I played the whole part on drum-
set,” Karsh says, smiling. “That’s what I
do live. I’ve been concentrating on repro-
ducing programmed beats on drumkit. A
player would throw in a drum fill every
sixteen bars. A live musician tends to

‘say’ a little bit more.”
Karsh’s music also features a strong

influence from various Afro-Caribbean
styles. “There’s something similar in sim-
ple Indian folk music and reggae music,”
he says. “It’s how the low end plays off
the one. And a lot of electronic styles, hip
hop, R&B, drum ’n’ bass, and UK garage
stuff come from reggae and dub music.
What differentiates a drum ’n’ bass song
going at 160 bpm from a punk song at that
tempo is the downbeat, along with where
the bass and low end are coming in. Punk
music is hitting you on the 1, whereas reg-
gae music is hitting you on the 3.” 

Ultimately, Kale’s mandate is to surren-
der to the music. “What I want to create,”
he says, “is a beautiful repertoire to per-
form live. It’s not about being the drum-
mer who played the part. It’s important
for me to keep to what I’m trying to say
and not get caught up in technique. The
statement of the album is that we have to
acknowledge the past, present, and future
at the same time. These are sentiments
about being true to one’s self, and a lot of
them are devotional songs. As a producer
and artist, I want to express an emotion or
story. That doesn’t necessarily require me
to be flashy on the drumkit.”

C h e c k  o u t  K a r s h ’ s  W e b  s i t e
(www.karshkale.com), or search him out in
the Manhattan DJ scene. In addition, he’ll
be touring with his band early this year.

Zakir meets Bonham: Karsh’s electronically modified tablas



a different view

Phil Ramone
Tr u s t i n g  T h e  D r u m m e r

by Billy Amendola I f we were to talk to Phil Ramone about
all of the drummers he’s worked with

over the years as both an engineer and a
hit-making record producer, it would take
up all the pages of MD and then some.
Phil’s ears as an engineer were critical to
so many classic recordings: Procol

Harum’s “A Whiter Shade Of Pale,” Bob
Dylan’s Blood On The Tracks, The Band’s
Rock Of Ages, Alice Cooper’s Welcome To
My Nightmare, and to records by Frank
Sinatra, Barbra Streisand, John Coltrane,
BB King, Aretha Franklin, Neil Diamond,
Peter Paul & Mary, James Taylor, and Stan
Getz. (The Getz/Gilberto record earned
Phil his first of eight Grammy awards, for
Best Engineered Recording in 1964.)

Space will not allow for the literally hun-
dreds more to follow. 

In 1961 Phil opened his own recording
studio, A&R Recording in New York City.
By 1975, after winning the Album Of The
Year Grammy for Paul Simon’s Still Crazy
After All These Years, Phil was becoming
one of the most important and influential
record producers in the world. He began
producing records for Kenny Loggins,
Phoebe Snow, The Carpenters, Barbra
Streisand, Carly Simon, Quincy Jones,
Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, Elton John,
and Billy Joel. Phil’s work with Joel alone
helped lift them both to super-stardom. So
it’s only natural for us to start our conver-
sation by talking about Billy’s long-time
drummer, Liberty DeVitto.  
PPhhiill:: The first time I saw Liberty was at a
record company preview, many years ago,
where they showcased some of the artists.
I saw Liberty play with Billy Joel, and I
went crazy. I just thought, “What a great,
musical animal.” I met him about a year

Almost every drummer’s name has a star next to it

with me. I pivot everything, musically, around them.



later when Billy and I talked about
making music together. I said to
Billy, “You know, I’d really love to
have your band. I think it’s got a
driving energy that I haven’t heard
in the studio in a long time.”
Liberty brought something to the
sessions. He could play heavy-duty,
straight rock ’n’ roll, and he could
play very sensitively. I call him a
“song drummer.” He knows when
to stay out of the way of the lyric
and yet keep the beat hard and
heavy. He’s not just hacking away.
MMDD:: It’s challenging for drummers
to play tasty and play just for the
song.
PPhhiill:: It defines the guys who’ve
made great records. With all the
drummers, whoever you mention,
one of the keys for me is how they
approach the song. Almost every
drummer’s name has a star next to
it with me. I pivot everything,
musically, around them.
MMDD:: How about Steve Gadd on
Paul Simon’s “50 Ways To Leave
Your Lover”?
PPhhiill:: That was an incredible
moment. That song is the warm-up
for almost every drummer. Every
time I walk into a studio, the drum-
mer will play that beat to let me
know he knows the record. [laughs] To
Steve’s credit, he was warming up and

playing that riff when Paul said, “That’s a
great feel.” The original feel for “50

Ways…” was more like a bossa nova. 
Paul would play down the tune many



times with the musicians around in a circle,
till they got the feel. Steve was in that cir-
cle listening closely and hitting his hands
against his legs. Then he walked over to
the drums, and two takes later he was into
it. Paul is uniquely diligent about what he
wants or doesn’t want. He had a trust with
Steve that became almost one with the
music. And I enjoyed his sense of humor
while we were touring together with Paul.
Steve performs on stage with the same kind
of energy he does in the studio.
MMDD:: You’ve worked with so many great
drummers. Bernard Purdie comes to mind.
PPhhiill:: When we were both kids he started
bringing that sign to put in front of his
drums, you know, “Have no fear, Purdie is
here. The Hit Maker.” At the time, people
actually loved the fact that the drummer
was the center post. I think Bernard is one
of the great characters of all time.
MMDD:: You worked with Elvin Jones and
Billy Cobham on a Chick Corea/Herbie
Hancock record.
PPhhiill:: Yeah, as an engineer. Elvin and Billy
are also characters—along with being great
drummers. People become great within the
genre that they’re living in at the time.
Back then the cockiness of drummers was
pretty much a common thing. I used that to
build all my engineering stuff around the
drummer. I placed people around them so
they were the center of the focus, the
strength of the record.
MMDD:: How was it working with Ringo?
PPhhiill:: Ringo is great. You have to admire

him. People have said a lot of things about
him and the simplistic way he treats the
drums. But he does things his own way.
Working with him was very satisfying for
me, because he was a songwriter’s dream.
After all, he worked with a couple of really
good songwriters. [laughs]
MMDD:: Which leads me to ask what you
think of Paul McCartney as a drummer.
PPhhiill:: I think he plays really well. When he
made his first solo record, McCartney, and
he did all of the instruments himself, I
thought that was great. “Junk” is one of my
favorite songs! It almost has a theater
drummer style to it. It’s kind of a 2/4 feel,
which you don’t hear a lot of. 
MMDD:: Songwriters who play drums often
don’t play like an ordinary drummer, so
they’ll come up with different parts. 
PPhhiill:: Definitely. But I think you’ll hear
that in many good drummers, whether
they’re songwriters or not. They never get
out of the groove. Sometimes they’ll sacri-
fice a lick just to keep the groove going.
That’s the difference in the subtlety of pop
songs. By contrast, big band writing was
all about accents and lots of good fills. If
you go back over the years to some of the
great big band drummers, you’ll hear some
incredible feel. It’s all about the feel. When
I was growing up I heard Sonny Payne
playing with Count Basie. He played some
incredible explosions. I just cut a record
with Dianne Schurr and Maynard
Ferguson. The young drummer on that ses-
sion kicked some ass.

MMDD:: What’s his name?
PPhhiill:: Brian Wolf. I don’t know what he’s
like in any other circumstances, but in a big
band, he’s incredible. And he’s a quick
study. He was marking his sheets all the
time in the control room. And there were
some subtle changes. I looked at him and
said, “Man, you are a mother.”
MMDD:: In our business that’s one of the best
compliments you can get.
PPhhiill:: If the camaraderie is in the room, you
can smell when it’s right. You don’t have
to keep hawking on a guy. 
MMDD:: Did you work with Jeff Porcaro?
PPhhiill:: I worked with Jeff in the early ’70s.
Everyone loved Jeff. He was a wonderful
character and a great, great player. Jeff
could keep the humor in the room. There
were a lot of fussy producers and artists
then who could give a player the boredom
check, which is like, “I’m doing thirty
more takes.” But to keep a drummer like
Jeff up and running was part of the fun.
Porcaro was great. Everybody misses him.
MMDD:: Your thoughts on working with Jim
Keltner? 
PPhhiill:: Jim is one of those guys who’ll have
these sounds come right at you. He’s got
such an approach to his instrument. He’s in
total command. He sits down and that kit
just sounds incredible. It’s easy to come up
with great grooves with guys like Jim
because they’re already there. They’re on
top of it before you say, “Can we try this?” 
MMDD:: Do you give advice or suggest drum
parts?

Phil Ramone



PPhhiill:: Oh yeah, but only from a musical
point of view. How a producer speaks to a
musician is the key to how a great record is
made. There are a lot of producers who are
not musically trained, so they’ll speak from
their heart. Eventually you get pretty effi-
cient at how you say the words, “You
know, that backbeat doesn’t really need to
be there for the first verse….”
MMDD:: Do you record everything?
Sometimes the best ideas happen when
you’re just getting ready to do the take.
Someone says, “Play that again!” and you
say, “Play what?”
PPhhiill:: Exactly. I’m sort of well known for
rolling tape. I’ll roll a cassette or some-
thing so we keep a record of what’s going
on as we’re learning ideas. Lots of times
there could be a jam, and things just start to
happen. You’re not under the gun. The red
light isn’t on, as I put it. I removed the red
light from recording many, many years
ago. 
MMDD:: What are too many takes for a drum-
mer?
PPhhiill:: More than five. If you rehearse or if
you create in the studio, the first two takes
are the freshest. The third take is about
where people feel confident. After the
fourth or fifth take, I think you start to
think. Music should be felt. 
MMDD:: Do you have any drums or cymbals
that you particularly like, or do you leave
that up to the drummer?
PPhhiill:: I leave it up to the drummer. I think
it’s so personal. Kenny Aronoff, Shawn

Pelton, and all the guys who play on what I
call Top 100 recordings will bring a variety
pack. I remember years ago, when Burt
Bacharach was making records and I was
engineering. To get a high-pitched effect
on the snare, sometimes we’d flip it over.
People thought we were insane. It’s com-
mon practice now to have a piccolo snare.
We had one back then, we just didn’t know
it. [laughs]
MMDD:: So, you’re saying back in the day, to
get that sound, that pitch, you would just
play on the strainer side.
PPhhiill:: Yeah. Till we got hip to the fact that

obviously marching bands had all kinds of
snares. But I think in the pop world that’s
also when we not only started putting wal-
lets on the snare to change the sound, but
also changed how we used it and how we
miked it. Finding drummers who really
know about their drumkit and how to tune
it is half the battle. 
MMDD:: Do you have any favorite mic’s that
you use on the drums?
PPhhiill:: I use a combination of Audio-
Technicas with some of their clip-ons on
the tom-toms. On overheads I switch
around with A-T mic’s or some old
Neumanns. Sometimes I’ll use a mic’
called the 251, which is hard to find. I’m
very fussy about what kind of pre-amps we
use for the drums so they don’t overload.
For me, that’s half the battle. If I stand up
on a small ladder behind the drummer, I
start to hear what he’s hearing. That’s criti-
cal for me. I used to mike the drums, some-
times with overheads, right behind the
drummer’s ears, but up about three feet.
You’d be amazed at how the instrument
develops its own quality. If you listen up
there, there’s a sweet spot where you’re
hearing the full kit.

It’s the same with strings or horns.
There’s a sweet place where all that devel-
ops. It’s usually up higher than you think,
depending on the room. Low ceilings in the
room present other acoustical problems.
Still, if a drum booth has an 8' ceiling, and
you treat the room right—get rid of some
of the stuffiness and don’t have it all blan-

PPhhiill’’ss PPhhaavveess
A “tip of the iceburg” list of 

drummers with whom Phil Ramone
has worked includes:

Liberty DeVitto
Shawn Pelton

Ringo Starr
Billy Cobham

Kenny Aronoff
Steve Gadd
Elvin Jones
Jim Keltner

Bernard Purdie
Jeff Porcaro



keted up—you can get some “room sound”
in there. Otherwise, you’re tuning drums to
something that is like a dead blanket. 

I had a drum booth for years, because
one of the things that made all of the explo-
sions and all the things happen is that I
never had to go out to the drummer and
say, “Can you cool it at letter C? The guitar
player is trying to play an acoustic lick.” A
lot of things became better for me by hav-
ing control of the room. But I’d want to be
next to the drummer. I want to get a sound
like he does. If it doesn’t sound right where
he is, then we discuss it. Sometimes the
snare may be brilliant, but it’s not being
picked up by the overheads. Engineers tend
to hold that back, because they only want
the snare to be picked up by the over-and
under-the-snare mic’s—the two mic’s
they’ll use for snares.
MMDD:: Do you always use two mic’s on a
snare?
PPhhiill:: Yes, top and bottom. I found that if
we got the top right, it was usually a bit
dark. And people using condenser mic’s to
capture more highs really have to be care-
ful not to overload the pre-amp; it’s such a
hard whack the guy gives the snare. 

When you mike from underneath the
snare, of course you’re going to get some
of the kick. But you’ve got to make a mar-
riage somewhere. That’s why I’m saying
that if you have a great drummer, take ten
minutes and just stand next to him and
move around. Take a ladder and move

around and find out where the sound is
moving. I don’t think people spend enough
time getting the right drum sound. You
need to find out what it is and what the guy
thinks. 
MMDD:: How do you like to record percus-
sion?
PPhhiill:: I usually isolate the percussionist.
Otherwise I don’t get enough conga sound
unless I do it as an overdub. A lot of times
I’ll do the basic track with a guy just to
make sure that he and the drummer are
playing in the same field. A tambourine
and a shaker are plenty for that. A percus-
sionist who is playing conga licks intimi-
dates the drums, unless it’s pure Latin
music. But then you’ve got three or four
drummers. In pop, a lot of times we’re
playing to some kind of shaker click. Then
I’ll do the congas to get the sound. It’s hard
to capture congas in a booth; they just
don’t sound right. 
MMDD:: What advice do you have for our
readers who are looking to become studio
drummers?
PPhhiill:: In this day and age, it’s all about
knowing what to do to get your sounds
good instantly. But also, pay attention to
the way the record has to groove and
swing. Showing off doesn’t help. Play
where you are supposed to play, and swing
your ass off. That’s what everybody gets
excited about. Whether you’re playing just
straight rock ’n’ roll or heavy metal, it all
has to do with the same thing. Of course,

there is more technology in your favor
than there used to be, and there’s more
time spent to make it great. But you
become the producer’s friend if you’re
analytical and you get to the point about
what you are trying to achieve. 
MMDD:: What’s the worst thing a drummer
can do in the studio?
PPhhiill:: Argue with the other musicians.
[laughs] That puts a damper on it. Or have
a fight with his girlfriend. You may get a
very hard-sounding drummer, or one with a
very pissed-off attitude. The drummer is so
important to the date. I know that sounds
silly, but….
MMDD:: I understand what you’re saying. You
want his heart and head there, doing what
he’s supposed to be doing.
PPhhiill:: Exactly. Musicians go to a unique
place when they make a record. And they
can’t be distracted. I shut off everything
from the outside, unless it’s a family emer-
gency. You’d be amazed how much better
the day goes when everybody is tuned into
the same point of view. If the drummer is
not concentrating, it’s very difficult. And
it’s distracting to the other musicians,
because they’re really looking towards the
drummer all the time. 

I’m a big groove maker. I stand in the
middle of the room and say, “Let me hear
this thing,” so I know we’re on the right
path. If I’m wrong, I’ve got to change
direction. I need the drummer—and every-
body else—to pay attention.

Phil Ramone



This month we’re going to get into the
realities of studio recording. We’ll focus

on methods you can employ to help you
play with good time—and have a good
time—in session situations.

Of course, all recording sessions are dif-
ferent. But for the sake of this article I’m
going to talk about doing a popular music
session where a lot of overdubbing will be
done after the so-called “basic” drum track
is recorded. This is a more common prac-
tice than having everyone “pouring
cement” together, live, in the studio.

AA BBrriinngg--AAlloonngg LLiisstt
As a starting point, here’s a quick list of

extra things to bring to a session:
An extra snare drum. It’s amazing how

changing a snare drum can make the whole
drumset sound different.

Extra cymbals. You never know which
of your cymbals might be more “mic’-
friendly.”

Headphones. Bring the headphones that

you’re used to and comfortable with. Some
demo-type studios don’t have closed-cup
headphones, because they cost more. But
we drummers prefer closed-cup head-
phones, so if you have a set, bring it!

Headphone amp or mixer. A weak power
amp can be helped with a small Mackie-
type mixer, or by a smaller headphone
amp. Peavey makes a reliable and inexpen-
sive headphone amp. Also bring all neces-
sary cables. Don’t count on the studio to

have the cables you need.
Percussion. I always bring some percus-

sion toys, shaker sticks, Rods and other
alternative sticks, brushes...all that kind of
stuff. Even on basic tracks the percussion
or shaker sticks might be needed to make
the track feel better or enable you to play
the basic track better.

Water, towel, and an extra shirt—for
obvious reasons. Maybe deodorant for
later, too!

concepts

Good-Time Sessions
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IItt’’ss AAllll IInn TThhee MMiixx
When it comes to playing successfully in

a studio, one of the most important things to
know about is the mix. I don’t mean the
sound of the drums in the control room. I’m
talking about what we drummers have in
our headphone mix. Knowing what kind of
mix we need during a session is an impor-
tant aspect of successful recording. I suspect
these choices are different for each person.

I’m going to assume (hope) that you are

not cursed with a studio that has no flexi-
bility in its headphone cue mix.
Unfortunately, many “starter” studios have
a very bad headphone cue system, because
they’ve put their investment into their
microphones and mixing board. This is too
bad, because when musicians can’t hear,
they can’t play very well, no matter what.
If you’re shopping for a studio to record
your band’s demo in, check the headphone
cue system. Does it have enough power?
Are there enough separate cue “sends”
available? 

The mix, or volume, of different instru-
ments totally affects a groove. Listen to
your favorite grooves from records. Check

out the other non-percussion instruments in
terms of what they are doing for the drum-
mer’s groove. In James Brown’s music,
everybody’s a drummer. The guitar players
are conga players! It’s important for you to
train your ears to notice these kinds of
things.

Great producers know how the right tim-
ing from a guitar—or even from a singer—
can make or break a groove. If these sepa-
rate items are mixed wrong, the groove is

also killed. That’s why people who mix
records are so important to their success
that they get their own credit (not to men-
tion payment). Obviously, if the mix is
important for the song, it’s also important
for us drummers in order for us to give a
great performance.

TTrriicckkss OOff TThhee TTrraaddee
Here are some rules that work for me,

and that you might try next time you’re
wearing a set of headphones in a studio.
We’ll start with a quote from Bruce
Gaitsch, one of the best rhythm guitar play-
ers I’ve ever played with: “Want to groove
more? Listen to everybody but yourself!” 

When I’m in the studio, half the time I
have the drums out of my headphone mix
entirely. If I have myself in the mix, it’s
just a feather of me—just enough to let me
be in the same room as everyone else.
After all, I’m playing the drums, I’ve tuned
them, and I know how they sound. For sev-
eral years I’ve been using headphones that
cut out 24 dB or so, and I’m used to them. I
know that the drums will sound good if my
physical and emotional habits (my mechan-
ics) are in place. So I don’t concern myself
with how I sound. Instead, I try to swim
inside the song.

Who gets into my mix? Anyone who
will help me play a great take. Listen to
what everyone is playing, and figure out if
they’re aiding you. Sometimes the guitarist
is playing a pattern in each chorus that
really helps me sit inside the groove. So he
gets to stay in my mix. In fact, that guitar
will be a mechanism to help me groove
during the choruses!

In popular music, the vocal is crucial to
my playing. It will be the loudest item in
the mix at the end, so I have to hear it—
and understand the words. The drum track
has to complement the vocal. On the other
hand, if the singer’s time isn’t incredible, I
learn the song as soon as possible (during
run-through) and then have the vocals
turned way down. This way I feel the
vocal, but the attacks of the consonants
won’t disrupt my flow.

When you’re working at a studio where
the engineer controls your mix, ask the
engineer (quietly and confidentially) to

If they don’t get a great drum track—meaning 

a great performance from you—then the record is

going nowhere!



Of course, you can’t make it 
to 45 years without some help.
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remove some of the bandmates that are not
helping you. Just walk into the booth and
ask if the talkback mic’ is off. (Always be
aware of the many mic’s around you that
might possibly be on.) Then have the engi-
neer remove the offenders from your mix.
He or she will do this because you, as the
drummer, are all that counts right now to
everybody in the recording process. If they
don’t get a great drum track—meaning a
great performance from you—then the
record is going nowhere!

By the way, it’s also permissible to ask a
guitar player or keyboardist to change a
phrase so you can play your track better.
He’s going to replace his track later any-
way, right? So make him your ally. In fact,
get the whole band on your side!
Remember my previous articles about
mechanisms? The parts that your band
plays can be mechanisms for your drum-
ming, just as much as your physical body
can.

I should mention the “dark side” before
we leave this section. What if everybody
stinks? What if there are no allies to have
in the mix? It happens. Under those cir-
cumstances, the click certainly becomes

more important! I’ll add to the click by
playing a tambourine part that “signals” the
choruses and bridge.

What about out-of-time bandmates? See
if the engineer can compress their parts
with a fast attack to lesson the volume of
their downbeats. Or try taking the treble off
their sounds to ease their attack. If their
volume is right (just barely loud enough for
you to hear), you’ll be able to play while
you sort of “imagine” that they are all there
with you.

Click track volume? I like the click to be
loud enough that it’s kind of like a neigh-
bor next door just hammering away while
I’m playing. I hear it, but I’m not really lis-
tening to it. Maybe a better way to put it is
this: While drumming, we’re driving the
car. (Obviously I like this car-analogy
stuff.) When we’re heading down the per-
fectly in-time highway, there are telephone
poles flying past, just outside our field of
vision. Those telephone poles are the click
track. The click is an impartial witness to
(and participant in) the music. It’s just
there, like oxygen in the air. If I have to
strain to hear the click in my headphone
mix, then it isn’t loud enough, or my mix is

wrong. If I’m listening for the click, then
I’m not in the moment of playing. Doh!
I’ve become a carpenter, not a musician.

WWhhaatt TThhee PPrrooss SSaayy
I recently sent out a questionnaire on this

elusive subject of keeping time to some pro
drummer friends. Here are a few relevant
answers about click tracks:

QQ.. Do you prefer a regular click, or
some other timekeeper?

AA.. From Pat Mastelotto (King Crimson):
“It depends on the feel of the song. For
most shuffles, fast tempos, or if I’m track-
ing with a rhythm section and sharing one
cue mix, I use a quarter-or 8th-note click.
But most often I write a pattern in a beat-
box. Usually my pattern is busy: shaker
16ths, hi-hat 8ths, sidestick or cowbell
quarter notes, and a percolating rhythm on
congas or ethnic drums.”

The following additional statement
shows Pat’s maturity as a musician: “It’s
also important to know what the end result
will be. If I know they’re not keeping any
machine tracks, I can bend time. My fills
can rush. But if they plan to keep elements
from a sequencer, loop, or beatbox, I have

Billy Ward
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to play much tighter to the click—since my
bending might make others seasick later.”

QQ.. If you prefer a pattern, or a pattern
added to the click, do you prefer a pro-
grammed drum machine pattern? A loop?
Or do you play something on the spot in
the studio to drum along to later?

AA.. From Pat Mastelotto again: “I do all
three, depending on the artist/vibe/studio
time/feel of the track. I like to do this in
pre-production (rehearsal) so I can try out
ideas before the studio clock is ticking.”

AA.. From Paul DeLong (independent
Toronto session drummer and clinician): “I
usually leave the quarter-note click intact
and add a shaker playing the 16ths, 8ths,
triplets, or whatever subdivision is needed.
I might also put an upbeat accent on the
shaker pattern to get a nice up-down thing
going on. Then I might add handclaps or
tambourine on 2 and 4 to give it more
feel.”

AA.. From Randy Cooke (also independent
Toronto session drummer and clinician): “I
prefer to have a simple, tight shaker or hi-
hat giving me the 8th-note feel, and a side
stick for the quarter notes. In all cases, I
like the 8th-note feel to be a little louder.

After all, when playing most pop music,
the second you’re locked with the click, the
quarter-note feel disappears. As for loops,
the only time I dig playing with them is if
they’re actually going to be used in the
track.”

Randy’s point about adding 8ths because
“the second you’re locked with the click,
the quarter feel disappears” is great.
Solving the challenge of playing with great
timing involves creating parts that are reli-
able contrasts—well-timed “backdrops” in
the mix. This can be accomplished by hav-
ing other musicians with great time in your
mix, or by adding other aids like those
mentioned above.

UUssee EEvveerryy MMeecchhaanniissmm
So what’s the bottom line? To play in

time—whether with a click or without—we
drummers need as many specific mecha-
nisms as we can muster. Some we create
from within ourselves, some we get from
our training. And some, like those outlined
in this article, are outside aids that we can
employ to make our work easier and our
performances better.

In the future, I’ll try to get a bit more

into what I call the “undertow”—the gears
and clocks inside us. See you then!

Billy Ward is a successful session and tour-
ing drummer who has worked with a long
list of major-league talent, including Carly
Simon, Robbie Robertson, Richard Marx,
Yoko Ono, Ace Frehley, John Patitucci,
Bill Champlin, and Joan Osborne. 
He can be reached at his Web site, 
www.billyward.com.
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shop talk

In previous installments we’ve discussed
theories of noise reduction, and we’ve

applied those theories to the construction
of walls, floors, and ceilings. This time
we’ll examine how best to deal with doors
and windows in our practice space, as well
as how to keep ourselves comfortable.

WWiinnddoowwss
Let’s assume the worst—that the win-

dow in your drum room is an old, single-
glazed (one thickness of glass) sliding
model. (See photo 1.) If it’s possible for
you to make modifications to your space,
the minimum you should consider is
replacing the existing window with a mod-
ern, dual-glazed design. Even better would
be to install two such windows in the same
opening, with a couple of inches of space
between them. (And of course, you should
caulk the window frames tightly before
adding trim or molding.)

If the window is just for light and is not
your only supply of fresh air (or your only
emergency fire exit) then you’re better off

using a pair of fixed dual-glazed windows
instead of sliders. This automatically elimi-
nates one potential source of “sound leak.”

The next step up would be to go with
what you see in studios: a pair of heavy
glass plates (3⁄8" or thicker) set several
inches apart. But think carefully before
you do this. Reality rule #6 states that
improving one component of your room
far beyond the others is throwing money
away. If your walls are a single layer of
3⁄4" sheetrock on top of R-11 insulation,
then a studio-grade window isn’t going to
save your bacon.

Another answer for those to whom the
window is not a necessity (and who have
the right to make modifications) is to sim-
ply remove the window and frame over it,
making it part of the existing wall.

Now, suppose you’re not permitted to
make any of these permanent changes to
your practice space. There’s still hope.
When I was in that situation several years
ago, I made a hinged shutter out of ply-
wood. I lined the sealing edge with weath-

er stripping, and I added some latches that
made it seal tight against the window
frame. (Think of a storm shutter, only on
the inside of the room.)

Even better for some situations—
because it involves no modification to the
building—is a removable window baffle.
Start with a thin piece of plywood or
Masonite the same size as your window.
Get a piece of heavy-duty, 4"-thick foam
and trim it so it’s slightly larger than the
window opening. Glue the foam to the ply-
wood backing, and add a couple of handles
to the back so the baffle can be easily
installed or removed. In use, you simply
push the foam into the window opening. It
will compress a bit to make a tight seal
(which is why you left it slightly over-
sized), but the rigid backing will keep the
foam from buckling. If you rely on the

A Practical Guide To Noise Reduction
P a r t  4 :  W i n d o w s ,  D o o r s ,  A n d  V e n t i l a t i o n

by Mark Parsons

1

A single-glazed sliding window in an otherwise well-insulated room poses a serious sound-leakage problem.

A portable baffle made to fit the window opening can
be easily installed during playing, then removed for
ventilation during breaks.

2

3





window for ventilation, one of the benefits
of such a baffle is that you can easily
remove it during breaks to let in fresh air.
(See photos 2 and 3.)

Whichever method you use, remember
that a heavy curtain over your window will
add a small amount of additional isolation,
and will also help reduce sound reflection
inside the room.

DDoooorrss
Doors are a biggie when it comes to

reducing the escape of sound. At the bare
minimum you should carefully weather-
strip your existing door, using the thickest
foam tape that will fit. (See photo 4.) Don’t

4

Installing weatherstripping tape is especially impor-
tant when retrofitting existing doors. 

Soundproof doors like this one from Wenger are the
ultimate in studio-quality construction.

5

Soundproofing
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forget that doors have four sides, with the
most neglected one usually being the bot-
tom. You’ll want a threshold with a com-
pressible rubber seal that will seal tightly
across the entire width of the door. If you
can’t install such a threshold, an alternative
is a door purposely cut long to be in snug
contact with the carpet. (A small piece of
wood added to an existing door yields a
similar effect.) If you go this route, at least
add an inexpensive peel-and-stick “draft
dodger” to the bottom of your door.

A better method is to start with a new, 
11⁄2" (exterior grade) solid-core door.
Weatherstrip it tightly, and install a good
threshold. For extra isolation, consider
using two such doors. The easiest way to
do this is to hang both doors on opposite
sides of the same jamb (making sure you
stagger the doorknob height so they don’t
hit back to back). This will give you two
solid, sealed barriers with an inch and a
half of dead air between them. For even
more isolation, you can line one or both
sides of the doors with limp-mass vinyl for
increased non-resonant mass.

What pro studios use are pairs of com-
mercial sound-resistant doors with a small
hallway or anteroom in between—which
combine to create a “soundlock.” Of
course, this is only worth doing if the rest
of your room is soundproofed up to the
same level. (Remember Reality Rule #6.)
But if you’ve got the budget for it, this is
the “A” answer. (See photo 5.)

HHeeaattiinngg,, VVeennttiillaattiioonn,, 
AAnndd AAiirr CCoonnddiittiioonniinngg ((HHVVAACC))

Okay, you’ve got your room insulated
and sealed, with good windows and doors
installed, and you can now play your
drums without annoying the neighbors.
There’s only one minor problem: You’ve
got to breathe. This means getting fresh air
in without letting sound out.

The no-cost, low-tech answer involves
doing both of the above—just not at the
same time. In short, seal the room up when
you play, then open it up during breaks
(using fans to increase the air exchange).
Obviously this system only works in a
moderate climate.

If the ambient temperature is such that
you absolutely require air conditioning
within your practice space while you’re
practicing, the budget method is to simply
install a small air conditioning unit in the

window. Depending on the construction of
the AC model, the direction that the win-
dow faces, and the location of your neigh-
bors, you may be able to run the AC while
you’re practicing. Typical portable AC
units aren’t soundproof by any means, but
they are better than an open window. As
usual, one of the key issues here is good
weatherstripping at the juncture of the win-
dow frame and the AC unit. If your AC
unit lets too much sound through, you can
build a baffle to hang over it when you’re
making some serious noise, then let it run
during breaks to remove the excess heat.

Here’s an important tip: If you start with
a pre-chilled room—and use a small fan
directed at you during practice—you can
play for quite a while before things get
uncomfortable. But things will quickly get
unbearable if you have several people in a
small space (band practice) and/or start
playing in a room that’s already warm.
Such situations require active AC or venti-
lation during use.

Another option I’ve seen is to have a
small AC unit in an adjoining room, with
the cool air carried into the “soundproof”
room via insulated ducting. This may be a
little too industrial-looking for some, but it
works.

If your home already has central AC,
you may be in luck—try it and see how
much sound is carried into nearby spaces
via the ducting. Remember that much of
the leakage here happens directly through
the sheet metal walls of the ducting, so
make sure the ducts are insulated if leakage
becomes a problem. This is a situation
where a NetWell product called NetLag is
worth its (considerable) weight in gold. It
will insulate, isolate, and add non-resonant
mass all at once.

Another possible option is to seal off the
HVAC registers in your room during prac-
tice. Close the louvers if possible, then
cover them with flexible magnetic flaps
that are available specifically for this pur-
pose.

If you’re undertaking new construction,
keep in mind that the length and the num-
ber of angles in the ducting have a direct
effect on how much sound travels through
the ducts into other spaces. Unfortunately,
since these same factors contribute to air-
flow inefficiency, they tend to be avoided
by heating contractors. So talk to your
HVAC supplier or contractor and let him

Soundproofing
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know your priorities. There are special
components available for commercial stu-
dios that lessen sound transmission and air-
flow-induced noise. All of this also applies
to heating ducts (which, if you have central
AC, will be one and the same) as well as to
your cold-air-return ducting.

I’ve rarely seen a residential situation
where a drummer actually wants more
heat, but you may be using an unheated
basement, garage, or outbuilding.
Regardless of the reason, if you’re looking

for supplemental heat, you have two priori-
ties: safety and comfort. For both of these
reasons I’m partial to portable oil-filled
electric heaters. They don’t get hot enough
to start a fire, and they gently radiate heat
throughout the space instead of creating
one hot spot in the middle of an otherwise
frigid room. Also, they’re dead quiet in use
(which is a big bonus if you’re doing any
recording in your room).

So far we’ve pretty much focused on
what to do to reduce noise escaping from

an existing space. Next time we’ll go for
the big project: the room-within-a-room.
See you then!

Turkish Cymbals in USATurkish Cymbals in USA
Turkish Cymbals AmericaTurkish Cymbals America
3305 Adams Ave. #97;  San Diego, CA 92116 
E-mail: turkcymamerica @ home.comE-mail: turkcymamerica @ home.com
Phone: 619-269-4109Phone: 619-269-4109

Materials
Netwell Noise Control

(800) NETWELL
www.asknetwell.com 

Wenger
(800) 326-8373

www.wengercorp.com 

Books
The Master Handbook Of Acoustics

by F. Alton Everest

Building A Recording Studio
by Jeff Cooper

Modern Recording Techniques
by David Miles Huber

Resources
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Montreal Drum Fest
The 2001 Montreal Drum Fest was held from Friday,

November 2 through Sunday, November 4. The ninth
annual event drew drum enthusiasts from across Canada
and the northeast US to Pierre Mercure Hall in downtown
Montreal, Quebec. Many of those in attendance spoke
French, while others spoke English. But the universal lan-
guage of the weekend was rhythm.

Friday’s concert was opened by a unique percussion
ensemble called SSccrraapp. Their name refers to their amal-
gam of drums, percussion, and mallet instruments created
from found materials. One such instrument is a xylophone
made from hockey sticks cut to precise lengths. The talent-
ed quartet features Marc Bonneau, Magella Cormier,
Patrice Béland, and group founder Sylvain Grenier.

The star attractions of Friday’s show were Chad Wackerman (left) and Terry Bozzio. The two Zappa alumni played individually and together, including a mind-blowing
duet rendition of Zappa’s legendary “Black Page.” Jaws were seen dropping around the hall.

FFrraannkk BBeelllluuccccii, the ultimate New York drummer, got
Saturday’s show started with a
blend of energy, humor, and
serious chops. While keeping
his audience thoroughly enter-
tained, Frank also shared tips
on rebound, wrist action,
relaxation, and other methods
he uses to achieve his blazing
hand and foot speed. Later he
played with a guitarist,
demonstrating odd meters and
deep groove patterns.
Up next was another New

Yorker, Camille Gainer.  Camille
surprised the audience when she
came out slammin’ with her own
jazz trio (Marc Cary on keyboards
and John Ormond on bass).
Varying her numbers between
funk-tinged bop, bop-tinged funk,
and full-out swing, Camille gave
new meaning to the term
“fusion.” 

Canadian drummer
MMiittcchh DDoorrggee took an
interactive approach to
his set. Stressing the
need for focused ener-
gy, he brought audience
members on stage to
participate in a variety
of verbal and drumming
exercises. He was aided
by bassist Gilles
Fournier and guitarist

Joe Curtis, who helped keep the spirit light. Later the trio
performed musical numbers to help demonstrate the fine art
of listening and grooving between musicians in a band.

A lesson in Afro-Cuban stylings
was the order of the day from
noted performer/educator BBoobbbbyy
SSaannaabbrriiaa. Among other topics,
Bobby demonstrated hand and
sticking techniques that can help
to achieve authentic sounds on
congas, timbales, and bells. He



also focused on how these same techniques can apply to
drumset playing, noting that “Subtleties and accents are
what give the true quality to any style of music.”

“There are two kinds of drum-
mers,” said RRoobbiinn DDiiMMaaggggiioo
in his opening remarks. “Those
who work, and those who
don’t.” The touring and session
veteran went on to display the
deep pocket and powerful sense
of groove that have placed him
firmly in the former group.
Addressing the crowd mainly in

French (one of his three “native tongues,”) Robin enjoined
the audience to “Remember what drumming is about: play-
ing music, and having fun.”

After a day of wicked grooves
and blazing notes, drum-
ming’s full range was personi-
fied by EEdd TThhiiggppeenn . “Mr.
Taste” brought the volume
level down to a whisper—with
no loss of intensity—as he
pursued the themes of his
presentation: “The Element Of
Swing” and “Alternative
Sounds For Drumset.” Using
his fabled skill with brushes
(along with sticks, mallets, and his bare hands), Ed explored

the full dynamic range of the drumset. Later he was joined
by a talented pair of local jazz players for a set that was
refreshing and delightful for its sheer musicality.

Few drummers can play with
the combination of blazing
speed and surgical precision of
GGeennee LLaakkee. Whether executing
a deft odd-time pattern or lay-
ing down a mean groove,
Gene’s every note comes
across clear and clean. He
demonstrated this ability while
soloing and while performing
with a skillful multi-keyboardist.

The two played a series of challenging pieces, on which
Gene’s inimitable touch and creative imagination combined
in a crowd-stunning performance.

KKiirrkk CCoovviinnggttoonn is a l l  about
energy  a n d  e x p r e s s i o n .
Alternating between sticks, mal-
lets, rods, brushes, and who
knows what else, Kirk attacked
his kit with abandon as he navi-
gated complex musical composi-
tions. That complex music was
ably provided by Tribal Tech
bassist Gary Willis, along with
Canadian keyboardist Daniel
Thouin. But all eyes were on the big man behind the drums.



In what has become a popular tradition at the Drum Fest,
Sunday’s show began with performances by three talented
college drummers, selected for Yamaha’s “Rising Star”
Showcase. This year’s drummers included PPaassccaall LLeeppaaggee,,
HHuuggoo VVeeiilllleeuuxx,, and JJeerreemmyy MMaaccCCuuiisshh. Each played with
a quartet of talented Montreal musicians.

Taking the age, but not the talent, down a few notches was
thirteen-year-old AAaarroonn KKiimmmmeell. Also performing with the
Montreal quartet, Aaron
wowed the crowd with a
high-energy, big band–style
per formance  on  tunes
like “Cherokee” and Dizzy
Gillespie’s “Manteca.” And
he had them on their feet
following his drum solo,
which featured percussive
homages to Buddy Rich and
Louie Bellson while demon-
strating his own impressive
skills.

Things got high-tech when DJ/electronic percussionist
AAllaann RRhhééaauummee hit the stage. In tandem with demonstra-
tions and performances by two skillful Roland reps (fine
players in their own right), Alan explored the sonic territory
made available by today’s electronic instruments. Using a

variety of Roland gear, Alan created everything from house
beats to thunderstorms, in a creative display of contempo-
rary urban percussion.

Vancouver, Canada’s RRaannddaallll SSttoollll epitomizes versatility.
With credits ranging from k.d. lang to Tom Cochrane, and
from Nashville sessions to Cubano band Alma Libre,
Randall is a guy who takes a very open approach to his
craft. He demonstrated that approach by performing a wide
variety of grooves, stressing the need to be musically flexi-
ble in order to be optimally employable.

Down-to-earth,  old-
fashioned hard rock—
that ’s  what  TTrrooyy
LLuucccckkeettttaa plays for
a l iv ing.  And that ’s
what he played at the
Drum Fest .  Us ing
tracks of old and new
Tesla songs, Troy
impressed the audi-

ence with his way of laying down a solid foundation for
the band, while still sneaking in just the right sort of tasty
fill at select moments in the song. He also demonstrated
how a powerful groove can be achieved by playing in a
relaxed manner, instead of bludgeoning the drumkit into
submission.



LA session and touring ace BBoobb HHaarrsseenn was supposed to
appear in tandem with percussion star Luis Conte. When Luis
had to cancel on short notice, Bob went on alone—and pro-
ceeded to floor the crowd with his fast-yet-fluid playing style
and his musicality around the kit. Not a household name—
yet—Bob laid claim to a whole new level of drum notoriety
with this performance. And when he brought out Kirk
Covington (who plays a mean B3 organ groove) to accompa-
ny him on keyboards, Bob added deep feel and musical taste
to the list of his attributes. Watch out for this guy.

Modern Drummer senior editor
RRiicckk VVaann HHoorrnn was on hand to
receive a presentation from the
Drum Fest’s Serge Gamache (left)
and Ralph Angelillo (right), recog-
nizing MD’s twenty-five years of
publication. Presentations were also
made to Dom Famularo, Ed

Thigpen, and Ndugu Chancler. 

NNdduugguu CChhaanncclleerr has
seemingly done it all: jazz
with Bobby Hutcherson
and Miles Davis, fusion
with Herbie Hancock and
George Duke, and
groove/pop with George
Benson, Carlos Santana,
and, of course, Michael
Jackson. And he brought it
all to Montreal. Playing to an extensive and varied track,
Ndugu alternated between drumset, congas, and timbales.
At each station he captured the essence of the music—and
the hearts of the audience—with his joyful, totally into-the-
moment performance. The audience rewarded him with an
unprecedented demand for an encore!

DDaavvee DDiiCCeennssoo made
quite a splash a couple of
years ago when he
opened the Drum Fest.
This year he came back as
the closer with his
Boston-based band Two
Ton Shoe. Offering a con-
cert set combining ele-

ments of jazz, funk, and dance-oriented pop, the band gave
a real kick to the Drum Fest’s conclusion. And along the
way, Dave had ample opportunity to display his amazing
chops, power, and showmanship.

Sponsors for the Montreal Drum Fest included AKG,
Attack Drumheads, Drum Workshop, Evans, Gibraltar, GMS
Drums, Latin Percussion, Meinl, Paiste, Pearl, Premier, Pro-
Mark, Regal Tip, Remo, Roland, Sabian, Shure, Tama, Taye
Drums, Toca, Vater, Vic Firth, Yamaha, and Zildjian
Cymbals & Sticks.  

Celebrating With Louie
Louie Bellson has a lot to celebrate late-
ly. To begin with, he’s made a full
recovery after being struck by a car in
January of 2001. He’s back on the road,
performing and participating in clinics.

Louie is also celebrating his fourth
honorary degree—an honorary doctor-
ate in humane letters recently presented
by DePaul University. This follows earli-
er honorary degrees from Augustana
College (Rock Island, Illinois), Dennison
University (Ohio), and Northern Illinois
University (DeKalb)—making Louie one
of the most academically recognized

Louie Bellson celebrates his
seventy-seventh birthday.

Saturday, May 18 & Sunday, May 19
OOrrddeerr ttiicckkeettss bbyy pphhoonnee:: ((997733)) 223399--44114400,, ffaaxx:: ((997733)) 223399--77113399,,

oorr oonn tthhee WWeebb aatt wwwwww..mmooddeerrnnddrruummmmeerr..ccoomm

Modern Drummer is proud to announce its fifteenth Drum Festival Weekend! 

MMeemmoorriiaall AAuuddiittoorriiuumm,, MMoonnttccllaaiirr SSttaattee UUnniivveerrssiittyy,, UUppppeerr MMoonnttccllaaiirr,, NNeeww JJeerrsseeyy



drummers in history.
Finally, on a recent visit to the Remo

factory in Valencia, California, Louie
was presented with a cake to commem-
orate another cause for celebration: his
seventy-seventh birthday.

Hip Pickles And
Shawn Pelton 

In Red Cross Benefit

“Like most Americans, we wanted to
do something after the World Trade
Center attack of September 11,” says
Chet Doboe, leader of the drum corps
trio known as Hip Pickles. “This past
October 18 we were given an oppor-
tunity to contribute a little of our time
to help raise some much-needed
funds.” 

The opportunity Chet refers to was
a concert held at New York City’s
Webster Hall nightclub to benefit the
Red Cross and the Robinhood Fund.
Besides Hip Pickles, the show fea-
tured a band consisting of Shawn
Pelton on drums, Leon Pendarvis on
organ, Katresse Barnes on piano, Neil
Jason on bass, and Ira Siegel on gui-
tar. The band backed up performers
including Duncan Sheik, The Bacon
Brothers,  and Jeffrey Gaines.
“Shawn played great,” says Chet.
“He always sounds like he attaches
his DNA to every note. Good guy too!

“We felt honored to be part of such
an effort to help out,” Chet contin-
ues. “After the show, the three of us
went down to ‘Ground Zero.’ It was a
very emotional night for us, to say
the least.”

Saturday Night Live drummer Shawn Pelton (second
from left) with Hip Pickles members (from left) Chris
Scherer, Chet Doboe, and Jeremy Fischer backstage
at the Webster Hall Red Cross benefit concert

In Memoriam
Howie Mann

Veteran big band and show drum-
mer Howie Mann passed away on
September 25, 2001. After a long
road career beginning in the
1940s, Howie returned to New
York, where he played for the New
York Jets Stage Band at Shea
Stadium for
f o u r t e e n
years. He also
led his own
big band for
twenty - four
years, during
which time he
was active in
the Jazz
Nexus series, bringing jazz into
the NYC schools.

Also one of New York’s most
revered drum teachers, Howie
taught for almost forty years. His
students included Rod Morgenstein,
who says, “I owe much of my suc-
cess to Howie. I took my first lesson
with him at the age of ten. He
taught me everything from how to
hold the sticks to how to interpret
big band charts. His teaching tech-
nique was practical, thorough, and
most importantly, musical. He was
a genuinely sweet, compassionate
man, and I will miss him dearly.” 

Smoky Dacus
On October 9, 2001, only a couple
of months after celebrating his
ninetieth birthday with family,
drumming friends, and admirers,
W.E. “Smoky” Dacus passed
away. Dacus was an original
member of Bob Wills & The
Texas Playboys, who popularized
Western swing music in the late
1930s. Smoky is credited with
being the first drummer to be
heard from the stage of the Grand
Ole Opry—one of the earliest
instances of drums included in
any form of country music.

“Trueline’s
unique grip
allows my
hands to
relax, while
the sticks
do the
work.”

www.trueline.com
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Percussive Arts Society
Scholarships

Student scholarships have been endowed by the Percussive
Arts Society in the names of Cloyd Duff and Steve Ettleson.
The scholarships are a tribute to the memory of two special
men in the percussion world. Cloyd Duff is regarded as one
of the finest timpanists of the twentieth century, while
Steve Ettleson was both a performer and a key figure in the
drum and percussion industry. 

To apply for the scholarships, a student must submit an
application form with the required information and materi-
als. The deadline is in June each year. For applications and
additional information contact: Percussive Arts Society, 701
NW Ferris Avenue, Lawton, OK 73507, tel: (580) 353-1455,
fax: (580) 353-1456, percarts@pas.org, www.pas.org.

Drums & Sounds
Weekend

The 2002 Drums & Sounds Weekend will
be held March 30 and 31 at the Rhein
Mosel Hall in Koblenz, Germany.
Organized by Drums Only of Koblenz, it’s
one of Europe’s largest and longest-run-
ning drum-related events. The weekend
will include master classes, clinics, and

performances by a variety of top drumming personalities. A
special feature this year will be a tribute concert to Jeff
Porcaro. For more information, surf to www.drumsonly.de
and www.drums-and-sounds.de.

Who’s Using What
For his return to drumming with
Oysterhead, SStteewwaarrtt CCooppeellaanndd is
using Shure studio and live drum mic’s.
Studio and touring ace (and MD colum-
nist) BBiillllyy WWaarrdd is also endorsing
Shure’s drum mic’s, along with their
PSM 600 personal monitor system.

On the jazz side, drummer/educator YYoorroonn
IIssrraaeell is a new Regal Tip drumstick artist. Yoron
leads his own groups—Connection and
Organic—and performs regularly with Vanessa Rubin,
Chico Freeman, and Pharoah Sanders. He is also the assis-
tant chairman of percussion at Berklee College of Music. 

Funk/pop/fusion monster GGeennee LLaakkee is
touring with Me’shell NdegéOcello on

Premier Gen-X drums. 
Finally, rockers MMiikkee LLuuccee

(The Drowning Pool, right)
and SStteevvoo 3322 (Sum 41) are new Vic Firth
artists.
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For Sale
NNeeww!! Build it yourself. Complete solid wood seg-
mented-shell snare drum kit. Predrilled and sand-
ed shells only require your finishing. Several
woods to choose from. Chrome or brass hard-
ware. Free brochure. Call toll free:  (877) 356-
3786, email: blue water@bignet.net.

SSoouunndd BBaarrrriieerr DDrruumm SShhiieelldd——The Sound Barrier
controls the volume level on drums and percus-
sion. Four 2x4 piece Sound Barrier Clear Acrylic
panel set, $199.99 plus shipping. To order, call
A.J.’s Pro Percussion, (800) 545-7668, or shop
online at wwwwww..aajjpprrooppeerrccuussssiioonn..ccoomm..

AAzztteecc DDrruumm CCoommppaannyy. Hand-tai lored
drumshells. Custom-made sets. For more info,
email: watkins@cyberport.com.

Seller to the stars! Blair N Drums, since 1987. We
feature: Vintage Gretsch, Ludwig, Rogers, etc.
Also K Zildjian and Paiste. Layaways available,
3148 Plainfield N.E., Suite 250, Grand Rapids, MI
49525. Please call only to buy, sell, or trade. Tel:
(800) 733-8164, (616) 364-0604, fax: (616) 363-
2495.

CCaarrbboonnlliittee DDrruumm RRaacckkss—Ultralite carbon fiber
rack systems plus rack tube kits for steel 
tube replacement. Tel: (727) 742-2263, 
wwwwww..ccaarrbboonnlliittee..ccoomm..

CCrreeaattiivvee PPrroojjeeccttss.. PAD-L practice pad (knee pad).
The PADD, Dynabee, Imagination Drumset
Method, Stick-Grip, CP drumsticks. For free
brochure write: Creative Projects, 1281 Ulupii St,
Kailua, HI 96734. Toll free number (866) 362-3786.
E m a i l : c r e a p r o j @ a l o h a . c o m ,  We b  s i t e :
www.creaproj.com.

drum market
Advertise in Drum Market

and reach over a quarter million
drummers worldwide.
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month.
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Orisha Productions features videos of Cuba’s
finest rumba groups, including Los Papines, Los
Munequitos, Yoruba Endabo, and Afro Cuba de
Matanzas. We also have videos featuring instruc-
tion for bata drums by AfroCuba. For further
information, visit us at our Web site:
www.orishaproductions.com, or call toll-free
(800) 260-3551.

Purpleheart and other exotic/domestic enviro-
mentally certified hardwood snare drums with
brass tube lugs. We make our own shells and
lugs; we can make a custom snare for you. 
Drum Solo crafted by Greg Gaylord ,
www.drumsolo.cc. Tel/Fax: (415) 898-2647.

Baby-Kick! Easily converts any size tom into a
punchy bass drum. Simple compact set up
includes fully adjustable hoop-mounted spurs.
Complete riser kit $85. Dealers welcome . 
Drum Supply House, tel: (901) 423-3786,
www.drummaker.com.

Drum Supply House—maple shells, coverings,
lugs, and hardware. Free Parts Guide for
builders! Tel: (901) 423-3786, 47 Ingram St.,
Jackson, TN 38301, www.drummaker.com.

Our name is Drums, Etc. Our mail-order catalog
has pictures and prices for hundreds of exciting
drumsets, cymbals, accessories, books, and
videos not found in other catalogs. Free 
catalog, call (717) 394-3786. Email:
drumsetc@dejazzd.com. Visit our Web site,
www.drumsetc.com.

Eames hand-crafted North American birch drum
shells in Finetone, Naturaltone, and Mastertone
series, finished or unfinished. For brochure con-
tact: Eames Drum Co., 229 Hamilton St., Saugus,
MA 01906. Tel: (781) 233-1404.

Gretsch Drums, parts, logo heads, badges, etc.,
www.sound.net/~expwes/. Tel: (816) 361-1195.

CheapBeats Cymbal Barn. Specializing in new
and used Zildjian, Sabian, Paiste, others. Buy, sell,
trade. Also, Premier drums, name-brand
sticks/heads. Free brochure. Route 2, Box 340,
Charleston, WV 25314. Tel: (304) 744-4858.

Whisper Room Isolation Booth. Drummers
practice anytime, anywhere. Totally portable, wall
and door window. Cable passages for studio.
$5,500, tel: (201) 585-1939.

Moms Music. For all your drum needs. DW,
ddrum, Tama, Yamaha, Paiste, Zildjian, Remo,
Sabian, Aquarian, LP, Gretsch, Ludwig and more.
Tel: (800) 467-MOMS , ask for Ryan.
Www.momsmusic.com.

MRP Edgeworks. Do you want to dramatically
improve the sound of your present drumset or
snare drum? Now the same precision bearing
edges that give MRP Custom Drums their incred-
ibly resonant sound can be crafted onto your
drums. MRP Edgeworks can considerably
increase the tone, projection, and resonance of
your present kit for a fraction of the cost of a new
kit. Call MRP Edgeworks at (516) 568-2820, or log
onto www.MRPEdgeworks.com.

Free! Electronic Percussion Catalog featuring
Pintech triggers and more! Tel: (864) 288-1500,
www.edrums.com.

Www.drums.com has a new look! Interviews,
lessons, reviews, free stuff, super classifieds,
and more.

American Music Drumparts—chrome and brass
lugs, parts, hardware, etc. Free catalog, 
(541) 935-5023, www.amdrumparts.com.

“Secrets Of The World’s Greatest Drummer.”
The one and only in-depth analysis of Buddy Rich
on VHS. $39.95 plus $5.00 s&h. RTC
Enterprises, 7040 W. Palmetto Park Rd., 2-406,
Boca Raton, FL 33433. Tel: (561) 750-0035, 
www.worldsgreatestdrummer.com.

Best in the west! Rupp’s Drums—Colorado’s
largest pro drum shop! Huge stock of new kits,
mountains of used and vintage kits at killer
prices! Heads, sticks, cymbals, hardware, and
percussion ready to ship! Call for our toll-free
number, or email us: rupp@ruppsdrums.com,
www.ruppsdrums.com. Call (303) 756-5777.
Also, Will Drum For Food T-shirts, $15.

Power Wrist Builders. “The ultimate practice
sticks.” Solid aluminum & solid brass practice
sticks. Free info pack. Tel: (800) 645-6673, 
1434 Corte De Rosa, San Jose CA 95120.
www.musicianswarehouse.com/power.

The Nutmeg Drum Shoppe. Builders of fine rope-
tension drums and custom drums of any applica-
tion. Visit us at www.nutmegdrumshoppe.com.

Vintage Photo Catalog! Download from our
Web site.  Ludwig, Slingerland, and more!
Money-back guarantee. Visa/MC, Discover. For
free hardcopy, call or write: Vintage Drum Center,
2243 Ivory Drive, Libertyville, IA 52567, tel: (800)
729-3111 or (641) 693-3611, fax: (641) 693-3101.
Always buying! Www.vintagedrum.com.

Download your favorite music from drummers
and percussionists. Interviews, photos, and 
on-l ine lessons from your favorite artists, 
free monthly email newsletter, Drum Circle 
in f o  f r o m  a r o u n d  t h e  w o r l d  a n d  m o r e .
Www.DrumsOnTheWeb.com.

An extra deep 16”x 22””bass drum.  
A 5 1/2””x 14””all wood snare drum.  

Arena 500 series double braced hardware.  
These are the elements that make The 
Demolition an ultra-sensory explosion!  

Demolition continues the onslaught with the 
dark roar of power-sized toms, and the 

visual terror of our exclusive RavenPlate TM

treated hoops and new DouTuneTM mini-lugs.  
Do the Demolition, and unleash the drum 

package of your dreams (or maybe 
your nightmares,) at a price that 

will wake the dead. 

Peace Drums and Percussion
PO Box 5306, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745 • Tel: 626-581-4510 • Fax: 626-581-4710

Peace Musical Co. Ltd.
No. 519 Wen Chu Rd., 43707 Tachia Taichung, Taiwan, R.O.C. • Tel: 886-42-6878925 • Fax: 886-42-6883469

Come See Us At Winter Namm, Booth No. 2854, Hall D
Please visit our new website at www.peacemusic.com.tw Don’t Let Our Name Fool You

Retail Price

699.00 Complete
(Cymbals Not Included)

New Demolition
Series Drums



Study Materials
Books that will give you the competitive
e d g e :
www.EbayStores.com/CKdrumPublications.

Hard-cover drum books by Joel Rothman.
Complete Rock Drummer, Complete Jazz
Drummer, $99.95 each. Send for catalog. J.R.
Publications, c/o Charles Dumont & Son, #1085
Dumont Dr, Voorhees, NJ 08043. Tel: 
(800) 257-8283.

Instruction
Connecticut: Study with Frank Aquila. Become a
complete drummer, have great stick control and
master the double pedal. Call: (203) 410-8582.

Nashville: George Lawrence at Fork’s Drum
Closet, www.drumguru.com. Tel: (615) 665-2198.

Drummers: Learn all styles of drumming on all
the percussion instruments, including drumset
and mallets. John Bock Percussion Studio, 
(914) 592-9593.

NJ Drummers. Ray LeVier now teaching in Fort
Lee. Accepting serious-minded students. 
All styles. Tel: (201) 585-1939.

NYC—Tabla. Study Indian classical drumming
with performer Misha Masud. All levels. Special
training for musicians of jazz, East/West fusion
interested in Indian rhythm. Tel: (212) 724-7223.

Baltimore-Washington: Grant Menefee’s studio
of drumming. B.M. Berklee College of Music. All
styles and levels. Tel: (410) 747-STIX.

Austin Texas Drummers: Nick Marcy at Nick’s
Drum Studio. All levels and styles. Tel: (512) 

For Sale
A Drummer’s Tradition features an incredible collection of vintage drums for sale. Visit our shop
in San Rafael, California, or check our Web site at www.adrummerstradition.com for weekly
updates. We are always buying! Call 10–6 PST, Mon–Sat, tel: (415) 458-1688, fax: (415) 458-1689.

We have an ear for sound. Blair N Drums, since 1987. We feature: Vintage Gretsch, and K Zildjian.
Also, Ludwig, Rogers, Paiste, etc. 3148 Plainfield, N.E., Suite 250, Grand Rapids, MI 49525. Please
call only to buy sell or trade. Tel: (800) 733-8164, (616) 364-0604, fax: (616) 363-2495.

Vintage: Snares, sets, singles, cymbals, hardware, logos, and trades. Look/see,
www.drumatix.com.

Bobby Chiasson’s Jollity Drum Farm mail-order list includes hundreds of drums, and Rogers
Swiv-O-Matic . 420 Coach Road, Argyle, NY 12809. Tel: (518) 638-8559,
drumfarm@global2000.net, www.drumfarm.com.

Drummers history past and present trivia game. Fun and educational for the whole family. Send
$19.95 plus $3.75 shipping, check or money order, to: Drummers History Game, PO Box 601,
Necedah, WI 54646.

Wm. F. Ludwig II autobiography just released! Rogers book, Slingerland book, and other drum his-
tory publications. Rebeats Vintage Drum Products, PO Box 6, Alma, MI 48801. Tel: (989) 463-4757,
www.rebeats.com.

Vintage Photo Catalog! Download from our Web site. Ludwig, Slingerland, and more. Money-
back guarantee. Visa/MC, Discover. For free hard copy, call or write: Vintage Drum Center, 2243
Ivory Drive, Libertyville, IA 52567, tel: (800) 729-3111 or (641) 693-3611, fax: (641) 693-3101.
Always buying! Www.vintagedrum.com.

Wanted
Vintage Gretsch, Ludwig, Leedy, Rogers, K Zildjian, Paiste, etc. Blair N Drums. Tel: (800) 733-8164,
(616) 364-0604, fax: (616) 363-2495.

Immediate cash for Ludwig, Gretsch, Rogers, Slingerland, Leedy, K Zildjians, Paiste, Sonor. Call:
Vintage Drum Center,  (800) 729-3111 or (641) 693-3611. Email: vintagedrum@lisco.com.

Miscellaneous
Www.vintagelogos.com. Vintage-style logos for kick drums. Free catalog. Tel: (513) 351-0075.

Vintage Showcase



TERRY BOZZIO
Solo Drum Music I, II, Chamber Works, Drawing The Circle;
Bozzio/Karn/Torn-Polytown; Bozzio/Levin/Stevens-Black Light Syndrome, Situation
Dangerous; Brecker Brothers-Heavy Metal Be-Bop; Explorers Club-Age Of Impact; Group
87-s/t; Missing Persons-Color In Your Life, Rhyme & Reason, Spring Session M, Late Nights
Early Days; U.K.-Danger Money, Night After Night; Dweezil Zappa-Automatic; Billy
Sheehan-Compression; Jordan Rudess-Feeding The Wheel; Bozzio/Wackerman-
Alternative Duets Vol.1&2, Solos & Duets (VHS Video)

DENNIS CHAMBERS
Tetsuo Sakurai-Gentle Hearts; Front Page (w/Dominique Di Piazza & Bireli Lagrene); Bill
Evans-Let The Juice Loose/Live At The Blue Note Tokyo, Petite Blonde; Donald Blackman-Yabba
Dabba Doo; Garsed/Helmerich-Uncle Moe’s Space Ranch; Victor Wooten/Steve Bailey-
Bass Extremes-Just Add Water; John Scofield-Pick Hits Live (2 CD Japanese edition); Gonzalo
Rubalcaba-The Trio (w/Brian Bromberg); Thierry Maillard-Paris New York (w/John Patitucci);
Niacin-Live, Time Crunch; Kankawa-Uganda Live In Japan; CAB-s/t, CAB 2; P-Funk All Stars-
Live At The Beverly Theatre (2 CDs); Victor Bailey-Lowblow; Tom Coster-The Forbidden Zone,
From The Street, Let’s Set The Record Straight; Carl Filipiak-Blue Entrance, Hotel Reál, Peripheral
Vision, Right On Time: Stuart Hart-Inner Voice; Gary Willis-Bent, No Sweat; Grafitti-Good
Groove; Berg/Brecker/Chambers/DeFrancesco-JazzTimes Superband 

BILLY COBHAM
A Funky Thide Of Sings, Crosswinds, Flight Time (live), Inner Conflicts, Life & Times, Live On Tour
In Europe (w/George Duke), Magic/Simplicity Of Expression-Depth Of Thought (2 on 1);
Rudiments (2 disc anthology w/ 2 unreleased tracks), Shabazz, Spectrum, Stratus, Total Eclipse;
Nordic-Off Color; Paradox-s/t, The First Second (live); Dean Brown-Here; Jack Bruce-
Doing This…On Ice! (2CD’s) 

VINNIE COLAIUTA
Larry Williams & Friends-The Beautiful Struggle; Greg Mathieson-Live At The Baked
Potato 2000 (2 CDs w/Michael Landau); Chick Corea Akoustic Band-Live From The Blue 
Note Tokyo; Karizma-Document; Masanori Sasaji-Birdland; Aydin Esen-Living (w/Miroslav
Vitous); Randy Waldman-Unreel, Wigged Out; John Beasley-Surfacing; Bunny Brunel-
Dedication; Los Lobotomys-s/t (w/Jeff Porcaro & Carlos Vega); Joe Diorio-20th Century
Impressions (w/ Jeff Berlin); Steve Tavaglione-Blue Tav; Warren Cuccurullo-Thanks To
Frank; Jeff Richman-The Way In, Live At The Baked Potato Volume One & Two (w/ Phillips,
Weckl, Wackerman, Bissonette, Gottlieb etc.); Buell Neidlinger Quartet-Big Drum; Michael
Landau-Tales From The Bulge; Lothar Kosse-Rainmaker; Allan Holdsworth-Secrets; 
Quincy Jones/Sammy Nestico Orchestra-Basie & Beyond; T-Square-Friendship; Mike
Stern-Voices; Pages-s/t (w/Jeff Porcaro); Kimo Williams/Kimotion-Tracking, War Stories;
Richard Bona-Reverence; Vinnie Colaiuta-s/t (Japanese edition w/bonus track)

VIRGIL DONATI
Stretch, Just Add Water (w/Scott Henderson); Montreal Drumfest 1996/1997 (2 CDs fea-
turing Chambers, Donati, Horacio Hernandez, Mike Mangini, Tony Royster Jr., Chad Wackerman
+ many others); On The Virg-Serious Young Insects; Derek Sherinian- Planet X, Planet X-
Live (3 CD’s), Planet X-Universe; Joel Hoekstra-Undefined

STEVE SMITH
Peter Barshay-Pit Of Fashion; Larry Coryell/Tom Coster/Steve Smith-Cause And Effect;
Tom Coster-Ivory Expeditions; Frank Gambale/Stu Hamm/Steve Smith-Show Me What
You Can Do, The Light Beyond; Jerry Goodman/Steve Smith/Howard Levy/Oteil
Burbridge-The Stranger’s Hand; Stu Hamm-Outbound; Scott Henderson/Victor
Wooten/Steve Smith-Vital Tech Tones, VTT2; Steve Smith And Buddy’s Buddies-s/t;
Montreal Drumfest ’95 (w/Steve Smith, Kirk Covington, Rod Morgenstein, Mike Portnoy +
others); Vital Information- Live From Mars, Show ’Em Where You Live; Aydin Esen-
Timescape; Larry Coryell/Steve Marcus/Kai Eckhardt/Steve Smith-Count’s Jam Band
Reunion; Tony Macalpine-Chromaticity; Vinnie Moore-Defying Gravity

SIMON PHILLIPS
Vantage Point, (w/Jeff Babco), Out Of The Blue (live), Another Lifetime (Japanese edition
w/bonus tracks) Symbiosis; Protocol-Force Majeure (live); Steve Lukather/Los
Lobotomys-The Candyman; Toto-Livefields (2 CDs), Mindfields, Absolutely Live (2 CDs);
Derek Sherinian-Inertia; Melvin Lee Davis-Tomorrow’s Yesterdays

CHECK THESE OUT!!
SAM ALIANO-Emalgamation; VICTOR BAILEY-That’s Right (w/Lenny White); JULIO BAR-
RETO CUBAN QUARTET-Iyabó; JEFF BERLIN-In Harmony’s Way (w/Danny Gottlieb)
GREGG BISSONETTE-s/t, Submarine; BILL BRUFORD/TONY LEVIN-B.L.U.E. Nights (2
CDs Live), Upper Extremities; MIKE CLARK-Actual Proof; MIKE CLARK/PAUL JACKSON-
The Funk Stops Here; MIKE CLARK/PAUL JACKSON/MARC WAGNON-Conjunction;
ZACH DANZIGER-Boomish, Bluth, Clearance Sale; KAI ECKHARDT-Honor Simplicity, 
Respect The Flow (w/Sean Rickman); JOHN FAVICCHIA-Dharma; DAVID FIUCZYNSKI’S
HEADLESS TORSOS-Amandala (w/Gene Lake); MATTHEW GARRISON-s/t (w/Gene
Lake/Ben Perowsky); DAVID GILMORE-Ritualism (w/Rodney Holmes); JAY GRAYDON-
Bebop (w/Dave Weckl); HERMANATORS-Twisted (w/Rodney Holmes); ALLAN
HOLDSWORTH-Road Games (w/Chad Wackerman); HOWLAND/IMBODEN PROJECT
(w/Tris Imboden); GARY HUSBAND-The Things I See-Interpretations Of The Music Of Allan
Holdsworth; TOMMY IGOE-New Ground; HILARY JONES-Soaring; GENE LAKE-Cycles;
MICHAEL LANDAU-Live 2000 (2 discs w/Toss Panos); SHAWN LANE-Powers Of Ten Live
(w/Sean Rickman); NGUYEN LE-E_L_B_ (w/Peter Erskine); GREG MATHIESON-Baked
Potato Super Live! (w/ Jeff Porcaro); MARCO MENDOZA / JOEY HEREDIA / RENATO
NETO- Live in L.A.; MARCO MINNEMANN/ILLEGAL ALIENS-The Green Mindbomb,
Comfortably Homeless, Live In L.A. (VHS Video), Live At PASIC Nov. 2000 (VHS Video), 
Thickness, Time, Red Alibis, International Telephone; JEFF RICHMAN-Trio Loco (w/Danny
Gottlieb); RUDESS/MORGENSTEIN PROJECT-s/t, The Official Bootleg (w/Rod
Morgenstein); PACO SERY-Voyages; SIXUN-Nouvelle Vague, Lunatic Taxi, Nomads’ Land,
L’eau de La, Live, Explore, Pygmees, Nuit Blanche (w/Paco Sery); VIENNA ART ORCHES-
TRA-Artistry In Rhythm-A European Suite (w/Jo Jo Mayer); CHAD WACKERMAN-Forty
Reasons, The View, Scream; NARADA MICHAEL WALDEN-Garden Of Love Light, I Cry, I
Smile, Awakening, The Dance Of Life; BILLY WARD-Two Hands Clapping; LENNY WHITE-
Venusian Summer, Big City, The Love Has Never Gone (Tribute To Earth, Wind & Fire); 

DVDs!
Deep Purple-Total Abandon/Australia ’99 (w/Ian Paice) 

* Mark King-Live On The Isle Of Wright 2000 (w/Gary Husband) 
Pat Metheny Group-Imaginary Day Live, We Live Here/Live In Japan (w/Paul Wertico)
Pat Metheny-Secret Story (w/Paul Wertico)
Steve Hackett-The Tokyo Tapes/Live In Japan (w/Chester Thompson)
Joni Mitchell-Shadows And Light (w/Pat Metheny, Jaco Pastorius, Don Alias)
Niacin-Live! Blood Sweat & Beers (w/Dennis Chambers)

* Jaco Pastorius-Live In Montreal (w/Peter Erskine)
Steps Ahead-Live In Japan (w/Steve Smith)
Allan Holdsworth-Live At The Galaxy (w/Joel Taylor)
Modern Drummer Festival 2000 (w/Vinnie Colaiuta/Karizma, Akira Jimbo, Hilary
Jones, Horacio Hernandez, etc.) 
Casiopea-The Mint Session (w/Akira Jimbo)
Chaka Khan-Jazz Channel Presents (w/Vinnie Colaiuta)
Marcus Miller-In Concert (w/Poogie Bell)

* not playable on all DVD players

Hundreds of Titles in Stock!!
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DDrruummsseett aanndd PPeerrccuussssiioonn.. Private lessons. Group
conga classes. Jazz ensembles. Professional
Music, 677 Passaic Avenue, Nutley, NJ 07110. Tel:
(973) 661-4885.

LLoonnddoonn , England: Study drums with JJooeell
RRootthhmmaann. Tel: 020-7431-0873.

DDrruummmmeerrss—Study with Jim Payne in NYC or
Westchester. Author of three widely acclaimed instruc-
tion books, including Give The Drummers Some. Tel:
(914) 232-8075, or www.funkydrummer.com.

NNYYCC DDrruummmmeerrss: Study with JJoohhnn SSaarrrraaccccoo, one
of the most knowledgeable pros in the NY area.
Accepting only the serious-minded for drum
instruction tthhee pprrooffeessssiioonnaall wwaayy. Manhattan and
Staten Island studio locations. (718) 351-4031.

San Francisco Bay Area: John Xepoleas, author of
Studies For The Contemprary Drummer and
Lessons With The Greats, is accepting students.
Study jazz, rock, funk, and Latin drumming.
Become more confident as you develop better

reading skills, technique, and independence. 
All levels. Tel: (925) 947-2066.

Wanted
Any Gretsch, Ludwig, Leedy, Rogers, etc. Also, K
Zildjian (Istanbul) and Paiste. Cash or trade. Blair
N Drums. Tel: (800) 733-8164, (616) 364-0604,
fax: (616) 363-2495.

VViinnttaaggee DDrruummss—Immediate cash for Ludwig,
Gretsch, Rogers, Slingerland, Sonor, Leedy, K
Zildjian, and Paiste. CCaallll:: ((880000)) 772299--33111111 oorr ((664411))
669933--33661111.. EEmmaaiill:: wwwwww..vviinnttaaggeeddrruumm@@lliissccoo..ccoomm..

Miscellaneous
PPrrooffeessssiioonnaall MMuussiicciiaannss RReeffeerrrraall—Musicians/
bands: connect with the right group or player. Call
PPMMRR—America’s original national referral! Tel:
(612) 825-6848.
PPlleeaassee vviissiitt wwwwww..eezzppeerrccuussssiioonn..ccoomm..

New! Video clips, free drum lessons, drum
videos, monthly giveaways at Dave Bedrock’s
americandrumschool.com.

MMuussiicciiaannss NNaattiioonnaall RReeffeerrrraall:: Where pro 
musicians and bands connect. World’s largest,
most preferred referral. Ask about our 
l ifetime membership. Tel: (800) 366-4447.
Www.musicianreferral.com.

RRiioo GGrraannddee DDrruumm.. Custom and vintage drums.
Repair, refinish, marching mallet carts. Tel: (505)
884-5987, www.riograndedrums.com, or email:
roger51000@aol.com.

Drum Bum: T-Shirts and gifts for drummers!
WWwwww..ddrruummbbuumm..ccoomm..

Give us a call and find
out what America’s top

professional players have
known for over 17 years!

Fork’s has the best deals on all drums, cymbals,
heads, sticks, ethnic percussion & more!!!

22770011 1122tthh AAvvee.. SSoouutthh
NNaasshhvviillllee,, TTNN 3377220044
((880000)) 5555--FFOORRKKSS

wwwwww..ffoorrkkssddrruummcclloosseett..ccoomm

Give us a call and find
out what America’s top

professional players have
known for over 17 years!

Fork’s has the best deals on all drums, cymbals,
heads, sticks, ethnic percussion & more!!!
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A TRIBUTE TO THE MASTER

BUDDY RICH

NICK D’VIRGILIO
PROG ROCK’S MOST MUSICAL DRUMMER

JAZZ GREAT JOE LA BARBERA

PUDDLE OF MUDD’S
GREG UPCHURCH

PLUS

IN THE CLEAR
AN EXCLUSIVE LOOK AT THE PAST, PRESENT,
AND FUTURE OF ACRYLIC DRUMS

coming in april

Radio
MD

Brand new rotation—
over 150 killer tracks, on air 24/7!

New tracks from Billy Martin’s
latest and other tracks from the 
Amulet Records catalog.

PLUS News, events, playing, audio examples, contests, features, artist archives, shopping, AND MORE!

www.moderndrummer.com

now featured at md online

MD MP3s
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Check out our new Critique Archive containing hundreds of album reviews
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I’ve felt the passion of latin 

percussion for 38 years and 

I still can’t get over it. 

Felt it in the bars and clubs 

that the beat brought life to, met 

the talent and with their help 

fashioned the instruments of hand 

percussion.

At LP this is still a work in progress, 

and the LP studio, where artists 

now can gather and experiment, 

is proof of it.

Because for me, Martin Cohen, life 

is about learning.

And it’s why LP continues to lead, 

fed by passion for the music itself.

Yes, we can feel it.

Do you feel it?

Trust the Leader™

LATIN
PERCUSSION INC.

Left to right: Marc Quiñones - LP Tito Puente Bronze Timbales, Roman Diaz - LP Valje®
Armando Peraza Series™ Bongos, Ruben  Rodriguez - Bass, Pedro “Pedrito” Martinez -
LP  Batas, Vocals, Bobby  Allende - LP Galaxy® Giovanni Series™ Congas

Visit http://www.congahead.com/movies/admovie.html
to view a quicktime movie of the above performance.

160 Belmont Ave.
Garfield, NJ  07026

Photo by: Martin Cohen
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Musictech College. . . . . . . . . . www.musictech.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126
NYPT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.protoolsny.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
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Peavey Drums . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.peavey.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
Pork Pie Percussion . . . . . . . . www.porkpiedrums.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
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Pro•Mark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.promark-stix.com. . . . . . . 116/117,118/119
Pro•Mark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.promark-stix.com. . . . . . . 120/121,122/123
Pro•Mark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.promark-stix.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124,125
PureSound Percussion . . . . . . www.puresoundpercussion.com . . . . . . . . . . 127
Remo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.remo.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Roli Garcia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.roligarciajr.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
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Sam Ash Music . . . . . . . . . . . . www.samash.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
Sam Barnard’s Drum Wrap . . . www.sambarnard.net. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Samson (Slicknut) . . . . . . . . . . www.slicknut.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
SHS Audio (JTS) . . . . . . . . . . . www.shsaudio.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130
Slug Percussion . . . . . . . . . . . www.slugdrums.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
Sonor Drums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.hohnerusa.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
Sticks Grip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.sticksgrip.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144
TA Drums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.tadrums.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
Talent 2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.talent2k.com/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Tama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.tama.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34/35
Taye Drums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.taye.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133
The Drum Pad . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.thedrumpad.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Toca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.kamanmusic.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
Treeworks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.treeworkschimes.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
Tribes Drums. . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.tribesdrums.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
Trick Percussion . . . . . . . . . . www.trickdrums.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Trueline Drumsticks . . . . . . . . www.trueline.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
Turkish Cymbals . . . . . . . . . . . www.turkishcymbals.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134
Unigrip 2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.unigrip2000.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138
Vater Percussion. . . . . . . . . . . www.vater.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,75,142
VeriSonic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.4ddai.com/vs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144
Vintage Logos . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.vintagelogos.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
Virtual Drummer School . . . . . www.virtualdrummerschool.com . . . . . . . . . 108
Warner Bros. Publications. . . . www.warnerbrospublications.com . . . . . . . . 135
West L.A. Music . . . . . . . . . . . www.westlamusic.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Wuhan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.universalpercussion.com . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
Yamaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.yamahadrums.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Yamaha (Band & Orchestra) . . www.yamaha.com/band . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138
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 THE NUMBER ONE STICK IN THE WORLD.

TOMMY STEWART ✦ GODSMACK BOBBY JARZOMBEK ✦ HALFORD JOHN DOLMAYAN ✦ SYSTEM OF A EDUARDO PANIAGUA ✦ PUYA

SCOTT UNDERWOOD ✦ TRAIN CHARLIE BENANTE ✦ ANTHRAX STEVO 32 ✦ SUM 41 WILL CALHOUN ✦ LIVING COLOUR

MIKE BORDIN ✦ OZZY WUV ✦ P.O.D. RICK WOOLSTENHULME ✦ LIFEHOUSE JON WYSOCKI ✦ STAIND

RICHARD LILES ✦ 3 DOORS DOWN  VINNIE PAUL ✦ PANTERA MIKE LUCE ✦ DROWNING GREG EKLUND ✦ EVERCLEAR

CHARLIE QUINTANA ✦ SOCIAL DISTOR- MATT CAMERON DEVON GLENN ✦ BUCKCHERRY CHAD SEXTON ✦ 311

JASON MACKENROTH ✦ ROLLINS BAND BC ✦ (hed) P.E. JBJ ✦ CRAZYTOWN  KEN SCHALK ✦ CANDIRIA
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This “Native American” kit was designed by
independent drummer Paul Angers, along

with Blake Himm of the Taos Drum Company. It’s
a fully functional, one-of-a-kind set that Paul has
used on various recordings. In fact, it can be heard
throughout the jungle sequences in the animated
film version of King Kong.

The kit consists of 3x12, 3x14, and 3x16 deer-
skin-headed Shaman drums, a 3x12 deerskin-
headed snare drum, a 14x24 calfskin-headed bass
drum, and 10x26 and 13x26 calfskin-headed “long
toms.” The special weave used to mount the bass
drum head was the creation of Blake Himm.

The kit is played with Vic Firth 7A sticks fitted
with 3⁄8" removable soft rubber tips. Bells may be
fastened to the player’s left leg to add additional
power and acoustic variety to the kit.

drumkit of the month
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1. Photos must be high-quality and in color. 35mm slides are preferred; color prints will be considered; Polaroids not accepted. 2. You may send more than one view of the kit. 3. Only show drums, no people. 4. Shoot drums against a neu-
tral background. Avoid “busy” backgrounds. 5. Clearly highlight special attributes of your kit. Send photo(s) to: Drumkit Of The Month, Modern Drummer, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009-1288. Photos cannot be returned.



THE LEGENDARY FOOT OF
DENNIS CHAMBERS

ONLY FITS ONE PEDAL.

IF IT’S NOT AN ELIMINATOR,
IT’S JUST BEEN ELIMINATED.

AND ITS THE ONLY PEDAL WITH 

4 DIFFERENT INTERCHANGEABLE CAMS.
A CUSTOMIZABLE AND REVERSIBLE

TRACTIONPLATE FOOTBOARD.

ALL NEW GENERATION 2 CHAIN OR 
BELT DRIVE SYSTEMS, YOUR CHOICE.

QUADBEATER 4 WAY BEATER SYSTEM.
POWERSHIFTER MOVABLE FOOTBOARD.
INDEPENDENT BEATER AND FOOTBOARD 

ANGLE ADJUSTMENTS.

UNI-PRESSURE SPRING CLAMP.
FLOATING SPRING PENDULUM WITH

ULTRA PRECISION BEARINGS.

ROLLER CAM HOOP CLAMP SYSTEM.
NEW SUPER WIDE TENSION SPRING.

PLUS MUCH, MUCH, MORE.

NEED THE POWER, SPEED AND DURABILITY OF ELIMINATOR,
BUT NOT THE INTERCHANGEABLE CAMS AND TRACTION

PLATE FOOTBOARD, THEN PEARL’S POWERSHIFTER PEDALS ARE
THE WAY TO GO. THE SAME AWESOME PERFORMANCE, PLUS

THE AMAZING POWERSHIFTER MOVABLE FOOTBOARD.

WWW.PEARLDRUM.COM

ELIMINATOR
2000C

POWERSHIFTER
P-101P

POWERSHIFTER
P-201P

BEST HARDWARE 2001
DRUM! MAGAZINE
READERS POLL

BEST HARDWARE 2001
DRUM! MAGAZINE
READERS POLL

WINNER!
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